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1
Term Deﬁnition
Something that causes variation (i.e.
spread) in the data that is unrelated to the
problem under study.
Examples: instrumental noise, baseline.
Artifact
Chemometrics A data science, that aims at automated
extraction of relevant chemical information
from (large) chemical data sets.
Data In this thesis, data mostly refers to values -
also called variables - obtained from analy-
tical chemical measurement instruments.
It represents the physical responses to
external stimuli. Example: spectroscopy
data, in which a sample is subjected to light
of different wavelengths (stimuli) after
which the absorption of light is measured
(physical response).
Data preprocessing The process of removing irrelevant varia-
tion from the data. In this work, the focus
is on irrelevant variation coming from
technical or instrumental artifacts.
Preprocessing See data preprocessing.
Preprocessing method An algorithm that aims at removal of,
mostly, a single artifact.
Examples: Standard Normal Variate (SNV)
to correct for scatter effects in spectroscopy
data or Parametric Time Warping (PTW)
to correct for retention time shifts in
chromatography data.
Preprocessing step The general process of correction of a
speciﬁc artifact. Examples: baseline correc-
tion or scatter correction. Many different
preprocessing methods are often available
to perform a preprocessing step.
Preprocessing strategy All preprocessing steps that are consecuti-
vely applied to appropriately preprocess the
data. An example preprocessing strategy
for spectroscopy data is baseline correction
(step 1), followed by scatter correction
(step 2), noise reduction by smoothing
(step 3) and scaling (step 4).
For each step, a speciﬁc preprocessing
method has to be selected.
Glossary
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2 General introduction
The theme of this thesis is data preprocessing. Preprocessing is a crucial step
in data analysis, involving the removal of so-called data artifacts to make the
preprocessed data better suited for subsequent data analysis. Each analytical
chemical platform - such as infrared (IR) spectroscopy, Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) or Gas Chromatography (GC) - is associated with its own data
artifacts. Many preprocessing methods have been developed to remove these
artifacts, but it is a burden to select an appropriate preprocessing method -
or combination of methods - for each data set beforehand.Therefore, preproces-
sing is currently a bottleneck in chemometric data analysis. Stated differently,
preprocessing is currently more an art than a science.
Many researchers know and acknowledge the importance of preprocessing in the
data analysis pipeline. It is a well-known fact that the inﬂuence preprocessing has
on the performance of a chemometric model is often very large. However, no
objective guidelines or selection criteria have been developed yet to deal with the
‘tsunami’ of available preprocessing methods. Many researchers do not want to
spend a lot of time in appropriate preprocessing selection, also because they do
not exactly know how to properly do this.Therefore, in the ﬁrst part of this thesis,
we present a novel preprocessing selection approach: a practical, comprehensive
approach that enables a systematic and objective selection of appropriate prepro-
cessing in a reasonable amount of time. It represents the ﬁrst attempt in the ﬁeld
of preprocessing to create order in the chaos that the preprocessing tsunami has
led to.The term appropriate will be explored in the context of both chemometric
model performance, as well as model interpretation. Additionally, in the second
part of this thesis, two examples are given in which preprocessing has to be
tailored towards special characteristics of the data.
This chapter serves as a general introduction to data preprocessing. Chapter 3
provides the reader with a more thorough explanation and review of preproces-
sing for spectroscopic data, on which the focus will be in the ﬁrst part of this
thesis.
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Technological advances in chemical analysis techniques such as Gas Chromatography-Mass
Spectrometry (GC-MS) or Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy (NMR) lead to inc-
reasing amounts of data per single measurement. Gigabytes of data are rapidly produced for
a single sample by the press of a button. This is a favorable situation for many different ap-
plications: the more data that is being recorded, the more chemically relevant information it
may contain. The amount of non-informative data that is recorded alongside, however, will
increase accordingly.
This means that in such large (or ‘fat’) data sets the relevant information may be ‘hidden’ very
well within the non-informative data. For example, suppose that the analysis of a single blood
sample leads to over a million different variables (i.e. values).To detect a speciﬁc disease, it
may be that only a few of those many variables deviate from normal, healthy conditions. It may
also be that the values themselves are not different from those in healthy subjects, but that
their relation has changed. Analysis of such large data sets therefore requires data sciences to
extract the relevant information from the data in an automated way. Chemometrics is the name
for the scientiﬁc ﬁeld that deals with the automated extraction and analysis of chemical in-
formation from (large) chemical data sets.
Many data analysis methods have been developed within the ﬁeld of chemometrics, of which
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Partial Least Squares regression (PLS) are two of
the most well-known methods [1, 2]. Most chemometric methods focus on variation (i.e.
spread) in the data.The reason behind this is simple: one cannot learn much from a variable
that has the same value over all samples. Large data sets, however, also contain variation that
is unrelated to the problem under study.This variation should optimally be removed from the
data to not ‘distract’ the data analysis methods.This process is called data preprocessing.
Different causes exist that lead to variation in the data that is irrelevant to the problem under
study.Technical and instrumental artifacts are one of these sources.Typical examples include
scatter effects in spectroscopic measurement data, retention time misalignment in chroma-
tographic data or noise. Other sources include for instance the presence of irrelevant experi-
mental factors in the study, such as gender. A factor like gender will very likely lead to
variation in the data that is irrelevant to the research question e.g. whether someone is ill or
not. In this thesis, the focus is on preprocessing that is aimed at removal of technical and in-
strumental artifacts.
Many chemometric data analyses focus on either classiﬁcation or calibration. Models are
built that aim to classify unknown samples into different groups (e.g. healthy vs. diseased,
classiﬁcation) or that predict a continuous value (e.g. the concentration of a chemical com-
ponent, calibration). In doing so, the methods to build these models try to ﬁnd information
in the data that they can use to make these predictions. However, the presence of technical
or instrumental artifacts may ‘mask’ the information that the methods are looking for, the-
reby hampering the construction of proper models. Preprocessing is therefore a crucial step
in data analysis and often determines success or failure of the subsequent data analysis (also
see chapter 3).
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2.1 Chemometrics
and data preprocessing:
general considerations
2.1.2 Data preprocessing and associated
challenges
2.1.1 Chemometrics
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Figure 2.1 – Illustration of time misalignment for GC data. The evolution in time is presented by the coloring
of the chromatograms. The dark blue chromatogram was recorded first, the lightest green chromatogram the
latest. Data are taken from the ‘PTW’ package from Paul Eilers [3]. The horizontal axis represents the measure-
ment time, only a part of the full chromatograms is shown.
Many chemometric data analyses focus on either classiﬁcation or calibration. Models are
built that aim to classify unknown samples into different groups (e.g. healthy vs. diseased,
classiﬁcation) or that predict a continuous value (e.g. the concentration of a chemical com-
ponent, calibration). In doing so, the methods to build these models try to ﬁnd information
in the data that they can use to make these predictions. However, the presence of technical
or instrumental artifacts may ‘mask’ the information that the methods are looking for, the-
reby hampering the construction of proper models. Preprocessing is therefore a crucial step
in data analysis and often determines success or failure of the subsequent data analysis (also
see chapter 3).
As an example of a technical and instrumental artifact, consider chromatographic misa-
lignment of retention times, which is a common data artifact in both in Liquid Chromato-
graphy (LC) and Gas Chromatography (GC) data [4-6]. Repeated experiments with the same
sample using the same chromatographic column will lead to differences in the resulting elu-
tion proﬁles.This is due to e.g. column ageing - where the stationary phase of the column be-
comes less penetrable for molecules over time - or slight changes in pH. As a consequence, a
compound that elutes after 3.70 minutes may elute after 3.80 minutes if the same experi-
ment is replicated the next day.This results in variation in the chromatograms that is not re-
lated to a change in sample composition. Such spread should be corrected by appropriate
preprocessing before model building. Figure 2.1 illustrates the problem of time misalignment,
by showing 16 chromatograms of an identical sample, measured on different days. More de-
tails about retention time misalignment in chromatographic data are provided in the second
part of this thesis (chapters 6 and 7).
Each chemical analysis platform is associated with speciﬁc data artifacts. For each artifact,
many different preprocessing methods have often been developed that aim to remove the spe-
ciﬁc information associated to this artifact from the data. There are a few reasons for this.
Firstly, emerging insights into the mechanism or reason underlying the artifacts may lead to
the development of different - and in theory, better - preprocessing methods. Secondly, it
may be that existing methods are not suitable to preprocess the measured data because of
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technological advances in the instrument, such that existing methods cannot properly deal
with the resulting artifacts anymore. Finally, existing methods may be improved (e.g. a re-
duction in calculation time), of which the algorithms are also often published as new me-
thods. For the retention time misalignment example, many so-called warping methods (or
alignment methods) have been developed over the course of time, which remove the variation
due to the time misalignment from the data [4, 7-11].
It is not known beforehand which of all available preprocessing methods - or combination of
methods, if multiple artifacts are present - is preferred to preprocess the speciﬁc data set at
hand. Moreover, if a particular preprocessing method is chosen, it often requires optimiza-
tion of several input parameters. For example, some warping algorithms have the option to
indicate the maximum amount of warping possible, such that extreme - technically unlikely
- retention time shifts can be prevented.
The plethora of available preprocessing methods, together with the constantly increasing data
set size, implies that we simply cannot evaluate many different preprocessing methods to ﬁnd
the method - or combination of methods - that leads to acceptable results for a speciﬁc data
set. As will be shown in subsequent chapters, selecting t an appropriate preprocessing method
is crucial, because of the considerable inﬂuence it has on the chemometric model perfor-
mance. This is known to many researchers, but a comprehensive literature review (see chap-
ter 3) did not provide further insight in how to properly select an appropriate preprocessing
method. No objective guidelines or selection criteria for preprocessing have been developed.
As will be shown in the next chapter, the few approaches that are currently used to select
preprocessing (trial and error, visual inspection of preprocessed data and the use of quality
parameters) are all seriously lacking and cannot be properly used.
Therefore, in this thesis, we provide a ﬁrst step towards a better understanding of prepro-
cessing by development of a novel preprocessing selection approach, which intuitively and ob-
jectively guides a researcher towards appropriate preprocessing. In the ﬁrst part of this thesis
(chapters 3, 4 and 5), we explain this approach in more detail.This will be done in the con-
text of spectroscopic data.
Spectroscopy is a well-studied ﬁeld within analytical chemistry.Therefore, associated techni-
cal and instrumental artifacts are well-known and many preprocessing methods have been de-
veloped to correct for these artifacts using new insights in their origin, more powerful and/or
faster algorithms and new instrumentation.This makes the ﬁeld of spectroscopy very suita-
ble to develop and illustrate our preprocessing selection approach. A short outline of this
work is provided in section 2.2.
Data artifacts are not always characterized as well as in the spectroscopy case. Some ﬁelds wit-
hin analytical chemistry are much more in development compared to spectroscopy. New me-
thodologies and instruments are developed, all associated with their own and - sometimes -
yet unknown data artifacts. Chromatography is an example of a ﬁeld for which this holds.That
also implies that novel preprocessing methods have to be developed to correct the technical
and instrumental data artifacts of the new instruments. This is the focus of the second part
of this thesis. In chromatography, there is currently a heavy focus on two-dimensional analy-
ses - in which two chromatographic columns with different properties are coupled - and or-
thogonal detection, where multiple detectors are used that focus on different aspects of the
molecules (e.g. chemical composition and sensory description, see chapter 7). As indicated
before, these developments imply that novel preprocessing methods have to be developed to
cope with the new data artifacts that arise from chromatographic measurement instruments.
Two examples of preprocessing method development for chromatography data are given in
chapters 6 and 7, of which a short outline is provided here as well (section 2.3).
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In general, data often contain multiple data artifacts [12]. Multiple preprocessing methods
therefore have to be applied consecutively to correct for all these artifacts. Such a combina-
tion of different preprocessing methods is what we deﬁne in chapter 3 as a preprocessing stra-
tegy.
In this chapter, it will be shown that for spectroscopic data many different, reasonable pre-
processing strategies can be constructed with only an elementary set of preprocessing me-
thods.The four most commonly applied types of preprocessing are identiﬁed (being baseline
correction, scatter correction, noise reduction by smoothing and scaling) and for each type,
the most commonly applied preprocessing methods are listed.This already leads to the avai-
lability of almost 5,000 (!) different, reasonable preprocessing strategies.
The inﬂuence of all these different preprocessing strategies on chemometric model perfor-
mance is signiﬁcant (see Figure 2.2) - this will also be discussed in more detail in the next
chapter.Therefore, it is very important to select an appropriate preprocessing strategy prior
to the data analysis itself. Such a selection is currently mostly based on ‘trial and error’: one
simply preprocesses the data with a few different strategies and subsequently selects that stra-
tegy with e.g. the highest predictive model performance.
Figure 2.2 – Application of the almost 5,000 different preprocessing strategies for a spectroscopic data set (the
caustic data set - see chapter 4 for more details). Both the prediction error and the complexity of the model may
vary greatly with a different preprocessing strategy. It is very unlikely that a trial and error approach contains a
preprocessing strategy that is close to the strategy leading to the lowest prediction error (the red star in this
figure).
Thesis part I:
selection of preprocessing methods
for spectroscopic data
2.2
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In many cases, researchers are only using the preprocessing methods they know or that have
proven useful for previously analyzed data sets.The number of available and potentially ap-
propriate preprocessing strategies, however, is shown to be much larger than what is studied
in a trial and error approach.There is no guarantee at all that the small selection of strategies
evaluated in a trial and error approach contains a strategy that leads to the ultimate highest
model performance.
As already explained in section 2.1, there is a clear need in the development of an objective
approach for preprocessing selection. In chapters 4 and 5, we present such an approach that
enables simple, fast and objective preprocessing selection.
The basis of this approach is a DoE (Design of Experiments). A DoE is often used in the
screening and optimization of process parameters. To shortly introduce and illustrate DoE,
consider a certain chemical reaction of which three factors may inﬂuence its yield: tempera-
ture (T), pressure (P) and the presence of a catalyzing agent (C). During ‘screening’, one de-
termines which factor or factors likely inﬂuence the yield, but not yet exactly the size of this
inﬂuence.The simplest screening design is a two-level full factorial design, as shown inTable
2.1.
In this design, eight experiments are performed and the yield is measured for each experiment.
The settings for T, P and C can be read from the table: the factors are, for example, all set to
the ‘high level’ in experiment one.The high (+) and low (-) levels have been determined be-
forehand, based on experimental conditions. The high and low level for T may for example
represent 100 °C and 20 °C, respectively. Similarly, for C these levels may be ‘present’ (high
level) or ‘not present’ (low level).To assess whether T inﬂuences the yield of the experiment,
one compares the average yield of experiments 1-4 with the average yield of experiments 5-
8. Based on the difference between these two averages (if any), one decides to further inspect
or neglect the inﬂuence ofT on the yield of the reaction.To optimize factor settings, one often
uses a design with more than two levels per factor, to speciﬁcally examine how each factor in-
ﬂuences the yield.
Table 2.1 – Example of a simple screening DoE: a two-level full factorial design for three factors.
Analogous screening designs can be used for selection of appropriate preprocessing. Instead
of screening the experimental conditions, as in the previous example, different preprocessing
steps (e.g. baseline correction, scatter correction, …) are screened. Each preprocessing step
is considered to be a separate factor.The response of the design (i.e. y-variable, equivalent to
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Thesis part II:
improvement of preprocessing
methods for chromatographic data
2.3
Currently available preprocessing methods are not always suited well to preprocess the data
at hand.The data may e.g. contain a particular artifact which current preprocessing methods
cannot deal with or the data is laid out in a very speciﬁc fashion. As already explained in sec-
tion 2.1, this is a prominent issue in the rapidly developing ﬁeld of chromatography.The se-
cond part of this thesis describes two examples in which we tailored preprocessing to deal with
the speciﬁc peculiarities of the chromatographic data under study.
The ﬁrst example (chapter 6) relates to preprocessing of Gas-Chromatography-Mass Spec-
trometry/Olfactometry data (GC-MS/O) [13, 14].This instrument uses two different detec-
tors (MS and O) to provide a more comprehensive description of the composition of the
sample under study. The mass spectrometer provides chemical information about the com-
pounds in the sample, while the olfactometer provides sensory information about them (i.e.
odor). Sensory information is supplied by a panel of human assessors, who are constantly
smelling the eluate of the GC column. Because the two detectors focus on two different as-
pects of the same compounds, such a technique is often referred to as an orthogonal detection
technique.
A few known, expected data artifacts may be present in GC-MS/O data. First, a retention time
misalignment artifact is present as the measurements contain a chromatographic part (GC).
This artifact can be corrected using standard warping algorithms. In this case, Correlation
Optimized Warping (COW) is used to correct for this artifact.
The second artifact relates to the use of human assessors at the olfactometer. They have to
indicate the odor of the compounds they detect with their nose, but they do not all respond
similarly to the same compounds and also not at exactly the same time. For example, suppose
that a compound with a banana odor elutes after 8.00 minutes from the GC. Some assessors
the yield in the chemical reaction example) is prediction error of the model. Using the design,
the different preprocessing steps are screened and it is thereby determined which preproces-
sing steps lead to an increased model performance and which steps do not. In a subsequent
phase, only the preprocessing steps that lead to increased model performance are further exa-
mined.
For many different spectroscopic data sets, we show that the new approach is able to select
an appropriate preprocessing strategy. Moreover, we show in chapter 5 that appropriate pre-
processing also improves model interpretability. Only after appropriate preprocessing, the
true relevant variables - that are known based on a prior knowledge about the data - are in-
dicated by the model as being relevant.
The following aims will be addressed in this part of the thesis:
• Identiﬁcation of the commonly encountered data artifacts and associated preprocessing me-
thods and strategies in spectroscopic data
• Providing an overview of current preprocessing selection approaches
• Development of the ﬁrst simple, fast and objective preprocessing selection approach
• Integration of model interpretation into the process of preprocessing selection
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will respond very fast (i.e. a few seconds after 8.00 minutes), while others need some more
time to smell the compound and to think of a proper odor description. Moreover, these de-
scriptions may vary as some assessors may perceive the compound differently - if they per-
ceive the compound at all (which is another data analysis challenge). No preprocessing
strategy existed yet that was able to deal with these artifacts and therefore we developed a new
preprocessing strategy to deal with GC-MS/O data.
The challenge of ‘response time misalignment’ between different assessors is dealt with using
so-called Odor Areas (OAs) [14]. Small time intervals are sought in the assessor data, where
the majority of assessors detect a compound. In that way, time regions can be identiﬁed in
which it is quite likely that an odorous compound eluted. Secondly, the ‘description diffe-
rences’ between the assessors cannot be readily solved: it is simply a psychophysical fact that
different assessors may respond differently to the same compound. It may even be of interest
to see how different assessors perceive a certain odorous compound. Therefore, we did not
correct for this artifact, but we rather visualized the description differences using the newly
developed Total Odor Count (TOC).
The second preprocessing example (chapter 7) is about retention time alignment of LC-MS
data.These data are not simply one dimensional, but they are two dimensional. At each time
point, a mass spectrum is recorded of the eluate, contrary to a single intensity value in a tra-
ditional chromatogram.This poses an additional challenge when correcting for retention time
misalignment.
Traditional warping algorithms are applied to one dimensional data (e.g. a single chromato-
gram). The LC-MS data could be transformed into one dimensional data by summing the
measured mass spectral values at each time point. This leads to a Total Ion Chromatogram
(TIC). However, this TIC is relatively complex in many cases (i.e. contains many and over-
lapping peaks) and it is thus not straightforward to align it using traditional algorithms.
Therefore, we developed a new strategy and algorithm for the alignment of such data, based
on the PTW algorithm from Paul Eilers [3]. It involves alignment of mass chromatograms:
the elution proﬁles of compounds at single m/z values. By aligning all pairs of mass chroma-
tograms between two samples and subsequently creating newTICs by summing, we show that
the alignment of these new TICs is much better compared to alignment of the TICs thems-
elves.We provide other, more minor, improvements to the PTW method as well, such as ‘zero
padding’, which prevents chromatographic peaks at the beginning or end of the chromato-
gram disappearing due to the alignment.
This part of the thesis will focus on:
• Development of a preprocessing strategy that is speciﬁcally tailored for the analysis of GC-
MS/O data
• Improvement and development of a preprocessing strategy for alignment of two dimensio-
nal LC-MS data, based on Parametric Time Warping
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Overview of all chapters2.4
Chapter 3 provides an introduction into preprocessing for spectroscopic data.This type of
data was chosen because it originates from a well-known and well-studied analytical chemi-
cal platform, for which a lot of different preprocessing methods have been developed. In this
chapter, an overview is provided of the different artifacts commonly encountered in spec-
troscopic data, including the most commonly used preprocessing methods to correct for each
of these artifacts. The main focus of this chapter is a critical review of how currently a pre-
processing strategy is selected. It is shown that we need to break with these selection appro-
aches: all of them are lacking and may even lead to misleading results and, therefore, wrong
selections of preprocessing strategies.
Next, in chapter 4, a novel, simple and effective approach is presented to select an appro-
priate preprocessing strategy. For many different, spectroscopic data sets - involving both
classiﬁcation and calibration - it is shown that the approach leads to a preprocessing strategy
which is very close to the optimal preprocessing strategy in terms of model predictive per-
formance. The basis of this approach is a DoE, in which the spectroscopic data artifacts as
described in chapter 3 are evaluated as factors.The DoE indicates whether a speciﬁc data ar-
tifact requires correction by preprocessing or not. The second step involves the selection of
the optimal preprocessing method for each artifact that needs to be corrected according to
the DoE results.
Chapter 5 describes the integration of model interpretation into the DoE-based preproces-
sing selection approach. Originally, only model performance was included in the selection of
optimal preprocessing. However, model interpretability often plays a very large role in data
analysis as well. Different ways of assessing the interpretation of a model exist, of which the
selection of relevant variables is among the most common ones. By integrating the concept
of variable selection into the DoE-based method, it is shown that a preprocessing strategy can
be found that not only leads to an acceptable model performance, but also to a correctly in-
terpretable model.
As already explained previously, different preprocessing algorithms are aimed at correction
of different data artifacts. However, sometimes the data under study contains artifacts for
which no suitable preprocessing algorithm exists yet or for which existing algorithms are sub-
optimal. Chapters 6 and 7 contain two examples of this situation. Chapter 6 explains the pre-
processing and analysis of GC-MS/O data (Gas Chromatography-Mass
Spectrometry/Olfactometry).The goal of preprocessing here is to optimally combine the out-
put of the two detectors of this orthogonal detection system. First, the different data arti-
facts are identiﬁed and then a preprocessing strategy is developed that accurately deals with
all artifacts.
Finally, chapter 7 describes time alignment of two-dimensional LC-MS data. Such data
cannot be readily aligned using traditional warping methods. Therefore, we have improved
and updated an existing method - in this case, Parametric Time Warping - to deal with the
speciﬁcs of these two dimensional data. Using mass chromatograms, we were able to consi-
derably improve the alignment quality.This will be shown based on an example related to E.
coli LC-MS proteomics data.
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Breaking with trends
in preprocessing?1
3
Data preprocessing is an essential part of chemometric data analysis which aims
to remove unwanted variation (such as instrumental artifacts) and highlight vari-
ation of interest.The choice of an optimal preprocessing method or combination
of methods may strongly inﬂuence the ﬁnal outcome, but is far from straightfor-
ward, since it depends both on the characteristics of the dataset and on the goal of
data analysis.This chapter is a ﬁrst critical review, speciﬁcally devoted to the se-
lection procedure of appropriate preprocessing strategies.
Firstly, the most common data artifacts and preprocessing methods used in pre-
processing of data from different analytical techniques are described. Secondly,
the most frequently used preprocessing selection approaches are critically revie-
wed. These approaches are evaluated in preprocessing of a mid-infrared (IR) data
set with almost 5,000 sensible combinations of preprocessing methods. It appeared
that only 5.6% of all these combinations improved the outcome of data analysis
and that all of the selection approaches were unable to select the optimal prepro-
cessing strategy. This critical review shows that breaking with current trends in
preprocessing is a necessity: all selection approaches have serious drawbacks and
therefore these cannot be properly used.
1 Jan Gerretzen*, Jasper Engel*, Ewa Szymanska, Jeroen J. Jansen, Gerard Downey, Lionel Blanchet and
Lutgarde M.C. Buydens.
Published in Trends in Analytical Chemistry, 50 (2013), pp. 96 - 106
*: these authors contributed equally
,
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Due to recent developments in analytical chemistry, increasing amounts of complex analyti-
cal chemical data are being produced and employed in many different application areas, ran-
ging from metabolomics to industrial process monitoring and quality control [1, 2]. Such
comprehensive data requires that increasingly more time and effort is invested in data analy-
sis and interpretation, to extract the information of interest. Preprocessing is an important ﬁrst
step of data analysis (see Figure 3.1) in which raw data is transformed to ‘cleaned’ data, from
which unwanted variation such as instrumental and experimental artifacts have been remo-
ved. Therefore, this cleaned data is better suited to the data analysis goals [3, 4]. If not per-
formed in the right way, preprocessing can also introduce unwanted variation. Proper
preprocessing is thus a critical step that directly inﬂuences the successful outcomes of all fol-
lowing steps in the pipeline and therefore the success of the entire experiment.
The choice of an optimal preprocessing method or combination of methods depends on many
Figure 3.1 - An overview of the pipeline for design, performance and analysis of experiments.
Preprocessing methods are mainly used to adjust the variability of each measured variable and
their relationships (e.g. by normalization, scaling) to better comply with the data analysis
goal. Moreover, it deals with challenging and detrimental data characteristics such as missing
values and data artifacts. Such ‘data artifacts’ may be highly speciﬁc to the analytical chemi-
cal techniques used, such as baseline shifts in spectroscopy and peak shifts in chromatogra-
phic or NMR data [5-7]. The emerging use of hyphenated techniques, combinations of
techniques (data fusion) and combining data collected in different time periods/analysis bat-
ches (batch-to-batch effects) or different laboratories (inter-laboratory comparisons) make
these data artifacts an increasingly challenging issue [8].
3.1 Introduction
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different properties of the data and on the goal of data analysis.This choice requires very ca-
reful thought: when dealing with large data sets, the effects of each numerical data prepro-
cessing step are not transparent. However, conclusions drawn should be robust to the type of
data preprocessing steps that were applied [9].
Many different preprocessing methods have been developed over the past years [10-13]. It is
still largely impossible to robustly predict whether a certain preprocessing method brings the
data analysis goal closer.There are no clear-cut guidelines when to use or avoid certain pre-
processing methods.
This review critically evaluates current preprocessing selection approaches. Firstly, several
common data artifacts for a variety of different analytical techniques are described, as well as
the preprocessing methods available to reduce or remove these artifacts. Secondly, the ap-
proaches used to determine an optimal preprocessing method or strategy are discussed.The
critical comparison between these three approaches is illustrated by the preprocessing of a
mid-infrared (IR) data set with almost 5,000 sensible combinations of preprocessing me-
thods. Finally, we provide an outlook to the near future on where selection of preprocessing
strategies should head next.
Preprocessing data generally consists of multiple steps, each one correcting for a particular
artifact. Several individual preprocessing ‘methods’, each relevant to a speciﬁc artifact, will
need to be consecutively applied in a preprocessing ‘strategy’ to counter all artifacts present
in the data. Figure 3.2 shows a typical example of such a preprocessing strategy for the IR data
used here later for illustration. This section gives an overview of the data artifacts that are
most commonly encountered in chemical data and of frequently used preprocessing methods
that are available to correct for these artifacts.
3.2 Data artifacts and preprocessing
The order in which the preprocessing methods are applied in the strategy may be speciﬁc to
the data characteristics and the data analysis goal. Note that Figure 3.2 presents only one out
of many possible strategies: changing the order of the preprocessing steps may change the ﬁnal
results. Other steps often considered as preprocessing steps are outlier detection, feature se-
lection, signal deconvolution and dealing with missing values. These steps, however, are so
entangled with the subsequent data analysis steps in Figure 3.1 that they are not discussed
further here.
It is our aim to provide a broad overview of data artifacts and analytical techniques, although
not every artifact for each possible analytical technique will be discussed. The artifacts dis-
cussed in the following sections, however, are mostly relevant to multiple analytical techni-
ques. Also, some artifacts related to the sample composition instead of to the analytical
Figure 3.2 – Schematic representation of a complete preprocessing strategy for IR data. Steps can be skipped
or added and the order of steps can be changed, based on the data set at hand and the data analysis goal.
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Many dedicated software tools, such as MATLAB, R,The Unscrambler or SIMCA [19], can
be used for data preprocessing. Some preprocessing methods are accessible via (commerci-
ally available) toolboxes or extensions of these software. Software supplied with analytical in-
struments often also contains some basic preprocessing functions. However, many researchers
seem to use in-house written routines.
3.2.1 Noise
Noise is common to almost any analytical technique and the underlying background differs
per analytical technique.The principle of removing noise is commonly based on smoothing
of a signal via, for example, the Savitzky-Golay algorithm or by using wavelets [20, 21].The
Savitzky-Golay algorithm is based on ﬁtting polynomials to many small data windows (one
polynomial per window). The wavelet approach relates to a Fourier-like transformation of
the input signal where noise is removed by ﬁltering the high frequency parts of the transfor-
med signal - more details can be found in [21]. Other types of noise, like structured (i.e. non-
white) technical noise, will not be considered further here.
3.2.2 Baseline offset and slope
Baseline effects lead to signals having a vertical offset or a slope. Just as with noise, the un-
derlying background for a baseline offset or slope differs per analytical technique. Figure 3.3
shows a baseline offset and a baseline slope for an artiﬁcial IR spectrum. Commonly, a base-
line is corrected by estimation of the baseline and subsequent subtraction of the estimate
from the measured spectrum. Common methods for estimating a baseline are ‘detrending’
[10] or estimation via ‘Asymmetric Least Squares Smoothing’ (AsLS, [22]). In detrending,
one ﬁts a polynomial of a ﬁxed degree to the spectrum and subsequently subtracts this poly-
nomial from the spectrum. In AsLS, a smoother is combined with asymmetric weighting of
deviations from the smoothed signal (i.e. peaks) to estimate the baseline.
Table 3.1 - Overview of data artifacts for the most common analytical data types. A cross (X) indicates that the
artifact is present for an analytical data type.
technique will be described. Reviews that describe artifacts and preprocessing methods for
one particular analytical technique have been published elsewhere [4, 14-18].Table 3.1 pre-
sents an overview of the most common artifacts for a set of different analytical techniques.
Note that very different underlying physical phenomena - relevant to different analytical tech-
niques - may cause very similar artifacts, which may therefore be solved by the same prepro-
cessing method.
aIR includes both NIR and mid-IR data
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Many preprocessing methods can correct for light scatter effects. For example, Standard Nor-
mal Variate (SNV, [10]) and RNV (Robust Normal Variate, [23]) are methods that subtract
the spectrum mean (or median) from each spectral variable and subsequently divide that
value by the (robust) standard deviation of the spectrum (i.e. the estimated scatter constant).
Multiplicative Signal Correction (MSC, [24]) alternatively tries to estimate the coefﬁcient
describing the scattering by regressing the spectrum to correct on to a reference. The close
relationship between MSC and SNV is elaborated on elsewhere [25].
3.2.4 Temporal and spectral misalignment
Environmental ﬂuctuations in the sample, laboratory and the analytical technology can in-
ﬂuence the expression of the same measured sample in the spectral dimension (e.g. NMR
chemical shift, due to pH changes) or in the temporal dimension (e.g. chromatographic time
shifts).
Baseline effects can also be corrected by taking a derivative of the input signal. A ﬁrst order
derivative will eliminate a constant baseline (offset) and a second order derivative will also eli-
minate a baseline slope. Since derivatization can reduce the signal-to-noise ratio, the Savitzky-
Golay algorithm described in section 3.2.1 is frequently used for this purpose, by calculating
the derivatives of the ﬁtted polynomials.
3.2.3 Light scatter
Scatter effects (see Figure 3.3) are common to all analytical techniques that involve the use
of light, like IR or UV spectroscopy. Light scattering occurs because the size of the particles
in the sample have at least one dimension which is roughly the same magnitude as the spec-
troscopic wavelengths. In most cases, scatter effects are corrected by comparing signal in-
tensities to a reference signal. Here, the assumption is made that most systematic differences
between reference and the spectrum to correct are due to scattering. The size of the scatter
effect is described by a constant times the intensity of the spectrum. All spectra are correc-
ted for scattering by dividing them by their estimated scatter constant.
Figure 3.3 - Examples of different artifacts in spectroscopic data. The black solid line represents an original (arti-
ficial) IR spectrum. The others are modified versions of this original spectrum (dashed line: scatter; dash-dotted
line: offset; gray solid line: slope).
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These differences are commonly solved by applying ‘alignment’ methods (also known as ‘war-
ping’ methods) to the data [26, 27].The majority of all alignment methods stretch or com-
press each signal to match a certain reference signal in the best possible way. Some methods,
like Parametric Time Warping (PTW, [22]), aim for a global alignment model, such that the
stretching (or compression) can be described by one so-called warping function, i.e. the full
signal is warped at once. Such alignment is deemed most suitable for chromatographic data.
Other methods, like Correlation Optimized Warping (COW, [12]) and icoshift [28], apply
local alignment.These methods split the signal into different segments and optimal alignment
should be reached by stretching or compressing the individual segments to match the seg-
ments of the reference best. Local alignment is particularly relevant for the preprocessing of
NMR spectra where each peak may shift in both (spectral) directions. Additionally, the
amount of shifting can vary between peaks.
icoshift was originally proposed for NMR data, but has been successfully applied for chro-
matographic misalignment as well [29], which clearly shows that the same preprocessing me-
thods may beneﬁt analytical artifacts with very different physical backgrounds.
Alignment methods suffer from two limitations. The ﬁrst one is purely technical: the algo-
rithms are relatively slow, which makes the parameter optimization a difﬁcult task. Moreover,
these time-intensive calculations limit their applicability to large scale datasets such as those
encountered in metabolomics. Secondly, other analytical artifacts present in the data, such as
baseline effects, scatter effects or high noise levels considerably hamper the performance of
most alignment methods. On the other hand, several methods that tackle these other arti-
facts may rely on properly aligned data, again indicating that the choice of an optimal pre-
processing strategy is not straightforward (Figure 3.2).
An alternative approach for correcting (small) misalignments is binning, also known as buc-
keting, which is routinely applied to NMR data [17]. In binning, the signal is split into many
segments (called bins).The integral of the signal in each bin is used as a replacement for the
original signal, thereby reducing the effect of small misalignment [17]. An additional advan-
tage of binning is reduction of data size, which may facilitate data analysis by reducing com-
putation time. Consequently, the resolution of the spectra is lowered. Important in binning
is the placement of the bin boundaries to avoid splitting a peak among multiple bins.There-
fore, sophisticated binning methods that take into account the position of peaks in an NMR
spectrum have been devised. An example can be found in [30].
Note that misalignment in data does not necessarily have to be corrected prior to data ana-
lysis: PARAFAC2, for instance, can implicitly deal with misalignment in one data mode (e.g.
in the chromatographic mode of LC-MS data) [31].
3.2.5 Normalization, scaling and
element-wise transformations
The previously described artifacts are all related to the analytical techniques used to produce
the data. However, artifacts can also be directly related to the sample under study.
A good example can be found in NMR spectra of urine [32], in which the area of an NMR
peak is directly related to the concentration of a compound in the sample. However, urine
samples are generally arbitrarily diluted, which makes the compound concentrations inap-
propriate measures for its composition - speciﬁcally considering the data analysis goal of most
NMR urine studies. Therefore, these uninteresting dilution differences need to be removed
from the data by preprocessing. ‘Normalization’ does this by estimating the ‘dilution factor’
by which each sample has to be corrected - e.g. by expressing the intensity of each signal re-
lative to the creatinine signal, a normally-occurring metabolite which is assumed to be ex-
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creted at a stable rate. Other normalization methods correct by equalizing the integral of each
spectrum, although this can introduce spurious correlations among different chemical shifts
[33]. Also differences in chromatographic peak heights - of the same analyte - may be cir-
cumvented by normalization [34].
Even if all artifacts are removed from the data, it may not be the case that all measured vari-
ables contain information that is important for the scientiﬁc question at hand. Moreover, im-
portant variables can be masked by the variability of many unimportant variables, speciﬁcally
- but by far not exclusively - when variables are expressed on different scales. Scaling is used
to equalize the a priori potential of each variable to contribute to the eventual model.Which
type of scaling should be applied partly depends on the model that will be created after pre-
processing. PCA for instance describes the largest variation in the data, which means that
variables with higher variance, will likely dominate the ﬁtted model. A commonly used sca-
ling method to reduce this effect is autoscaling (also known as ‘Unit-Variance’ scaling or
‘standardization’), where one divides all measured values for a variable by the standard devi-
ation of these values, after having centered the variable to its mean. However, unimportant
variables that only contain noise - and therefore have low standard deviation - become very
important upon autoscaling. Other well-known scaling methods include Pareto scaling, level
scaling andVAST scaling [3], that each aim to equalize the contribution of different variables
by assigning different weights to each variable.
An alternative to scaling can be found in element-wise transformations of the original data.
These transformations are different from scaling because they modify individual elements of
the data matrix rather than entire variables. Examples of such transformations include the
power and log transformation, which simply take the square root or log of each individual data
element, respectively.Transformations implicitly correct for heteroscedastic noise [3]. Speci-
ﬁc transformations may also reduce the importance of large values (in the case of power and
log transformations), bringing about a ‘pseudo-scaling’ effect [3]. Finally, ‘rank transforma-
tions’ replace the original values by their ranks, which dramatically reduces the inﬂuence of
outliers, but also hampers interpretation of the information in the ﬁtted model.
3.2.6 Supervised preprocessing methods
A somewhat different class of preprocessing methods is found in ‘orthogonal signal correcti-
ons’, of which (Direct) Orthogonal Signal Correction ((D)OSC) is the most common [11,
35]. This type of preprocessing assumes that all variation unrelated to a response variable
(like a concentration or class vector) is an artifact and should be ﬁltered. An advantage of
these methods is that multiple artifacts, e.g. a baseline slope plus scatter, can be corrected at
once. OSC and DOSC aim to remove all variance in the signals unrelated to the response va-
riable(s) based on a Partial Least Squares (PLS)-like decomposition.The foregoing implies
that these methods can only be applied when a response variable is present - i.e. these me-
thods are supervised preprocessing methods. As we will show in section 3.3, the presence of
a response variable does not automatically deem these methods as being useful in a prepro-
cessing strategy.
3.2.7 Artifacts in hyphenated techniques
The preprocessing methods presented in the previous sections were all designed to deal with
two-way data matrices (samples times variables). Many commonly used analytical techni-
ques, however, combine multiple individual analytical chemical techniques into hyphenated
techniques, which results in far-more complex data. Combinations between chromatography
and mass spectrometry–based detection are widely used (GC-MS, LC-MS and CE-MS,
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where CE stands for Capillary Electrophoresis), but also combinations with infrared detec-
tion (GC-IR) and NMR detection (LC-NMR) exist.The same artifacts as in the individual
techniques apply to these data as well.
However, application of the same preprocessing methods to correct for these artifacts is not
always straightforward: the preprocessing method should explicitly take the higher-dimensi-
onal data structure into account. For scaling and transformations, this is clariﬁed in [36],
where it is shown that applying a certain type of scaling subsequently on two different data
dimensions leads to unwanted side-effects.
Some preprocessing methods have been speciﬁcally developed for preprocessing higher-di-
mensional data. For instance, PTW and COW are adapted for dealing with LC-MS and GC-
MS allowing alignment of two-dimensional data at once [37, 38]. An overview of
preprocessing tools for LC-MS metabolomics data can be found in [18]; a more detailed de-
scription of the full data-processing strategy for metabolomics data is found in [39]. Many
more 2D preprocessing methods exist, but it is outside the scope of this review to elaborate
more extensively on this subject.
3.3 Approaches to select a preprocessing
strategy
Section 3.2 showed that a multitude of methods exist that correct for speciﬁc data artifacts.
Naturally, corrections should only be made for artifacts that are actually present in the data,
to avoid the introduction of additional, unwanted artifacts or variation to the data. Avoiding
this is not always possible, because observing artifacts in the raw data may be extremely dif-
ﬁcult, speciﬁcally when multiple artifacts are present. Artifacts may also be multivariate in na-
ture - i.e. visible only on combinations between, but not on individual variables. Moreover,
even artifacts known to be present may require preprocessing speciﬁcally suited to the data-
set (also see section 3.3.1). It is crucial to select the optimal preprocessing strategy for the data
set at hand, as preprocessing can make or break subsequent data analysis [40].
Despite the importance of the selection of optimal preprocessing strategies, it appears that se-
lection approaches are not very common. In many cases, preprocessing strategies are selec-
ted based on an identiﬁcation of artifacts or on past experience, but this does not guarantee
proper selection, as highlighted in the previous paragraph. Based on an extensive literature
study, it appears that three types of preprocessing selection approaches are commonly used
- if used at all-to choose the optimal preprocessing strategy:
1. Trial and error, in which one applies different preprocessing strategies and selects the best
performing one(s) according to the goal of data analysis;
2. Visual inspection, where, for each preprocessing strategy of interest, the preprocessed data
is inspected by simply looking at these data and checking if any artifacts are still visible;
3. Assessment of preprocessed data by data quality parameters, which aim at quantifying the
presence of artifacts in the data.
The ‘trial and error’ approach is a ﬁt-for-use oriented approach where the model of interest
(e.g. a calibration model) is applied to the preprocessed data. Subsequently, the results of
these models are used to assess how the applied preprocessing strategy contributed to the
data analysis goal. ‘Visual inspection’ and ‘assessment by data quality parameters’ are both in-
dependent of the data analysis goal.Visual inspection is the simplest approach and targets spe-
ciﬁc data artifacts. Assessment by quality parameters is based on the decrease or increase of
quantitative parameters that assess data quality upon preprocessing.
Next to a literature review of these three selection approaches, we will critically assess and
compare all three strategy selection approaches, based on a spectroscopic data set. All pre-
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processing methods included in this study are deemed sensible and physically meaningful for
the current data set, and therefore have a rightful place in the data preprocessing strategy. A
more detailed description of the data and the preprocessing methods included can be found
in Box 3.1.
BOX 3.1 – Data and methods
Throughout this review, the properties of the three preprocessing selection approaches will be illus-
trated by application on FTIR data originating from a food authentication study. More specifically, this
study considered authentication data of Rochefort beers [41]. One of the goals in this study was to
discriminate Rochefort 8° beers from the other Rochefort beers, being Rochefort 6° and 10°. Speci-
fics regarding sample collection and spectroscopic measurements are described by Engel et al. [41].
The raw FTIR data is displayed in Figure 3.4, which clearly shows variation between the samples un-
related to their class. This artifact seems to be related to the batch in which the samples were mea-
sured. To cover possible seasonal variability, the samples were collected in September 2008 and
January 2009.
Figure 3.4 – Left panel: raw FTIR data, where Rochefort 8° beers are indicated with a black line and Rochefort 6°
beers and Rochefort 10° beers with a gray line. Right panel: example of two FTIR spectra of beers from one
class, measured in different batches. The ‘batch effect’ is clearly visible (note the zoom!).
Based on visual inspection of the raw data, preprocessing should correct for the variation among dif-
ferent sample measurement batches. However, note that not all artifacts may be visible to the naked
eye. Therefore, all preprocessing methods that correct artifacts in spectroscopic data (see Table 3.1)
were selected. Noise reduction, scaling and transformations were included as well. Table 3.2 lists all
preprocessing methods that were considered. Note that in total 4,914 combinations of methods were
investigated.
All preprocessed data sets were used as input to a PLS-LDA classifier to predict the beer class [42].
Ten-fold cross-validation was used to determine the optimal number of latent variables (LVs) in the PLS
model.The optimal number of LVs will be referred to as the model complexity and the percentage of
correct classification for this number of LVs as the classification accuracy.The accuracy takes the dif-
ferent number of samples that were present in both classes into account (i.e. it is a geometric mean
instead of an arithmetic mean).
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3.3.1 Trial and error approaches
The goal of preprocessing selection via trial and error is to select the best method or combi-
nation of methods from a set of likely candidates. All preprocessing approaches are applied
to the data and subsequently the preprocessed data is used as an input to a classiﬁcation or
calibration model.This model is used to assess the quality of the preprocessing strategy by an
internal measure such as RMSEP or RMSECV [11, 43, 44].
Table 3.2 – Overview of all preprocessing methods that were applied to the NIR and FTIR data. All combinations
of methods in steps 1 – 4 were considered, except for supervised preprocessing methods (see section 3.2.6),
which involved combinations of OSC and DOSC only with step 4. Smoothing was not considered for these me-
thods, since the OSC and DOSC algorithms are already expected to remove noise as much as possible and
smoothing hampered proper cross-validation of the results.
STEP 1:
BASELINE
No baseline correction
Detrending 2nd order
polynomial
Detrending 3rd order
polynomial
Detrending 4th order
polynominal
AsLs
Derivatization with 1st
order polynomial
Derivatization with 2nd
order polynomial
STEP 2:
SCATTER
No scatter
correction
Mean scaling
Mean scaling
Maximum scaling
L2 norm scaling
SNV
RNV, 15%
RNV, 25%
RNV, 35%
MSC
STEP 3:
NOISE
No noise removal
S-G smoothing
(window: 5 pt, order: 2)
S-G smoothing
(window: 9 pt, order: 2)
S-G smoothing
(window: 11 pt, order: 3)
S-G smoothing
(window: 5 pt, order: 3)
S-G smoothing
(window: 9 pt, order: 3)
S-G smoothing
(window: 11 pt, order: 3)
S-G smoothing
(window: 5 pt, order: 4)
S-G smoothing
(window: 9 pt, order: 4)
S-G smoothing
(window: 11 pt, order: 4)
STEP 4:
SCALING
&TRANSFORMATIONS
Meancentering
Autoscaling
Range scaling
Pareto scaling
Poisson scaling
Level scaling
Log transformation
Supervised preprocessing methods
No noise removal Meancentering
Autoscaling
Range scaling
Pareto scaling
Poisson scaling
Level scaling
Log transformation
OSC
DOSC
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Commonly, only a small set of candidate preprocessing methods is investigated: combinati-
ons of methods such as a baseline correction followed by scatter correction are not always
taken into account. For example, Wold et al. compared no preprocessing of NIR data with
MSC and OSC [11]. In two separate studies on NIR data, Luypaert et al. investigated no pre-
processing, SNV, derivatives and detrending; and no processing, SNV, MSC, derivatives, off-
set correction, detrending and DOSC respectively [45, 46]. In yet another study on NIR data,
Candolﬁ et al. selected no preprocessing, offset correction, detrending, SNV, SNV + detren-
ding, MSC and derivatives for trial and error [47].When comparing the results of these stu-
dies it is evident that no single method is best for preprocessing of NIR data. In these four
studies, OSC, SNV + derivatization, DOSC and SNV performed best, respectively. In other
words, many different methods are suitable for preprocessing of NIR data. However, which
method is optimal depends on the data set characteristics and the goal of data analysis.This
raises the question which methods should be selected for trial and error. Obviously, the same
holds true for data from other analytical techniques.
To critically assess this selection approach, we applied 4,914 preprocessing strategies we con-
sidered as being ‘sensible’ to a two-class classiﬁcation problem in FTIR data (see Box 3.1 for
details). The effect of preprocessing on classiﬁcation accuracy and complexity of the model
is shown in Figure 3.5. Only 273 out of 4,914 strategies resulted in a more accurate and less
complex model, compared to the model based on the raw data.This means that in most cases
sensible preprocessing strategies actually increased the model complexity or worsened the
model accuracy by up to 20%.
Additionally, it was found that the preprocessing methods depend on other methods within
the strategy. For example, many combinations that included smoothing improved the accu-
racy and complexity, but an equally large number of combinations did not.Therefore, the op-
timal preprocessing strategy cannot be found by sequentially optimizing each artifact, but
strategies that combine all methods should be considered in this trial and error approach.
This highlights that the holistic overview on data preprocessing that the trial and error ap-
proach provides, may be very computationally intensive.
Search algorithms may considerably reduce this intensity, e.g. genetic algorithms may be used
to optimize the preprocessing strategy [48-50]. However, Jarvis et al. note that their optimi-
zation took ﬁve days for FTIR data with 850 spectral variables and 360 samples. Considering
that e.g. metabolomics and proteomics platforms provide data with numbers of variables that
can be magnitudes higher, the trial and error strategy selection through genetic algorithms is
at least not generally applicable for all analytical chemical data.
3.3.2 Visual inspection
The computational intensity of trial and error approaches can be greatly reduced by assess-
ment of the effect of preprocessing before a model is constructed. This is the goal of visual
inspection. Samples should show more spectral overlap after preprocessing in visual inspec-
tion (i.e. artifacts have been removed) and, if applicable, differences between groups of sam-
ples should be more pronounced. As noted by Giskeodegard et al., the human eye and brain
are still unsurpassed as pattern recognition tools [51]. Therefore, they are invaluable tools
for assessment of the quality of preprocessing. At the same time, these tools are not objective:
it is for example a matter of perception whether differences between groups have become
more pronounced or not.
Visual inspection of the preprocessed spectral data is often performed after peak alignment
[51]. In our experience, however, judging alignment quality in crowded spectra such as NMR
spectra of human urine remains a challenging task.Visual inspection of spectral data is also
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common practice in other ﬁelds. For example, a reduction in variation between NIR spectra
can clearly be observed after SNV preprocessing [52].
Figure 3.5 – Classification accuracy vs. complexity of the model for all preprocessing strategies (see Box 3.1).
All strategies to the right of the vertical dotted line improve the classification accuracy; all strategies to the right
of the vertical dotted line and below the horizontal dotted line improve both the classification accuracy and the
complexity of the model.
Visual inspection of preprocessing may be very difﬁcult and rather subjective for subtle and/or
multivariate artifacts. Therefore, many reports in the literature do not inspect the data in
“spectral mode”, but in a lower dimensional space [53]. Many methods can be used to reduce
the dimension of data, but PCA is by far the most popular option used to judge preproces-
sing quality as it is unsupervised and therefore ‘unbiased’ towards the data analysis goal [54].
In [55], for example, PCA was used to determine the optimal normalization and alignment
of chromatographic spectra. It was observed that between-class distance increased and wit-
hin-class distance decreased after alignment.
However, clustering in a PCA scoreplot is not always an indication of good preprocessing. For
example, in a metabolomics study, the inﬂuence of various centering, scaling and transfor-
mation methods on GC-MS data was assessed by PCA [3]. The clear clusters within the
score plots of range scaled and centered data identiﬁed both as viable preprocessing methods.
However, the corresponding loading plots indicated that only range scaling made sense from
a biological viewpoint, since the differences between the groups were related to many meta-
bolites (as is the biological expectation in the data under study in [3]) instead of just a few.
This shows that the chemical background of the problem is also essential to evaluate the cho-
sen preprocessing strategy.
Unfortunately, even when including loading plots, visual inspection may still lead to incon-
clusive results. Torgrip et al. have shown this for normalization of urine NMR data [32]. In
this study, the samples were diluted by known constants. Subsequently, it was investigated
whether a normalization method (Histogram Matching, HM) could determine these con-
stants more accurately from the data compared to other methods. It was found that the lo-
west error was indeed obtained with HM. However, PCA scoreplots did not show any
signiﬁcant improvement of HM estimation compared to other normalization methods, nei-
ther did inspection of the loadings. Based on PCA, the user might have selected another nor-
malization method as best.
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Gabrielsson et al. compared the raw data with the preprocessed data matrix via O2PLS (Or-
thogonal2-PLS) [56]. O2PLS separates the variation in two matrices - raw and preprocessed
data in this example - into three contributions: ‘joint’ variation shared between raw and pre-
processed data and variation unique to either raw or preprocessed data.The scores and loa-
dings of the orthogonal variation can be used to assess the preprocessing quality - even
whether it introduced artifacts into the raw data. However insightful and robust, visual in-
spection of such a model for each preprocessing strategy is simply not feasible for so many
candidate preprocessing strategies, a drawback of course shared by all visual inspection ap-
proaches described here.
Figure 3.6 – Visual comparison of three different preprocessing strategies. Panel A highlights the accuracy and
complexity of the corresponding model for three selected strategies. Panel B shows the scoreplot of the raw
data (red dot in panel A). Panel C shows the scoreplot of the best preprocessing strategy (green dot). Panel D
shows the scoreplot of a poorer preprocessing strategy (blue dot).
The risk of preprocessing selection via PCA is illustrated for the FTIR example discussed in
Box 3.1.We have selected three different preprocessing strategies for visual inspection, which
are all highlighted in Panel A in Figure 3.6.These three strategies include no preprocessing
(i.e. classiﬁcation of the meancentered data, panel B), the most accurate strategy (panel C)
and a generally poorer-performing strategy (panel D). For all three strategies, the scoreplots
of PC 1 versus PC 2 are given in their respective panels. The data contain two batches and
two classes, where separating the latter comprises the data analysis goal. Panel B clearly shows
that the batch effect is associated to the majority of all variation in the data: PC 1 - the di-
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rection in which the batch effect is visible - explains over 90% of all variation. However, both
classes are also separated reasonably well in the raw data.
Panel C shows that the most favorable preprocessing strategy reduces - but does not remove -
the batch effect.This strategy however does not really improve separation between classes, alt-
hough in a PLS-LDA model it appears to be the most accurate strategy.
The more or less identical between-class separation in panel D indicates a model accuracy si-
milar to that in panel C. Additionally, panel D shows how this strategy completely removes
the batch effect from the data. Although visual inspection thus pinpoints the latter strategy
as most appropriate, it in fact has a 17% lower accuracy than the most accurate strategy in a
PLS-LDA model and an almost 10% lower accuracy than a model of the raw data.This high-
lights a major risk of visual inspection of the data compared to trial and error approaches. Vi-
sual inspection necessarily ﬁlters all visible data artifacts before data analysis, but this does
not always lead to optimally accurate models: the batch effect turns out unimportant for the
classiﬁcation accuracy and visual inspection led to a focus on an artifact irrelevant to model
accuracy.
3.3.3 Quality parameters
The third approach for preprocessing selection involves the use of quality parameters.These
parameters aim to provide an objective measure of the quality of the preprocessed data. Here,
data of a higher quality is deﬁned as data with fewer artifacts. The advantage of such me-
thods compared to trial and error approaches is that they do not require computation of ca-
libration or classiﬁcation models, thereby greatly reducing computational intensity. Quality
parameters offer a robust, objective and sometimes quicker alternative to visual inspection.
However, preprocessing strategy selection via quality parameters does not seem to be com-
mon practice yet.
The ‘simplicity value’ was introduced by Skov et al. to assess the quality of chromatographic
alignment [12], which has since been extended to assess alignment of NMR spectra as well
[13, 51].To compute the simplicity value, PCA is applied to the preprocessed data. Note that
the data is not centered unless required by the preprocessing strategy. Next, the variance ex-
plained by the principal components is assessed. The assumption is that correct preproces-
sing will remove variation from the data. Therefore, the ﬁrst PCs of correctly preprocessed
data will have a higher percentage of explained variance compared to the raw data.The sim-
plicity is given as a number between 0 and 1, with higher values indicating better preproces-
sing. Although the simplicity value is mainly applied in assessing the quality of alignment, we
think that it can be useful in assessing the removal of other artifacts as well.
In addition to the simplicity value, the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient can also provide use-
ful insights into the way to select the best preprocessing strategy.Wu et al. showed this for a
peak alignment algorithm called ‘Fuzzy Warping’ on urine NMR spectra [57]. The concept
behind the correlation is similar to that behind simplicity: removing data artifacts will make
spectra more similar, hence increasing their correlation.The correlation can also be used as
a parameter to optimize in alignment, as shown by Skov et al. for their COW alignment me-
thod [12].
Verboven et al. showed the application of a so-called ‘desirability index’ - a concept borrowed
from industrial process control - to select the optimal preprocessing strategy for NIR reﬂec-
tance spectroscopy data [58]. It is based on the selection of the optimal number of latent va-
riables to consider in the data analysis step and robust estimates of the prediction error.
The ‘peak factor’ quality parameter originates from chromatographic alignment [12, 51]. An
appropriate preprocessing strategy should leave the shape of peaks intact, something not taken
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into account with the simplicity value. Instead, the peak factor studies the normalized diffe-
rences between preprocessed and raw spectra.The smaller the sum of distances, the smaller
the differences; this indicates better preprocessing. Since this parameter relates to peak de-
formations, which are most common in alignment, this parameter is not suitable for the ge-
neral purpose of evaluating the quality of preprocessing. For example, methods such as
derivatization (see section 3.2.2) clearly alter peak shapes.
Esquerre et al. discuss some quality parameters for preprocessing of hyperspectral NIR
images; all measures are based on PCA analysis of the preprocessed data [59]. Interestingly,
they use supervised quality parameters besides the unsupervised methods that have been dis-
cussed so far, which may speciﬁcally beneﬁt classiﬁcation problems since, in such cases, the
preprocessing objective is to decrease spectral overlap between classes. More speciﬁcally, the
separation of the two classes of interest along PC1 is assessed by the coefﬁcient of variation
(CV). Note that this measure can only be used for two-class problems. Additionally, the clas-
ses should be separated only along PC1. As shown in Figure 3.5, this is not always the case.
These issues might be circumvented by using a multivariate coefﬁcient of variation measure
[60].This multivariate CV can also be used for multiclass problems and can be applied to the
data directly, meaning that no PCA step is required. However, in our study of the beer data,
the multivariate CV parameter did not seem to provide interesting information.
Additionally, Esquerre et al. used the explained variance of PC1 (similar to the simplicity
value) and the number of outliers as quality parameters. Good preprocessing should be ap-
plicable to the majority of the data, and therefore not introduce many outliers. Therefore,
this is an extremely interesting quality parameter. However, given the assumption that out-
liers can already be present in the raw data, it is striking that Esquerre et al. used a non-ro-
bust PCA algorithm to compute the coefﬁcient of variation and simplicity values.
Most likely, no single quality parameter will be able to capture all beneﬁts and drawbacks of
a speciﬁc preprocessing strategy.Therefore, Esquerre et al. combined the results of the three
quality parameters into one ‘super-parameter’, which was used to judge the preprocessing
strategies. In their application, this seemed highly beneﬁcial.
As shown in Figure 3.7, no single quality parameter was able to detect the correct prepro-
cessing strategy for the FTIR beer data set either. Here, only the simplicity value and corre-
lation are shown, but similar results were found for other quality parameters. Construction
Figure 3.7 – The relation between simplicity value (left panel) and correlation (right panel) of differently prepro-
cessed data and the complexity and accuracy of models based on this data.
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of a super-parameter was beyond the scope of this review paper, because not much is known
on construction of these parameters. Separate studies will be necessary to investigate this
subject more extensively. However, the work of Esquerre et al. shows the great promise of a
quantitative super-parameter.
3.4 Concluding remarks
Data preprocessing - to remove unwanted artifacts and highlight the variation of interest - is
crucial to the successful achievement of the data analysis goals, be they classiﬁcation, explo-
ration or e.g. prediction. Our example shows how extremely difﬁcult it can be to determine
which method - of the vast number of available preprocessing methods - can successfully help
to achieve these goals. Also, the speciﬁc data set characteristics - i.e. which artifacts are pre-
sent among which other properties of the data - are an additional factor of considerable im-
portance that cannot be ignored in this choice.
All data set properties dictate the combination of appropriate methods that correct for diffe-
rent artifacts - the data preprocessing strategy.The classiﬁcation problem presented here led
to a more than 20% difference in model accuracy between the best and worst preprocessing
strategies, all reasonable from a theoretical viewpoint. Sub-optimal preprocessing strategies
can therefore greatly affect the achievement of the data analysis goals, which makes a robust
and quantitative approach to establishing the optimal preprocessing strategy of the utmost im-
portance.
We have reviewed three widely used approaches (i.e. the current trends in preprocessing) for
this purpose, and showed that all three have serious drawbacks: they may be time-consuming
beyond practicability or may provide misleading results.
The construction of a quality parameter seems very promising, although approaches based
on these parameters also provide inconclusive results for our current dataset.The quantita-
tive expression of such a parameter is very intuitive, and the information from different pa-
rameters can also be easily combined into a ‘super-parameter’ to quantify the effect of
preprocessing from different viewpoints simultaneously - i.e. multivariately.These quantita-
tive aspects ﬁt very well into the chemometrics paradigm. In different situations, chemome-
trics has beneﬁtted very much from such quantitative expressions. For example, it has derived
much of its strength from the quantitative power of model validation.
There is an ever-growing body of literature that details and extends such model validation,
to the point that a solid theoretical framework has emerged.We envisage a similar theory for
data preprocessing - of course fully integrated with that for model validation and for other
aspects of chemometrics.This can then be used to establish, or at least predict, the data ana-
lysis strategy that combines the methods that optimally remove the artifacts from the data and
thereby highlight the information that is required to achieve any of the possible data analysis
goals.
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The selection of optimal preprocessing is among the main bottlenecks in chemo-
metric data analysis. Preprocessing currently is a burden, since a multitude of
different preprocessing methods is available for e.g. baseline correction, smoot-
hing and alignment, but it is not clear beforehand which method(s) should be used
for which data set.The process of preprocessing selection is often limited to trial-
and-error and is therefore considered somewhat subjective.
In this paper, we present a novel, simple and effective approach for preprocessing
selection.The deﬁning feature of this approach is a design of experiments. Based
on the design, model performance of a few well-chosen preprocessing methods
and combinations thereof (called strategies) is evaluated. Interpretation of the
main effects and interactions subsequently enables the selection of an optimal
preprocessing strategy.
The presented approach is applied to eight different spectroscopic data sets, cove-
ring both calibration and classiﬁcation challenges.We show that the approach is
able to select a preprocessing strategy which improves model performance by at
least 50% compared to the raw data; in most cases it leads to a strategy very close
to the true optimum. Our approach makes preprocessing selection fast, insightful
and objective.
,
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Data preprocessing involves the conversion of the original, raw data to cleaned data, in which
unwanted variation has been removed. Sources of such unwanted variation include e.g. base-
line drifts in spectroscopic measurements or misalignment in chromatographic elution pro-
ﬁles.These sources are unrelated to the goal for which data was collected, such as predicting
the concentration of a compound from spectroscopic data.
A multitude of different preprocessing methods has been developed to remove a variety of ar-
tifacts in data from different analytical platforms [1-6]. In a complete data analysis procedure,
often more than one preprocessing method is applied. The consecutive application of diffe-
rent preprocessing methods is called a preprocessing strategy [7]. Each preprocessing strategy
consists of a number of different steps (e.g. baseline correction, smoothing) and in each step,
a speciﬁc preprocessing method is applied.
Preprocessing can make or break data analysis [7]. This implies that a wrong choice of pre-
processing is detrimental to the predictive power of a chemometric model (see e.g. Figure
4.4). Moreover, existing preprocessing selection procedures are limited and not suited for
large data sets [7]. Nowadays, many researchers consider preprocessing a burden.Therefore,
it is of the utmost importance that an approach is developed to obtain an optimal prepro-
cessing strategy within reasonable time.
The existing selection procedures include visual inspection of data after preprocessing and the
evaluation of the preprocessed data with quality parameters such as correlation. The most
common selection procedure is a ﬁt-for-use approach: simply trying a few preprocessing me-
thods or strategies and selecting the one with the best model performance. It is, however,
very unlikely that the few preprocessing strategies selected a priori lead to an optimal result.
A straightforward way to overcome this is the evaluation of many or all possible strategies
and simply selecting the optimal one. However, this is a very time consuming procedure and
therefore not feasible for large data sets and the multitude of available preprocessing me-
thods.
Without a preprocessing selection procedure, the preprocessing strategy is often based on ex-
perience: knowledge about the instrument, sample and different preprocessing methods. Alt-
hough such a preprocessing strategy will probably have an acceptable model performance, it
may not be the optimal one.
This paper presents a novel, fast, simple and effective approach for preprocessing selection.
The key idea of the approach is design of experiments (DoE), to evaluate a well-selected
number of different preprocessing strategies. Interpretation of main effects and interactions
shows which preprocessing steps are relevant to the data and which are not. For each relevant
step, the optimal preprocessing method is subsequently found using a simple search algo-
rithm. In this work, the selection criterion is solely based on optimal model performance. At
a later stage, model interpretability will be included as well (see discussion section).
We focus on preprocessing for calibration and classiﬁcation challenges in spectroscopic data.
Four preprocessing steps are considered: baseline correction, scatter correction, smoothing
and scaling. These are the commonly used and important preprocessing steps [7]. Our se-
lection of preprocessing steps and methods is not exhaustive and may be altered, e.g. based
on sample or instrument knowledge or experience with certain preprocessing methods, which
will be discussed later as well.
Introduction4.1
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Eight data sets with different goals have been analyzed with the proposed approach. Most de-
tails and results can be found in the Supporting Information (section 4.8). Here, we discuss
the results for two data sets: a NIR data set on compound calibration and a NIR data set on
classifying Rochefort beers [7, 8]. In those references, however, a mid infrared data set was
used for exactly the same purpose instead of NIR.Therefore, the section on the classiﬁcation
data only highlights relevant experimental details for the NIR data set.
4.2.1 Calibration data: background
The NIR calibration data set relates to waste treatment of a chlorine gas (Cl2) production fa-
cility. The gaseous waste efﬂuent of this facility contains chlorine, which needs to be remo-
ved for environmental reasons. For this purpose, a so-called caustic scrubber is used.
In this scrubber, waste gases are led through a solution containing NaOH. NaOH reacts with
chlorine in the waste gases to produce NaOCl and NaCl:
NaOH, however, also reacts with CO2 in air, leading to Na2CO3:
These reactions show that the concentrations of NaOH, NaOCl and Na2CO3 play an im-
portant role in the scrubber.Therefore, continuous monitoring of the concentrations of these
compounds is required. NIR spectroscopy is already proven useful for on-line monitoring of
caustic scrubbers [9-11].
4.2.2 Calibration data: experimental set-up
Different samples (n=13) containing various amounts of NaOH, NaOCl and Na2CO3 have
been prepared, in which the concentrations of all compounds represented values likely to
occur in the scrubber. A NIR spectrum of each sample was obtained at ﬁve different tempe-
ratures (15°C, 21.3°C, 27.5°C, 33.8°C and 40°C, the range in which the scrubber operates),
leading to 65 NIR spectra in total.The compositions of the different samples are given inTable
4.3 (section 4.8). In the remainder of this paper, these samples will be referred to as compo-
sitions (i.e. a composition indicates a sample with a speciﬁc amount of NaOH, NaOCl and
Na2CO3). Six NIR spectra have additionally been measured and will be used as a validation
set.These spectra were recorded by measuring three different compositions (independent of
the training set) at two temperatures per composition (see Table 4.4 in section 4.8).
The NIR spectra were recorded on a Multi Purpose Analyzer (Bruker) with a transﬂection
probe with adjustable path length (Hellma Mini Immersion Probe Saphir). Each spectrum
was recorded as the average of 32 scans with a resolution of 16 cm-1. In total, each spectrum
contains 1102 data points.The raw spectra are displayed in the top panel of Figure 4.1.
4.2.3 Classification data: experimental
details
To discriminate Rochefort 8° from Rochefort 6° and 10° beers, NIR spectra of beers from
both classes were recorded using a scanning spectrophotometer (NIRSystems 6500). Spec-
tra were recorded in duplicate between 400 – 2498 nm, from which the average spectrum in
Data4.2
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the 1100 – 2498 nm wavelength range was used for data analysis; each spectrum has 700
data points.
Separate training and validation sets were measured. The training set consisted of 44 spec-
tra, of which 28 are Rochefort 8° beers (Figure 4.1).The validation set consisted of 30 spec-
tra, of which 20 are Rochefort 8° beers. As already described [7], the spectra have been
measured in two different batches, leading to the offset visible in Figure 4.1.This offset is un-
related to the beer class.
Figure 4.1 - Top panel: plot of the raw calibration data. Spectra from the training set (n=65) are shown in black,
validation spectra (n=6) are shown in red. Bottom panel: raw classification data. Black represents Rochefort 8°,
red Rochefort 6° and 10°.
4.3.1 General approach
The key idea of our approach is that only design of experiments (DoE) is used to ﬁnd an op-
timal preprocessing strategy (see Figure 4.2). In the DoE, different preprocessing steps are
evaluated as factors - these are baseline correction (B), scatter correction (St), noise removal
by smoothing (Sm) and scaling (Sg), always applied in this order - and it is assessed whether
or not each factor inﬂuences model performance3. For this, we have chosen the simplest DoE:
the full-factorial design. Secondly, for each preprocessing step deemed relevant by the DoE,
the optimal preprocessing method for that step is obtained from a broader set of methods. All
preprocessing methods used in this work are based on extensive studies [7].Table 3.2 presents
an overview of all methods used. PLS-1 and PLS-DA were chosen for the analysis of the ca-
libration and classiﬁcation data sets, respectively. PLS and PLS-DA have already proven sui-
table methods for similar cases many times [12-15]. The presented approach can be used
with other data analysis methods as well. All programming was performed using MATLAB
(version 8.4.0 (R2014b),The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
Methods4.3
3 The order of the steps is discussed further in the discussion section.
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Figure 4.2 – Flowchart of the DoE approach.
4.3.2 PLS and cross-validation
PLS-1 is a commonly applied regression method [16, 17] that aims to predict a response vec-
tor y given a data matrix X, by estimating the regression coefﬁcients b:
y=Xb+E (4.1)
E is the residual matrix, which should be minimized to obtain an optimal model. For PLS-
DA, y is binary, indicating class membership.
When an optimal b is found, the performance of the model should be tested by applying the
model to new and unseen data (i.e. using b and a new X to generate predictions ynew.).The
root-mean-square error of prediction (RMSEP) is a common measure of PLS model per-
formance: the lower the RMSEP, the better predictions the model generates for new data. For
classiﬁcation, the percentage of misclassiﬁcation is often used as model performance measure.
Cross-validation was used to optimize the number of latent variables (LVs) for each PLS
model [18, 19]. For the calibration data, cross-validation was performed by leaving one com-
position (i.e. ﬁve spectra) out at a time, leading to a 13-fold cross-validation procedure.The
optimal number of LVs - between 1 and 35 - in the cross-validation procedure was obtained
by using a selection algorithm [20]. In short, it compares the model performance of a PLS
model with a+1 LVs with that of a model with a LVs by using a randomization t-test; the
model with a LVs is preferred if no signiﬁcant difference in model performance exists (more
details can be found in section 4.8).The more conventional way of selecting the number of
LVs with the lowest RMSECV (Root Mean Square Error of Cross-Validation) often indica-
ted an extremely high number of LVs (at or around 35) and was therefore not used. Using
the breakpoint (elbow) in the curve of RMSECV vs. number of LVs was also not used, be-
cause it is not straightforward to automate.
For the classiﬁcation data, PLS-DA with a leave-10%-out cross-validation procedure was
^
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performed to determine the optimal number of LVs (again between 1 and 35). Here, the
number of LVs leading to the lowest percentage of misclassiﬁcations was chosen. Classes were
coded as -1 and +1 and we accounted for unequal class size [21].
4.3.3 The DoE approach
DoE, also referred to as Experimental Design (XPD), provides a way to reveal which factors
inﬂuence the response of an experiment [22]. Its goal is to evaluate the inﬂuence of each fac-
tor on the response. Here, we propose a full factorial design (i.e. the simplest design) to eva-
luate the inﬂuence of each preprocessing step on model performance. Each factor is varied
at two levels: the low level (‘-’) and the high level (‘+’).This leads to a design matrix with 4
factors (i.e. the 4 preprocessing steps) and 24 = 16 experiments (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1 - Design matrix as used in our approach.
The aim is to assess for each preprocessing step whether it inﬂuences model performance or
not. In practice, that implies that an evaluation should be made as to whether the model per-
formance signiﬁcantly increases when performing a speciﬁc step compared to not performing
it.This already determines the value for the low level for all steps: the low level indicates that
the step should not be performed4.
For the high level, one of the many available methods should be chosen. Such a method
should lead to improved model performance if the respective data artifact indeed requires
correction. Based on our experience with spectroscopic data - both from literature and our
own experience [7] - we have pre-selected a method for each factor. For baseline, the selec-
ted method is AsLS (Asymmetric Least Squares [23, 24]) and for scatter SNV (Standard
Normal Variate [25]). For smoothing, the Savitzky-Golay algorithm was chosen, with para-
meters for window width and order exactly in the middle of the evaluated options (i.e. window
width 9 points and polynomial order 3 [7, 26]). Finally, Pareto scaling was chosen for the sca
4 For scaling, the low level indicates ‘mean centering’, since this is customary for virtually all PLS models.
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ling step, because this is one of the more commonly applied scaling methods in infrared data
[27].
The response variable for the calibration data is RMSEP and for the classiﬁcation data the
percentage of misclassiﬁcation in the validation data, such that for both data sets a lower res-
ponse indicates improved model performance.The effect (i.e. inﬂuence) of each preprocessing
step can be calculated by taking the average of the response variable of this particular step at
the high level ( y-) minus the average response variable at the low level ( y-):
A negative effect indicates that y+ is smaller than y- i.e. performing a speciﬁc step has led to
a decrease in response variable and thus improved model performance.The complete design
matrix is shown in the ﬁrst ﬁve columns of Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 – Design matrix including response variables. Abbreviations: Asymmetric Least Squares (AsLS);
Standard Normal Variate (SNV); Mean Centering (MC). The two rightmost columns show the RMSEP (Root
Mean Square Error of Prediction) values of prediction of NaOCl and the percentage of misclassification for the
Rochefort data respectively. The number of LVs for each experiment and response is optimized using cross-
validation (no. of LVs not shown).
(4.2)
--
a: ‘Yes’ indicates Savitzky-Golay smoothing, with window size of 9 px and a 3rd order polynomial
- -
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4.3.4 The significance of effects
In general, the signiﬁcance of an effect is determined by a pooled variance, obtained from res-
ponse values of repeating all rows in the DoE. For this purpose, we bootstrap the original data
to artiﬁcially create new data on which the same DoE (Table 4.2) is applied. To keep com-
parability with the results from the original, non-bootstrapped data set, the number of LVs is
not optimized, but set to the values as found for the non-bootstrapped data.The number of
bootstrap samples to use is that number where the variability (seffect) in response values (i.e.
RMSEP or percentage of misclassiﬁcations) has become constant.
From the response values obtained during bootstrapping, the variance in response is calcu-
lated for each row in the design and these variances are subsequently pooled over the 16 DoE
strategies to obtain to one, averaged variance:
Here, sn is the variance in responses of row n in the DoE; vn is the amount of bootstrap sam-
ples for row n (denoted rn ) minus 1: vn = rn -1. Finally, the pooled variance is converted into
a standard deviation for each effect seffect using the following equation:
In this equation, N+ and N- are the number of values used in the calculation of y+ and y-
respectively. An effect is often deemed signiﬁcant if its value is at least 2 - 3 times larger than
seffect.
This approach implicitly assumes equal variances and normally distributed responses over the
response values for all 16 experiments. Since this does not completely hold (lower response
values are also associated to a lower variance), the logarithm of the response values is used
instead for calibration; for classiﬁcation, the arcsin of the percentages of misclassiﬁcation is
used.
4.3.5 Interaction effects and their
interpretation
Using DoE, interaction effects can be calculated as well, due to the full-factorial way of set-
ting up the experiment. In our case, the design consists of four different factors, from which
six two-factor interactions can be constructed (B x St, B x Sm, B x Sg, St x Sm, St x Sg and
Sm x Sg), as well as four three-factor interactions (B x St x Sm, B x St x Sg, B x Sm x Sg and
St x Sm x Sg) and one four-factor interaction (B x St x Sm x Sg).
The interpretation of a two-factor interaction effect in our approach is as follows [28]: if the
effect of the interaction has a negative value, a decrease in response (i.e. improved model per-
formance) is expected when the two factors involved are simultaneously changed from the low
to the high level.Vice versa, an increase in response is expected when the effect of the inter-
action has a positive value. The net effect Effnet on model performance when including two
preprocessing steps A and B can therefore be calculated via
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
2
- -
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This only holds in the case of two factors and their interaction.The interpretation of three-
and four-factor interactions is less straightforward [28] and they are therefore further ne-
glected in this work (see discussion section).
4.3.6 Optimization of relevant steps
After having determined which preprocessing steps are relevant using DoE, the optimal me-
thod for each step should be chosen, ultimately leading to an optimal preprocessing strategy.
For this purpose, we use a sequential optimization approach, in which the optimal prepro-
cessing method for each step is sought in a sequential way. First, the method for the ﬁrst re-
levant step is optimized; all subsequent steps are not performed. Next, the method for the
second relevant step is optimized, where the ﬁrst step is performed with the already optimi-
zed method.This continues until all relevant steps have been optimized.
Here, we will focus on the results of predicting the concentration of NaOCl and classifying
the beer samples.The results for the other two compounds in the calibration data, NaOH and
Na2CO3, can be found in the Supplementary Information, as well as results from all other
investigated data sets. An additional discussion follows at the end of this section.
4.4.1 Prediction of NaOCl
Table 4.2 shows the RMSEP values for the 16 different preprocessing strategies as evaluated
by the DoE. Effects - both main effects and interactions - are calculated for each of the four
preprocessing steps (Figure 4.3).The height of a bar indicates the effect value; the errorbars
indicate the size of ± 2 x seffect. Bootstrap samples are constructed to estimate the value of
seffect. 150 bootstrap samples were chosen, because the value of seffect has stabilized at that num-
ber of bootstrap samples (Figure 4.8.1).
From Figure 4.3, it follows that scatter correction (St) has a very large positive effect, i.e. it
leads to an increase in RMSEP. Furthermore, all effects that include smoothing are insigni-
ﬁcant - an effect value of 0 is within the interval given by the effect value ± 2 x seffect - and thus
smoothing does not inﬂuence RMSEP at all. Figure 4.1 shows that the data under study are
indeed not very noisy.
The only two effects that obviously lead to a decrease in RMSEP are baseline correction (B)
and the baseline correction-scaling interaction (B x Sg). Since Sg only has a very small posi-
tive effect, if signiﬁcant at all, there will be a net decrease in RMSEP if doing both B and Sg
compared to only B. Therefore, we conclude that baseline correction and scaling are the
relevant preprocessing steps. It may be that St and Sm are excluded due to an unfortunate
choice for the high level of these steps (i.e. St or Sm in fact do lead to a reduction in RMSEP,
but the selected method at the high level does show this; see step 3b in Figure 4.2).To pro-
tect our approach against such failure of the selected methods, model performance is eva-
luated of six additional preprocessing strategies. In these additional strategies, only the
methods selected for the irrelevant preprocessing steps are varied, while the methods for the
relevant steps are ﬁxed to their high level setting. If these strategies cannot improve model per-
formance any further, it is very likely that a particular preprocessing step is rejected because
it indeed has no effect on model performance and not because of failure of the selected high
level method.This approach is further referred to as random strategies.
Results4.4
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In this case, RMSEP values of six additional strategies are calculated that include different
methods for St and Sm, while ﬁxing the method for B and Sg to AsLS and Pareto, respecti-
vely.These values are subsequently compared to row 7 inTable 4.2: in that way, it can be as-
sessed whether different methods for Sm and St can further lower the RMSEP of application
of only B and Sg (0.081). For NaOCl, it appeared that all six additional strategies had a much
higher RMSEP compared to 0.081 (range: 0.327 – 1.238), so this supports the conclusion
that only B and Sg need further optimization.
The standard deviation in RMSEP values from the 150 bootstrap samples for experiment 7
is among the lowest of all 16 experiments (Figure 4.8.2). Performing B and Sg thus not only
leads to an increase in model performance, it also leads to a more robust model (compared
to strategy 16, the raw data): small changes in data lead to only small changes in model per-
formance. Next, the optimal method for each signiﬁcant step has to be determined by a sim-
ple sequential optimization scheme. Sequential optimization of B and Sg leads to the
evaluation of 14 different preprocessing strategies: 7 to select the best baseline method and
subsequently 7 to select the best scaling method.The preprocessing strategy obtained in this
way is fourth order detrending plus Pareto scaling, with an RMSEP value of 0.0757.
A preprocessing strategy has been obtained that improves much in terms of RMSEP over the
raw (i.e. meancentered) data (0.263, row 16 in Table 4.2) and also in robustness (Figure
4.8.2). We have also compared the obtained strategy with the true optimal strategy - the
strategy from among all 4,900 possible strategies leading to the lowest RMSEP [7]. There-
fore, we applied all 4,900 different preprocessing strategies, calculated 4,900 different PLS
models with cross-validation and assessed the RMSEP for each PLS model (Figure 4.4).
The strategy obtained using the DoE approach is very close to the true optimum. Moreover,
the model complexity has lowered compared to a model built on the raw data. The DoE
approach is thus able to provide an optimal preprocessing strategy, with evaluation of only a
small fraction of all 4,900 possible preprocessing strategies.
Figure 4.3 - Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on predicting
the concentration NaOCl (upper panel) and classifying Rochefort beers (bottom panel). Errorbars indicate
±2 x seffect. Abbreviations: Baseline (B); Scatter (St); Smoothing (Sm); Scaling (Sg). Interaction effects are shown
with a ‘x’, e.g. ‘B x St’ indicates the two-factor interaction between Baseline and Scatter. Effect values are
based on the logarithm (calibration) or arcsin (classification) of the response values fromTable 4.2.
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4.4.2 Classifying Rochefort beers
Percentage of misclassiﬁcation values for the 16 strategies are shown inTable 4.2 for the clas-
siﬁcation data. The bottom panel of Figure 4.3 shows the main effects and second-order
interactions for these data where the errorbars are again based on 150 bootstrap samples.
Two main effects (B and St) have a negative effect.The B x St interaction does not seem sig-
niﬁcant, since 0 is within the conﬁdence limits. Furthermore, all effects with smoothing are
0, again indicating that smoothing does not have an effect on model performance. Also for this
data, there does not seem to be any noise (Figure 4.1). B and St are therefore deemed
relevant steps.
Scaling (Sg) has one relevant interaction: St x Sg. However, since baseline and scatter are
already included, there will be no additional increase in model performance when including
scaling: main effect Sg is not signiﬁcant, while B x Sg and St x Sg cancel out.Therefore, scaling
is not considered as relevant step here.
The conclusion to only include B and St is validated by additional strategies, where the settings
for B and St are ﬁxed. It appeared that all six additional strategies have exactly the same per-
centage of misclassiﬁcation as for only B and St (experiment 4 in Table 4.2; percentage of mi-
sclassiﬁcation 7.42%) and therefore the conclusion to only include B and St and to disregard
Sg is justiﬁed.
The strategy obtained with the DoE is baseline correction via AsLS and scatter correction via
either max scaling, L2 norm scaling or SNV (they all lead to the same response).The location
of these strategies in the full preprocessing landscape is shown in Figure 4.4.Apparently, the most
optimal preprocessing strategy in terms of model performance has been found. Only the model
complexity could have been 1 or 2 LVs lower with another preprocessing strategy.Again, we can
conclude that an optimal preprocessing strategy is obtained using the DoE approach.
Figure 4.4 – Model performance of all 4,900 different preprocessing strategies versus the complexity of the
model (i.e. the number of LVs). Upper panel: calibration data (NaOCl), lower panel: Rochefort classification. The
black diamond indicates the result of the raw (i.e. meancentered) data. The green dot shows the outcome of
the final strategy found using our DoE approach and the red star the strategy with the lowest model perfor-
mance that would have been found by examining all 4,900 strategies.
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The presented approach performs well for all eight investigated data sets (see Table 4.5 after
section 4.9).The approach does not only lead to a more efﬁcient preprocessing selection, it
also provides more insight in preprocessing, especially in cases where preprocessing steps are
not deemed relevant. The general framework presented in Figure 4.2 is valid for other data
types (step 1), different types of designs (step 2) and other models and performance measu-
res (step 3) as well.
From all steps included in the preprocessing strategy, scaling is the only step that does not (di-
rectly) relate to the removal of a data artifact. Baseline correction methods, scatter correction
methods and smoothing all aim to remove a certain artifact from the data (baseline, scatter
and noise, respectively) which may hamper the construction of a chemometric model. Sca-
ling, on the other hand, is mainly part of a preprocessing strategy to make the data more sui-
table for data analysis, such as when autoscaling as to remove the inﬂuence of variables
measured on different scales.
Scaling should always be the last step in a preprocessing strategy. Indeed, when performing
scaling e.g. prior to baseline correction, the scaling effect will be partly attenuated by the
baseline correction method.The other three steps, however, may be changed in order. For this
work, we have set the order of steps in the strategy to a reasonable order. Some scatter
correction methods are also able to remove a baseline [29], but baseline correction methods
are generally better suited for this task. Therefore, baseline correction is performed prior to
scatter correction.
The order of steps should be ﬁxed before evaluating the DoE, because effects and interacti-
ons will change if steps are performed in a different order.The design could be extended with
another factor, i.e. the order of steps, which is especially useful when a reasonable order is not
known on beforehand.This factor may have multiple levels such that multiple orders can be
examined.The number of experiments to perform (and also the number of chemometric mo-
dels to build) is, however, increasing in such an approach.
The preprocessing steps and methods used in this work are the most common ones for pre-
processing spectroscopic data. For all investigated data sets, our selection performed well.
Therefore, our selection may be used if a user is not experienced in preprocessing and wants
to obtain a reasonable preprocessing strategy. Of course, more experienced users can alter the
approach based on their experience and knowledge, e.g. by taking different preprocessing
steps into account, selecting different preprocessing methods for the DoE or changing the
order in which the steps are applied.The inﬂuence of this order can even be examined using
the design itself, by adding a ﬁfth factor representing the order of applying the different me-
thods—possibly with multiple levels. Almost all preprocessing methods used in this work do
not require any parameter optimization, which simpliﬁes the use of this approach.Therefore,
other popular preprocessing methods, such as EMSC (Extended Multiplicative Signal Cor-
rection [30, 31]) have not been considered, since these methods often require a more tho-
rough parameter optimization or input based on prior knowledge.
In this work, we have solely focused on model performance, without taking interpretability of
the model into account. In future work, interpretability will be included by evaluating e.g. the
VIP (Variable Importance in Projection [32]) or the newly proposed sMC (Signiﬁcance Mul-
tivariate Correlation [33]). When both predictive ability and interpretability need to be as-
sessed, multi-criterion experimental designs may be used, which allow for the simultaneous
evaluation of more than one response variable, for example by using desirability functions.
In the current set-up, the validation set is the same throughout the full approach. Since many
Discussion4.5
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steps involved make use of the same validation set (DoE, bootstrap), it may be that the ﬁnal
model is heavily focused towards this set such that the obtained model performance does not
fully resemble the expected model performance for new samples. We have investigated this
issue by using an additional validation set for the Corn data set and it appeared that the
RMSEP of this additional validation set was only slightly worse compared to that of the ori-
ginal validation set (see section 4.8). Also, the same preprocessing steps were deemed rele-
vant. However, splitting the data in three parts is recommended if the data size permits to do
so. As a separate study, it may also be investigated whether bootstrapping the validation set
as well is advantageous, if the data cannot be split in three parts.
Additional validation may also be used to evaluate whether three- and four-factor interacti-
ons could indeed be neglected.These interactions should not be neglected if a model inclu-
ding these interactions is signiﬁcantly better than a model including only two-factor
interactions. Since interpretation of the higher-order effects is not straightforward, it may be
best to deem all steps relevant for the subsequent optimization when higher-order interacti-
ons appear relevant.
Flåten and Walmsley have also used an DoE approach to optimize calibration model para-
meters, including a few parameters related to preprocessing [34].Their approach is however
fundamentally different from our work: in their paper, only one method was used for each pre-
processing step, e.g. only derivatization for baseline correction. In other words, it was deci-
ded on beforehand that baseline correction should be performed using derivatives. Our
approach tries to avoid this by ﬁrst evaluating whether baseline correction should be perfor-
med at all, before optimizing a speciﬁc method. Moreover, their approach also involves opti-
mizing model parameters such as the no. of LVs via DoE, while the current approach
optimizes this using cross-validation.
Calculation time for the current approach is approximately 15 - 30 minutes, depending on
the number of bootstrap samples, the maximum number of LVs in cross-validation, the num-
ber of different preprocessing steps and methods to consider, and the size of the data set.
Calculation time does not depend on the number of relevant preprocessing steps, since the
sequential optimization procedure is very fast. The evaluation of all 4,900 different prepro-
cessing strategies, also including proper cross-validation for each strategy, already takes a day
for a relatively small data set such as the caustic scrubber data and is therefore not feasible.
For larger data sets and/or more different preprocessing steps and methods, the difference in
calculation time between our approach and the evaluation of all possible strategies will inc-
rease even further.
In this paper, we have presented a novel and much needed approach to obtain an optimal pre-
processing strategy within reasonable time.The approach uses design of experiments to sys-
tematically evaluate the inﬂuence of each preprocessing step on the ﬁnal strategy. Based on
the outcome of the design, preprocessing methods should be optimized for each step leading
to a decrease in model performance.
To summarize, a user ﬁrst selects the relevant preprocessing steps (i.e. factors in the design)
for a speciﬁc data set. Next, a speciﬁc experimental design is chosen (e.g. full factorial) and
the preprocessing methods to be used at the high level are deﬁned - the low level always im-
plies do nothing. The design is then applied, effect values are calculated for each factor (and
Conclusion4.6
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possibly interactions) and a conclusion is drawn for each preprocessing step whether it is
relevant for the data under study or not. Additional factor levels may be used to strengthen
these conclusions (random strategies). Finally, the relevant steps - if any - can be further opti-
mized by e.g. the proposed sequential optimization. In this work, a selection of preprocessing
steps and methods is provided that covers the basic preprocessing requirements for spec-
troscopic data. All examples investigated in this work show considerable improvement in
model performance in reasonable time using our approach. Furthermore, the approach is ge-
neric and can be applied to data from many different analytical platforms.
This research received funding from the Netherlands Organization for Scientiﬁc Research
(NWO) in the framework of Technology Area COAST.
In this Supplementary Information, we present the results of our DoE approach for several
different data sets (Table 4.5, after section 4.9), showing that the presented approach always
leads to an improvement in model performance, often even a large improvement. Each data
set is split into a separate training set and test set, similar to the data sets discussed in the
paper. Moreover, effect ﬁgures similar to Figure 4.3 are given for all data sets such that the
reader can conﬁrm our selection of important preprocessing steps. Moreover, this Supple-
mentary Information contains the ﬁgures and tables that have not been included in the pre-
vious sections.
Below, a more detailed description can be found of the procedure to optimize the number of
LV, originally developed by Hilko van der Voet (see [20]).
Prediction vectors for PLS models with a and a +1 LVs are generated and prediction error
vectors are calculated (denoted ea and ea+1).The ﬁrst element of ea thus contains the difference
between the predicted and the true value of the ﬁrst sample using a PLS model with a LVs.
Next, the difference vector between the squared prediction error vectors is calculated
(d = ea - ea+1) as well as the average difference d. We then construct 200 copies of the diffe-
rence vector d, in which we randomly change the sign of the differences - this resembles a ‘null
hypothesis distribution’, where the null hypothesis is that there is no difference in prediction
error between the two models - and again we calculate the average difference. Finally, we
count how many times in 200 copies the absolute average difference of the random-sign dif-
ference vector is larger than the true absolute average difference.
As an example, suppose that for all n samples, the predictions for a PLS model with a +1 LVs
are better than for a model with a LVs. In that case, the true average difference will always be
larger than the average difference where we have randomly changed signs in the difference
vector. In that case, it is obvious that a model of a +1 LVs is preferred.
Supporting information4.8
Acknowledgement4.7
4.8.1 Additional details on selection
procedure for the no. of LVs
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Table 4.5 presents the results of our DoE approach on several different data sets. The
rightmost column in this table shows the ‘X-factor’ for each data set, calculated as
In this equation, mod.perf indicates model performance - either RMSEP or percentage of mi-
sclassiﬁcation - for the raw data (‘raw’), the preprocessing strategy found by our DoE ap-
proach (‘DoE’) or the strategy leading to the lowest possible model performance (the optimal
strategy, ‘opt’). An X-factor of 100% thus indicates that the DoE approach has led to a pre-
processing strategy with the best model performance possible. The higher the X-factor, the
closer the model performance of the strategy found by our approach is to the ultimate best
model performance.
As can be seen from Table 4.5, our approach leads to an improvement of at least 50% over
the model performance of the raw data for all data sets, expect for the soil data set when pre-
dicting SOM (Soil Organic Matter), where the gain is 44%. For the corn data set, moisture
prediction leads to no improvement and the approach shows that no preprocessing has to be
performed at all. This is a very reasonable result, since the raw data leads to a model with
RMSEP 0.051, while the optimal preprocessing only leads to a model with RMSEP 0.049.
In other words: there is not much to gain with preprocessing and our approach clearly iden-
tiﬁes this.
To be able to evaluate whether the relevant steps shown in Table 4.5 are reasonable, we have
also provided the effect plots for each data set in Figures 4.8.3 to 4.8.18.
The calculation time for the approach was never more than 30 minutes, except for the Raman
pork fat data set, where total calculation time was approximately 45 minutes. This is still a
huge improvement over the calculation time needed for evaluation of all 4,900 possible pre-
processing strategies, which took a few days for this data set.The bootstrap step - to estimate
the value of seffect - is the most time-consuming step for all data sets presented here.
In the discussion section of the paper, we discussed the fact that our approach may be tuned
too much towards the test set. Indeed, RMSEP values for all 4,900 different preprocessing
strategies and the complete DoE procedure are calculated using the same test data for each
data set.To validate whether the approach indeed leads to a preprocessing strategy with good
model performance for new samples, we have split the Corn data set in three parts: a training
data set (60 samples), test data set (10 samples) and validation set (again 10 samples). The
training and test set have been used in the same way as described in the paper.The obtained
preprocessing strategy is subsequently applied to the training and test data together (i.e. 70
samples) and a PLS model is built.This model is applied to the validation data, which have
been preprocessed using the obtained strategy. It appeared that the prediction error for the
validation set was of similar magnitude compared to that of the test set (0.153 and 0.122, res-
pectively), so we can conclude that indeed an optimal preprocessing strategy has been obtai-
ned. Note that these numbers cannot be found in Table 4.5, because a different split in
training and test data was used in constructing that table. Also, it is noteworthy that similar
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4.8.2 Additional details and
discussion
preprocessing steps (baseline, scatter, scaling) are deemed relevant compared to the analysis
of the Corn data set split in two.
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In Table 4.5, two data sets are presented that have not been used before in literature.There-
fore, we provide a brief description of them here.
Using an in-line NIR probe inserted in a batch reactor for resin production (Bruker Matrix-
F spectrometer ﬁber-coupled to transmission probe), 150 NIR spectra were recorded during
several independent reactions. Time-synchronized samples were physically extracted from
the reactor for off-line viscosity determination (y-variable). Spectra were obtained from 5000
– 9500 cm-1 and had 1167 datapoints each. Prior to analysis, 3 samples were excluded based
on PCA (high residuals and/or Hotelling T2) and 1 sample was excluded based on PLS
(y-value obviously wrong).
NIR spectra of 177 green coffee beans have been measured using a Perten DA 7250 diode
array based NIR instrument. For these beans, moisture was also obtained and used as y va-
riable. Four samples have been removed prior to data analysis, because a PCA scoreplot of
PC1 versus PC2 showed four clear outliers to be present in the data. Spectra were obtained
in the wavelength range of 950 – 1650 nm and each spectrum consists of 141 data points.
Table 4.3 – Overview of the contents of the 13 compositions in the calibration training set, given in weight-per-
centages. Each composition is measured five times, at temperatures of 15.0, 21.3, 27.5, 33.8 and 40.0 °C res-
pectively.
4.8.3.2 Coffee NIR data
4.8.3 Experimental details
4.8.3.1 Plastic viscosity data
Table 4.4 – The calibration test set: six validation samples that consist of three different composition measured
at two different temperatures per composition. All values, both concentrations and temperature, fall within the
range of the training set.
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Figure 4.8.1 – Plot of the number of bootstrap samples versus seffect; 150 bootstrap samples are chosen as
optimal number since seffect is constant at around this amount of bootstrap samples. Calculation of seffect is
based on logarithmic values of RMSEP.
Figure 4.8.2 – Upper panel: bar graph showing the standard deviation in RMSEP values for each of the 16 rows
in the DoE, obtained with 150 bootstrap samples, for the NaOCl calibration data. The lower panel shows the
standard deviation of the percentage of misclassification for each row ow the Rochefort classification data
(NIR).
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Figure 4.8.3 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
the concentration of NaOH in the Caustic data set.
Figure 4.8.4 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
the concentration of NaOCl in the Caustic data set.
Figure 4.8.5 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
the concentration of Na2CO3 in the Caustic data set.
Figure 4.8.6 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
sample viscosity in the Plastic data set.
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Figure 4.8.7 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
moisture in the Coffee data set.
Figure 4.8.8 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
the concentration starch in the Corn data set.
Figure 4.8.9 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
moisture in the Corn data set.
Figure 4.8.10 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
the concentration of oil in the Corn data set.
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Figure 4.8.11 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
the concentration of protein in the Corn data set.
Figure 4.8.12 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
the amount of SOM (Soil Organic Matter) in the Soil data set.
Figure 4.8.13 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
the concentration of ergo in the Soil data set.
Figure 4.8.14 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
the concentration of tartaric acid in theWines (FT-IR) data set.
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Figure 4.8.15 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on prediction of
the concentration of PUFA (Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids) in the Pork fat data set.
Figure 4.8.16 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on classifying Ro-
chefort 8° vs. Rochefort 6° and 10° in the Beer (NIR) data set.
Figure 4.8.17 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on classifying Ro-
chefort 8° vs. Rochefort 6° and 10° in the Beer (FT-IR) data set.
Figure 4.8.18 – Effect values for all main effects (red) and two-factor interactions (blue), based on classifying Ro-
chefort 8° vs. Rochefort 6° and 10° in the Beer (Raman) data set.
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Table 4.5 – Results of our approach for several different data sets. For each data set, more information is given
in the paper, the Supporting Information (section 4.8) or a reference (see section 4.9.1). The number of samples
in training and test set are indicated with ntrain and ntest respectively; the number of variables is indicated with p.
The relevant steps according to our approach are listed, as well as the model performance of the raw data, the
data preprocessed by the strategy found by our DoE approach and the true optimal strategy as found by evalua-
tion of all 4,900 possible strategies.
Finally, the last column shows the X-factor, calculated as x 100%.
Figures 4.8.3 to 4.8.18 present the effect plots for each data set.
1. NIR of Corn samples, accessible via http://www.eigenvector.com/data/Corn/
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Boosting model performance
and interpretation by entangling
preprocessing selection and
variable selection5
5
The aim of data preprocessing is to remove data artifacts - such as a baseline,
scatter effects or noise - and to enhance the contextually relevant information.
Many preprocessing methods exist to deliver one or more of these beneﬁts, but
which method or combination of methods should be used for the speciﬁc data
being analyzed is difﬁcult to select. Recently, we have shown that a preprocessing
selection approach based on Design of Experiments (DoE) enables correct selec-
tion of highly appropriate preprocessing strategies within reasonable time
frames.
In that approach, the focus was solely on improving the predictive performance of
the chemometric model.This is, however, only one of the two relevant criteria in
modeling: interpretation of the model results can be just as important.Variable
selection is often used to achieve such interpretation. Data artifacts, however,
may hamper proper variable selection by masking the true relevant variables.The
choice of preprocessing therefore has a huge impact on the outcome of variable
selection methods and may thus hamper an objective interpretation of the ﬁnal
model.To enhance such objective interpretation, we here integrate variable selec-
tion into the preprocessing selection approach that is based on DoE.
We show that the entanglement of preprocessing selection and variable selection
not only improves the interpretation, but also the predictive performance of the
model.This is achieved by analyzing several experimental data sets of which the
true relevant variables are available as prior knowledge.We show that a selection
of variables is provided that complies more with the true informative variables
compared to individual optimization of both model aspects.
Importantly, the approach presented in this work is generic. Different types of
models (e.g. PCR, PLS, …) can be incorporated into it, as well as different varia-
ble selection methods and different preprocessing methods, according to the taste
and experience of the user. In this work, the approach is illustrated by using PLS
as model and PPRV-FCAM (Predictive Property Ranked Variable using Final
Complexity Adapted Models) for variable selection.
5 Jan Gerretzen, Ewa Szymanska, Jacob Bart, Antony Davies, Henk-Jan van Manen, Edwin R. van den Heuvel,
Jeroen J. Jansen and Lutgarde M.C. Buydens
Published in Analytica Chimica Acta, 938 (2016) pp. 44 - 52
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Introduction5.1
In chemometric data analysis, it is important that data variation due to data artifacts is
removed from the data prior to construction of a chemometric model. This variation is not
related to the ultimate data goal, such as regression or classiﬁcation and as such hampers
chemometric model performance. Examples of such variation include time misalignment,
commonly encountered in chromatographic data, or baseline and scatter effects, often pre-
sent in spectroscopic data. Data preprocessing aims to remove this ‘irrelevant’ variation:
it transforms the original data into preprocessed data, which has been cleaned from uninfor-
mative variation.
Data from each analytical chemical platform - such as infrared or nuclear magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy, mass spectrometry or separation sciences such as gas chromatography -
are associated with their own sources of uninformative variation. Many preprocessing me-
thods have been developed for each platform, which aim to remove a single source of unin-
formative variation from the data [1-6]. Since data often contains multiple sources of
uninformative variation, multiple preprocessing methods often need to be applied in what
we have deﬁned previously as a preprocessing strategy [7]. A strategy consists of consecutive
preprocessing steps (e.g. scatter correction or smoothing), where a different preprocessing
method is applied for each step in the strategy.
In previous work, we have shown that the inﬂuence of preprocessing on chemometric model
performance may be considerable [8]. Care must be taken as preprocessing using strategies
that combine methods of widespread use in the literature may be detrimental to the overall
information content in the data. Appropriate preprocessing selection is therefore a major issue
in chemometrics. However, currently available preprocessing selection approaches are
seriously lacking and likely lead to a suboptimal selection of a preprocessing strategy [8].The-
refore, we have previously developed a systematic approach based on Design of Experiments
(DoE), to speciﬁcally evaluate which preprocessing steps are relevant for a given data set [7].
This information is then subsequently used to introduce the most appropriate preprocessing
method for each step deemed relevant by the DoE.
This earlier work, however, only used the prediction accuracy to evaluate the quality of dif-
ferent preprocessing strategies.This was a logical ﬁrst step, as it provided an unbiased basis
to evaluate model quality that did not require any prior knowledge and was therefore most
widely applicable. Interpretation of the constructed models, i.e. the relative importance of
each measured variable to the prediction, was not taken into account. Interpretability, howe-
ver, is also a very relevant part in chemometric modeling, often even the most important goal
of the analysis. Therefore, our aim is to select a preprocessing strategy for a given data set,
which improves not only model performance, but also model interpretation.
Many approaches are available regarding the importance of variables in Partial Least Squa-
res (PLS) models, on which we will focus in this work.The most straightforward approaches
are so-called ﬁlter methods [9]. Filter methods are applied on the output of the PLS algorithm
(e.g. regression coefﬁcients, scores, loadings) and transform these into variable importance
measures. Well-known examples include the Variable Importance in Projection (VIP), the
Selectivity Ratio (SR) and signiﬁcance Multivariate Correlation (sMC) [10, 11]. Based on the
outcome of such a ﬁlter method, variables can be selected by e.g. setting a threshold on the
value of the variable importance measure. For example, when using VIP variables are often
deemed relevant if their VIP score is >1.
However, as we will show in this work, the application of ﬁlter methods in the process of pre-
processing selection does not enhance model interpretability.This is due to the fact that the
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ultimately selected preprocessing strategy is applied to all variables in the data, including
those that may hamper the model. Ideally, a preprocessing strategy should be chosen that re-
moves artifacts from the chemically relevant variables only. It is easy to imagine that this may
require a different preprocessing strategy, consisting of different preprocessing steps and me-
thods.The only way to ﬁnd an appropriate preprocessing strategy that enhances both model
interpretation and model performance, is therefore to entangle preprocessing selection with
variable selection.
In this work, we provide an example of how the selection of preprocessing and variable se-
lection can be entangled, using our DoE-based approach for preprocessing selection. Model
predictive performance is expected to improve even more compared to models for which pre-
processing has been optimized without variable selection: indeed, many uninformative vari-
ables have been removed from the data and thus cannot hamper the model anymore.
Secondly, the correct combination of a preprocessing strategy and variable selection should
enhance model interpretation by highlighting the true chemically relevant variables. Both ad-
vantages will be proven here.
The example we provide is based on another class of variable selection methods in PLS:
wrapper methods [9]. They extend the concept of ﬁlter methods by starting from a PLS
model based on all variables, followed by iteratively removing variables from the data and re-
ﬁtting a PLS model on the reduced data.Variable removal may, for instance, be based on a
variable importance measure from a ﬁlter method. Our example uses a wrapper method from
the Predictive Property-Ranked Variable (PPRV) family of methods [12, 13]. This method
was chosen because it was shown to lead to improved results compared to other commonly
used variable selection methods.
A large selection of variable selection methods exists, containing for example iPLS (interval
PLS), UVE-PLS (Uninformative Variable Elimination PLS) and IPW PLS (Iterative Pre-
dictor Weighting PLS) - see e.g. [9, 14-18] for more details. Our aim in this work is not to
provide a comprehensive comparison of these variable selection methods - such compari-
sons may be found elsewhere, e.g. [19-21].We aim to show that entangling preprocessing se-
lection with variable selection boosts both model performance and model interpretation.We
provide a generic approach to do so, in which the model, the variable selection method and
different preprocessing steps and methods can all be selected by the user based on e.g. the
characteristics of the data or the taste and experience of the user.The focus of the examples
will be on spectroscopic data sets.
In this section, we will ﬁrst extensively describe the original DoE approach as described in
[7], after which we will provide all required details on the integrated variable selection algo-
rithm, PPRV-FCAM.
The aim of the original DoE approach was to evaluate which preprocessing steps are relevant
for the data under study and which are not, by focusing solely on improving model perfor-
mance.
For spectroscopic data, the four commonly applied preprocessing steps are baseline correc-
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5.2.1 Methods
5.2.1.1 The original DoE approach
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tion, scatter correction, noise reduction by smoothing and scaling, also often applied in this
order [8]. These four steps are evaluated using a two-level full factorial design, where each
factor in the design represents a preprocessing step. The low level in this design always re-
presents “do nothing” (i.e. do not perform the speciﬁc step), while the high level equals one
of the available methods for each step (see Table 5.1).
Table 5.1 – Design matrix as used in the DoE approach.
aAsLS: Asymmetric Least Squares baseline estimation [22]
bSNV: Standard Normal Variate [23]
cSmoothing implies Savitzky-Golay smoothing (window width 9 px, 3rd order polynomial)
dThe low level represents meancentering instead of do nothing, because meancentering is customary for many
PLS models
This design consists of 24 =16 experiments in total. Data are split in a training set and test
set and the training set is preprocessed according to the methods speciﬁed in each of the 16
experiments. A PLS model is subsequently built for each preprocessed training data set, using
single cross-validation to optimize the number of latent variables in the model. Each model
is then applied to the corresponding test set - which has been preprocessed accordingly -
leading to 16 RMSEP values.These are the responses for the design.
Using standard effect calculations, the effect value of each preprocessing step can be calcu-
lated. For example, if the effect value of the baseline correction step is negative, then a dec-
rease in RMSEP (and hence, a better model in terms of performance) is expected when
performing baseline correction.Thus, baseline correction is a step that should be considered
further. Preprocessing steps that have a nonnegative or zero effect value are excluded from
further investigation. Effect values of second-order interactions between preprocessing steps
are also taken into account. A negative effect value of the second-order interaction between,
for example, baseline correction and scatter correction implies that an additional decrease in
RMSEP is expected when performing both baseline correction and scatter correction.
A bootstrap procedure is applied to estimate the signiﬁcance of effects [7]. Bootstrapping
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creates artiﬁcial subsets of similar size of the original data matrix by resampling the original
samples. Some samples may therefore be present multiple times in such a subset, while others
may not be present. In our procedure, 150 bootstrapped data sets are created based on the
original data set. The complete approach is repeated for each bootstrapped data set and ef-
fect values are calculated based on the bootstrapped data sets.The pooled standard deviation
- based on the variances in RMSEP in each of the 16 rows in the DoE - is used to estimate
the signiﬁcance of each effect.
Next, the most appropriate preprocessing method should be found for each preprocessing step
deemed relevant using the design.This is done using a scheme in which the most appropri-
ate preprocessing method for each step is sequentially selected. For example, suppose that
baseline correction and scatter correction are the two relevant steps. First, the baseline cor-
rection method leading to the lowest RMSEP is selected from among the available methods.
The list of preprocessing methods we used for each step can be found inTable 3.2. Next, the
most appropriate scatter correction method is selected, while the baseline correction method
is ﬁxed to the method already selected.
It should be noted that the order in which the preprocessing steps are applied is ﬁxed. As also
discussed in Chapter 3, our order is the order in which the different preprocessing steps are
commonly applied. A user is free to change the application order by changing the ordering
of the columns in the DoE. In this work, we chose the original order of applying the different
preprocessing steps.
For our current approach, we integrated variable selection into the original DoE-based pre-
processing selection approach described in the previous section.To do so, we replaced PLS
with the wrapper method PPRV-FCAM [12, 13]. PPRV methods iteratively remove variables,
until no more variables can be removed without signiﬁcantly inﬂuencing model performance.
The remaining variables are selected and thus relevant according to the model.The key fea-
ture of PPRV methods is that they may adjust the complexity of the model (i.e. the number
of latent variables, LVs) during the removal of variables, whereas many other variable selec-
tion methods optimize the number of LVs based on the full-spectrum model and do not alter
this anymore during variable removal.
In general, PPRV methods start with building a PLS model on the complete training data set.
Wold’s criterion is used to optimize the number of LVs during cross-validation [12]: if the dif-
ference in RMSECV (Root Mean Square Error of Cross-Validation) between a model based
on a and a +1 LVs is less than 2% a LVs are selected as optimal.
Using a predictive property of the model (e.g. regression coefﬁcients, loadings,VIP score), the
variable having the lowest importance to the model is removed from the data and a new model
is built.This procedure continues until all but one variable have been removed from the data.
Model performance (RMSECV) for each model is stored during removal of the variables.
When this process is ﬁnished, the lowest RMSECV is obtained from among all models built
(RMSECVmin) .This is considered the optimal model. However, it may be that models with
even more removed variables are not statistically different in terms of RMSECV from this op-
timal model.This is evaluated by using a one-tailed F-test:
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with preprocessing selection
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5.2.1.3 Variable selection without PPRV-FCAM
5.3.1 Latex data set
In this equation F(α,Ntrain,Ntrain ) is given at signiﬁcance level α (in this work α =0.05).Ntrain, the
number of samples in the training set, represents the degrees of freedom of both the nume-
rator and denominator. In this way, models are sought with an even higher number of varia-
bles removed than the optimal model, while having an RMSECV not higher than RMSECVcrit.
The ﬁnal model is then the model with the most variables removed, while not differing sig-
niﬁcantly from the optimal model in terms of RMSECV.
To complete the procedure, a PLS model is built on the preprocessed training set with all va-
riables removed as indicated by the ﬁnal model. The same variables are also removed from
the preprocessed test set and the PLS model is applied to it.The resulting RMSEP is used as
response in the DoE.
In the foregoing, we have not yet described how the model complexity changes during vari-
able removal and which predictive property to use for variable removal. Andries et al. inves-
tigated different ways of reducing the complexity during variable removal and also different
predictive properties. For the former, it appeared that reducing model complexity with so-cal-
led FCAM led to the highest predictive accuracy [12]. In FCAM, variables are removed until
the number of variables left equals the number of LVs as determined for the complete data
set. From that moment, the complexity is reduced by one until the complexity equals 1 (and
hence a single variable is left). Andries et al. furthermore found that variables should be re-
moved based on the lowest absolute regression coefﬁcient, since that led to the best predic-
tive performance [13].Therefore, in this work, we have used PPRV-FCAM with the absolute
regression coefﬁcients as predictive property.
The original DoE approach does not contain form of any variable selection. A ﬁlter method
was applied to the results of the original approach, to show the advantages of entangling pre-
processing selection with variable selection. Basically, this can be seen as a non-entangled
version of preprocessing selection and variable selection. First, the complete PLS model is
built and only then the relevant variables are determined.TheVIP criterion [10] was chosen
for this purpose, being one of the most commonly used variable importance methods in PLS.
In this method, each variable receives aVIP score, based on its importance in the projections
used to ﬁnd n latent variables. A variable with aVIP score larger than a threshold of 1 is con-
sidered important.
Data5.3
Two spectroscopic data sets with three different responses were analyzed in this work. The
ﬁrst data set originates from industrial practice and relates to latex samples, while the second
is a publicly available data set about corn [24]. For both data sets, the true chemically rele-
vant variables are known based on prior knowledge.
The latex data set consists of 196 near infrared (NIR) spectra of acrylic latex samples, mea-
sured in aqueous conditions. The NIR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Matrix-F NIR
spectrometer, coupled with optical ﬁbers to an optical immersion probe. Spectra were ac-
quired at 16 cm-1 resolution and addition of 64 scans per sample. Each spectrum contains
1037 variables, measured in a wavenumber range of 4000 – 12000 cm-1 (see Figure 5.1).
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5.3.2 Corn data set
The spectral regions around 4200 cm-1 and 5000 cm-1 are relatively noisy because of the high
absorbance in these regions. We did not remove these regions, because it would lead to a
non-continuous signal, which may hamper appropriate preprocessing - especially derivatives
are largely inﬂuenced by this. Moreover, variables in these regions should not be deemed re-
levant after appropriate preprocessing, so this provides an additional quality measure for our
new approach.
For each sample, the concentrations of butyl acrylate (BA) and styrene (S) were measured
in ppm units by headspace gas chromatography (GC) analysis.The true relevant variables in
the NIR spectra are found at around 6160 and 6145 cm-1, representing the vinylic C-H
stretch overtone bands for BA and S, respectively [25, 26].The data set was randomly split
in 150 training samples and 46 test samples; 10-fold cross validation (CV) was performed on
the training samples to optimize the number of LVs, both for the original and new approach.
For this data set, 80 corn samples have been measured using an ‘m5’ NIR spectrophotome-
ter. The data set is freely available from the Eigenvector Research website [24].The samples
have been measured in the wavelength range 1100 – 2498 nm with 2 nm intervals, leading
to 700 variables (see Figure 5.1). Four response variables are provided in this data set. In this
work, only the response ‘moisture’ is used. For dry food samples such as corn, it is known that
they show absorption due to water at around 1900 – 1950 nm [12]. The data set was ran-
domly split in 70 training samples and 10 test samples. Also here, 10-fold CV was performed
for optimization of the number of LVs.
Figure 5.1 - Upper panel: latex data set. Lower panel: corn data set. In both panels, the shaded green area
indicates the location of the known relevant variables.
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5.4.1 Original approach - Latex data
Figure 5.2 shows the main effects and second-order interaction effects for the latex data set
based on the original DoE approach, including error bars highlighting the signiﬁcance of ef-
fects based on 150 bootstrap samples. For prediction of BA, smoothing (Sm) and scaling
(Sg) seem to be the relevant preprocessing steps, since they reduce RMSEP (i.e. they show
a negative effect value). Baseline correction (B) only has a slightly negative effect value, but
all interactions that involve B have a positive effect value, so B is excluded. Scatter correction
(St) in itself is already not beneﬁcial, and all its interactions are also either positive or insig-
niﬁcant.
For prediction of S, we can reason in a similar way that B, Sm and Sg are the relevant steps:
St has a positive effect and a large positive effect for the interaction with Sg and is therefore
excluded. All three other steps have negative effects and also their mutual interactions have
negative effect values and are thus considered relevant.
After sequential optimization, we ﬁnd that the most appropriate preprocessing strategy for
prediction of BA consists of smoothing with Savitzky-Golay (window 11 px, 2nd order poly-
nomial) and level scaling, leading to an RMSEP of 1228 (see Table 5.2). Similarly, for S we
ﬁnd smoothing with Savitzky-Golay (window 9 px, 2nd order polynomial) and level scaling,
leading to an RMSEP of 1422 (Table 5.2). Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the variables that are
determined relevant using VIP scores for prediction of BA and S, respectively. All variables
above the dashed line are considered to be important.
Figure 5.3 shows that the true relevant variables for BA (around 6160 cm-1) are not deter-
mined relevant in a model based on the raw data. Appropriate preprocessing increases the im
Figure 5.2 - Main effects and second-order interactions for the latex data set, based on the original DoE appro-
ach. Upper panel: prediction of butyl acrylate (BA), lower panel: prediction of styrene (S). The error bars are
based on 150 bootstrap samples. The horizontal axis is labeled with B (baseline correction), St (scatter correc-
tion), Sm (smoothing) and Sg (scaling) and their second order interactions. Main effects are shown in red, inter-
actions in blue.
Results & discussion5.4
All programming was performed using MATLAB (version 8.4.0 (R2014b),The MathWorks
Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
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Figure 5.3 - Important variables for a PLS model built on the raw data (upper panel) and the appropriately pre-
processed data (bottom panel) when predicting BA. Variables above the dashed line (VIP score 1) are conside-
red important. The shaded green area indicates the location of the known relevant variables.
Figure 5.4 - Important variables for a PLS model built on the raw data (upper panel) and the appropriately pre-
processed data (bottom panel) for the prediction of S. Variables above the dashed line (VIP score 1) are conside-
red important.
portance of variables in that region, but many more variables are deemed important as well.
This obviously hampers a correct interpretation of the model. Moreover, many variables have
a higher VIP score than the true relevant variables (see e.g. around 5000 cm-1 and around
4200 cm1), indicating that the variables around 6160 cm-1 are not the most important ones
in the constructed model. Because these variables are in the noisy regions, model interpre-
tation should be done very carefully. Similar observations hold for the important variables
when predicting S (Figure 5.4). Again, the true relevant variables are not deemed relevant in
a PLS model on the raw data. After preprocessing, they become relevant, but many more re-
levant variables are found. Although both models have improved in terms of RMSEP after
preprocessing (Table 5.2), they clearly have not improved in terms of model interpretation.
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5.4.2 Entangling preprocessing selection
and variable selection - Latex data
Effect values for prediction of BA and S using the enhanced approach, i.e. by entangling va-
riable selection and preprocessing selection, are given in Figure 5.5. For prediction of BA, the
preprocessing steps Sm and Sg are relevant. Also B is included, since the interactions with Sm
and Sg have a negative effect. After sequential optimization, the most appropriate prepro-
cessing strategy for BA prediction is found to be baseline correction with a 2nd derivative, fol-
lowed by smoothing (window width 9 px, polynomial order 4) and meancentering. This
strategy is different from the one found when using VIP, indicating that the addition of vari-
able selection may inﬂuence the preprocessing strategy, as already outlined in the introduc-
tion section. The RMSEP of the corresponding model equals 475, much lower than the
RMSEP value based on the full spectrum model with the most appropriate preprocessing
(1228).When also taking RMSEP values of the raw data for BA into account (Table 5.2), we
can conclude that the lowest RMSEP is obtained when entangling preprocessing selection
with variable selection. Simultaneous optimization of a preprocessing strategy and variable se-
lection thus clearly enhances model performance.
The effects for prediction of S are less straightforward to interpret. All main effects have a ne-
gative value and all interactions have a positive value. Therefore, we concluded that all pre-
processing steps may be relevant and hence all are included in the sequential optimization
step.The most appropriate strategy is ultimately found to be baseline correction via detren-
ding with a 4th order polynomial, smoothing and meancentering. Just as with prediction of
BA, this is a different strategy compared to the situation without variable selection.The cor-
responding RMSEP value is 494 (Table 5.2), again much lower than what was achieved with
the original approach (1422). So, also in this case, the simultaneous optimization of prepro-
cessing and variable selection is highly beneﬁcial for the predictive performance of the model.
Figure 5.5 – Main effects and second-order interactions for the latex data set, based on the extended DoE
approach. Top panel: butyl acrylate (BA), bottom panel: styrene (S). The error bars are based on 150 bootstrap
samples.
The selected variables for both BA and S using the enhanced approach are shown in Figures
5.6 and 5.7, respectively. In both ﬁgures, one can see that the true relevant variables are se-
lected after preprocessing: the variables corresponding to the vinylic BA band at 6160 cm-1
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are retained, as well as those for the vinylic S band at 6145 cm-1. Without preprocessing,
PPRV-FCAM models do not retain any of these variables (top panels in Figures 5.6 and 5.7),
indicating that appropriate preprocessing is required to highlight the true relevant variables.
Moreover, only the true relevant variables are selected in the ﬁnal models.There are no vari-
ables selected that are outside the known relevant region - and hence also not in the noisy re-
gions - for prediction of either BA or S.
The enhanced approach thus improves both on predictive performance and in model inter-
pretability, compared to the original approach.The lowest RMSEP values are found when si-
multaneously optimizing preprocessing and variable selection.Traditional PLS-based models
Figure 5.6 - Important variables for a PPRV-FCAM model built on the raw data (upper panel) and the appropria-
tely preprocessed data (bottom panel) when predicting BA. The relevant variables according to the model are in-
dicated with vertical blue lines; one of the original spectra is shown in black.
Figure 5.7 - Important variables for a PPRV-FCAM model built on the raw data (upper panel) and the appropria-
tely preprocessed data (bottom panel) when predicting S. The relevant variables according to the model are indi-
cated with vertical blue lines; one of the original spectra is shown in black.
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were not able to unambiguously select the true relevant variables after appropriate prepro-
cessing (original approach), since many uninformative variables were also deemed relevant.
The enhanced approach, on the other hand, only selected the true relevant variables in com-
bination with proper preprocessing, clearly showing the added value of entangling variable
selection and preprocessing selection.
To further conﬁrm these conclusions, we also applied PPRV-FCAM on data preprocessed
with the preprocessing strategy found with the original approach.The majority of the varia-
bles deemed relevant in this way do not correspond to the true relevant variables (see Figure
5.8). This again conﬁrms that the selection of an appropriate preprocessing strategy and
variable selection are strongly related and should therefore be entangled
Figure 5.8 - Variables deemed relevant by PPRV-FCAM for the latex data (upper panel: BA, lower panel: S).
The data were preprocessed with a strategy found using normal PLS.
5.4.3 Corn data set
Figure 5.9 shows the main effects and second-order interaction effects for predicting mois-
ture in the corn data set using both the original and enhanced approach, including error bars
highlighting the signiﬁcance of effects. B and St decrease model performance for both ap-
proaches, judging from their positive effect values (i.e. increase in RMSEP). The only pre-
processing step that may be slightly beneﬁcial is smoothing (Sm) for the new approach, so this
is the only preprocessing step considered relevant - Sg has a nonsigniﬁcant effect. For PLS-
based models, no preprocessing seems to be required.
After sequential optimization of Sm, it appears that two different settings for the smoothing
step lead to an equal RMSEP: no smoothing and smoothing using Savitzky-Golay with a
window width of 5 px and a 4th order polynomial.The setting for no smoothing is chosen, such
that the ﬁnal models for both the original and new approach are built on the raw, meancen-
tered data.
The true relevant wavelength region for this data set is 1900 - 1950 cm-1. Figure 5.10 shows
that both approaches indicate variables in this area. However, according to the VIP from the
PLS model in the original approach, many more variables are important (in total 261 varia-
bles out of 700, see Table 5.2), which does not comply with the true relevant region.
The new approach using PPRV-FCAM bases its regression model on just two variables
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Table 5.2 - Summary of results. For each data set, model performances of the original (‘PLS’) and extended ap-
proach are listed (‘PPRV-FCAM’), together with the number of variables deemed relevant by both approaches.
For the original approach, this has been determined by using VIP. ‘Raw data’ indicates the result without prepro-
cessing and ‘Appropriate preprocessing’ the results after applying the DoE and sequential optimization of the re-
levant preprocessing steps.
a,b: These represent identical models, since no preprocessing was required
Figure 5.9 – Main effects and second-order interactions for the corn data set using the moisture response
variable - upper panel: effects based on DoE and PLS, lower panel: effects based on DoE and PPRV-FCAM.
The error bars are based on 150 bootstrap samples.
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Figure 5.10 – Selected variables for PLS (upper panel) and PPRV-FCAM (lower panel) for the corn data set. In
the upper panel, variables above the dashed are considered relevant, while in the lower panel the variables indi-
cates with a red bar are relevant. Both figures are based on the raw data, since no preprocessing was required.
preprocessing was required for this data set. Second, the ﬁnal model is based on only two va-
riables, of which one is in the known relevant interval, clearly enhancing model interpretabi-
lity. Finally, predictive performance is improved by using the enhanced approach compared
to using the original, PLS-based approach without variable selection.
5.4.4 Other discussion points
Calculation time of the enhanced approach is somewhat longer compared to the original ap-
proach, taking approximately 30 minutes on a standard personal computer (original appro-
ach: 10-15 minutes). In the original approach, a single PLS model was built using
cross-validation for each row in the DoE. In the new approach, however, many more PLS mo-
dels need to be constructed for each row in the DoE, since a PLS model has to be rebuilt
every time a variable is removed from the data. Since this rebuilding does not involve cross-
validation to optimize the number of LVs, the increase in computation time is limited to ap-
proximately a factor two.
In this work, we have solely considered variable selection for interpretation of the model. Ho-
wever, more aspects may play a role in model interpretation [27]. One of these aspects is
prior knowledge about the relevance or irrelevance of certain variables.This may occur, for
example, when the data contain a region where detector saturation has taken place (i.e. known
irrelevant variables). If such prior knowledge is available, the approach can be extended furt-
her to take this information into account as well.
For this purpose, one may add a second response variable to the DoE which expresses the
‘quality’ of the selected variables. For example, in the saturated region case, this second res-
ponse variable could be represented by the percentage of all selected variables that are out-
side the saturated region.The higher this number, the more the selected variables comply with
the prior knowledge. Of course, other deﬁnitions are possible as well.
For each of the two response variables (i.e. RMSEP and selected variable quality), effects
- 1908 cm-1 and 2108 cm-1 - and leads to a lower RMSEP as well (Table 5.2).
Also this data set shows the advantage of entangling preprocessing selection and variable se-
lection, as is done in the enhanced approach. First, this approach has clearly shown that no
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can be calculated and interpreted separately. A user can then decide whether baseline cor-
rection should be performed if, for example, the effects indicate a little loss in variable qua-
lity, but a large gain in model performance.
It is also possible to combine multiple responses into a single response. In the context of
DoE, this is often performed by using a desirability approach [28, 29]. In such an approach,
each response variable is transformed into a dimensionless value d between 0 and 1, and
these are subsequently combined into a single response D, using
The parameter k equals 2 for the current saturated region example. For correct interpreta-
tion, we would recommend to not only interpret effect values based on D, but also the ef-
fects based on the individual constituents of D.
In this work, we have shown that entangling preprocessing selection and variable selection
enhances not only model performance, but also model interpretation. Our DoE-based pre-
processing selection approach can be used to entangle these two aspects. The developed
DoE-based approach is generic, such that different types of models, different types of vari-
able selection methods and different preprocessing steps and methods can be incorporated
into it. For illustration purposes, in this work we integrated variable selection using PPRV-
FCAM into the approach using PLS as model.
Our results showed that the entanglement of variable selection and preprocessing selection
was beneﬁcial for the construction of interpretable and accurate models.The predictive per-
formance of PLS models improved when variable selection was used in the construction of
the model. Secondly, appropriate preprocessing also led to an improvement in predictive
performance. However, simultaneously optimizing variable selection and preprocessing is
the most beneﬁcial, since the lowest RMSEP values were obtained in this way.
Model interpretation did not improve when solely optimizing preprocessing or variable se-
lection. Again, we were able to extract the true relevant variables from the data only when
optimizing preprocessing and variable selection simultaneously.Therefore, to obtain accurate
and interpretable models, we recommend combining the optimization of preprocessing with
variable selection. In this work, we presented a generic approach for this purpose.
This research received funding from the Netherlands Organization for Scientiﬁc Research
(NWO) in the framework of Technology Area COAST.
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A novel approach for analyzing
Gas Chromatography-Mass
Spectrometry/Olfactometry data6
6
GC-MS/O (Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry/Olfactometry) is an indis-
pensable technique to associate individual volatile odorants to odors perceived by
human assessors. Interpretation of GC-MS/O data is however hampered in prac-
tice by different factors related to the instrumental set-up and by heterogeneity
among odor descriptions given by the assessors (olfactometer). In this paper,
a novel automated approach is presented, which deals with these GC-MS/O
challenges and enables visualization and interpretation of GC-MS/O data.
It includes signal warping via COW (Correlation Optimized Warping), synchroni-
zing MS and O data via detection of odor areas and construction of a TOC (Total
Odor Count) to visualize odor heterogeneity respectively. Our approach is imple-
mented in practice and we successfully associated odors to compounds in data
sets of two alcoholic beverages with different ﬂavor compositions. It leads to a
faster and less biased association of odors to compounds compared to current
practice, reducing the time and effort needed for interpreting GC-MS/O data.
6 Jan Gerretzen, Lutgarde M.C. Buydens, Ariette O. Tromp - van den Beukel, Elisabeth Koussissi,
Eric R. Brouwer, Jeroen J. Jansen and Ewa Szymanska
Published in Chemometrics and Intelligent Laboratory Systems, 146 (2015), pp. 290 – 296
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Introduction6.1
GC-MS/O (Gas Chromatography coupled to Mass Spectrometry and Olfactometry) is often
used for identiﬁcation of odor-active compounds (‘odorants’) in a complex mixture [1-4]. It
is especially useful in food research, where identiﬁcation of odorants is an important issue.
Examples include the analysis of the molecules that make up the odor of fruit juice [5-7],
wines [8, 9] and cheeses [10-12]. In GC-MS/O analyses, a mixture is injected in a gas chro-
matograph to separate the constituents of the mixture, and detection takes place via both a
mass spectrometer and an olfactometer simultaneously.The mass spectrometer provides che-
mical information about the constituent molecules via mass spectral data, while sensory in-
formation about these molecules is provided at the olfactometer, using the human nose as
detector [13, 14].The detection of a compound by a human assessor is called an odor event
in the remainder of this text.
For optimal interpretability of GC-MS/O data, chemical (GC-MS) and sensory information
(olfactometry) need to be associated for each constituent. However, automated association
is hampered in practice by three challenges: chromatographic elution time differences be-
tween different runs, detection time differences between mass spectrometer and olfactome-
ter and heterogeneity among odor descriptions by different assessors for identical odorants.
The problem of differences in chromatographic elution time is well-recognized within the
ﬁeld of chromatography.These differences often occur because experimental chromatogra-
phic conditions - like column temperature or pressure - slightly change over time. Numerous
‘warping’ (or ‘alignment’) methods have been devised that correct these elution time diffe-
rences [15-18].They can be easily adapted for GC-MS/O data.
The detection time difference between mass spectrometer and olfactometer is speciﬁc for
GC-MS/O experiments.This difference depends on the instrumental set-up (i.e. the arrival
time of a compound at both detectors), as well as on variations in experimental conditions
such as temperature changes and assessor response. Indeed, assessors need time to perceive
an odorant and give a response, often by pressing buttons with pre-deﬁned odor descripti-
ons or by using a microphone [13].This is the main source of the detection time difference.
Continuous training of the assessor panel will minimize but not remove detection time dif-
ferences occurring because of the assessor response.
Heterogeneity in odor descriptions is inherent to using the human nose as detector.This is
due to the natural variation among humans with regard to their sensory perception and ex-
perience, even after extensive panel training. Moreover, some compounds cannot be detec-
ted at all by some assessors because of the same reason [13].
These three challenges prevent the availability of simple tools to associate odors to com-
pounds based on GC-MS/O data. Usually, a substantial amount of manual labor is involved
[1, 2, 19]. The exact procedure to associate odors to compounds currently seems to rely
much on human interpretation, which may be biased. Therefore, in this paper a generally
applicable, novel approach is proposed and validated. It deals with the non-informative dif-
ferences discussed before in GC-MS/O data, aiding in fast and unbiased association of odors
to compounds. In this paper, it has been applied to two GC-MS/O data sets of different com-
plexity (i.e. different amounts of odorants).
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Materials and methods6.2
6.2.1 Chemicals
6.2.4 GC-MS/O conditions
6.2.3 Sample preparation
6.2.2 Samples
For validation and illustration of the proposed approach, two GC-MS/O data sets were re-
corded, to which will be referred as ‘data set A’ and ‘data set B’ in the remainder of this text.
Both data sets relate to the analysis of a ﬂavored malt-based beverage.
Pure standards of ethyl butanoate, ethyl 3-methylbutanoate, isopentyl acetate, camphene
(and alpha-fenchene7), beta-myrcene, ethyl hexanoate, 1,4-cineole, 1,8-cineole, terpinolene,
3-methyl-1-butanol, 3-methyl butanoic acid, octanal, alpha-terpinene, limonene, terpino-
lene, and cis-beta-terpineol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corporation (St. Louis,
Missouri, USA).
The two malt-based beverages used in this work were provided by Heineken Supply Chain
BV (Zoeterwoude, The Netherlands). The sample used for data set A was a malt-based be-
verage with a simple ﬂavor, whereas for data set B a malt-based beverage with a more com-
plex ﬂavor (i.e. more odorants) was used. The simple malt-based beverage - which had
common odorants with the complex one - was spiked with 4 ﬂavor volatile compounds sus-
pected to be important for the ﬂavor of the complex beverage.Those four ﬂavor-active com-
pounds were camphene8, 1,4-cineole, 1,8-cineole (eucalyptol) and terpinolene.These volatiles
were added in concentrations of respectively 0.91 µg/L, 357 µg/L, 291 µg/L and 39.8 µg/L.
The simple malt-based beverage with spiked compounds is used to evaluate whether the de-
veloped approach can properly ﬁnd and identify the spiked compounds in GC-MS/O data.
The complex beverage is used to examine whether the approach is able to perform well in the
case of GC-MS/O data with many closely eluting compounds
All samples were kept cool until they were analyzed. For the spiked samples (data set A), 30
g of the beverage were mixed with 30 µl of a mixture of the 4 volatiles, diluted in ethanol. In
this mixture, the concentrations of the 4 spiked compounds were as follows: camphene 0.91
µg/L; 1,4-cineole 357 µg/L; 1,8-cineole 291 µg/L and terpinolene 39.8 µg/L.The malt-based
beverage with complex ﬂavor was analyzed by using 30 g of sample (data set B).
All samples were put in a 40 mL glass vial and a 10 mm length, 3.2 mm o.d. and 0.5 mm
thick polydimethylsiloxane coated stir bar (‘twister’) from Gerstel was added to the solution
(Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany). Vials were closed with a screw cap and stirred at room
temperature for 45 minutes at 500 rpm. After extraction, the twister was removed, rinsed
brieﬂy in distilled water and placed in a glass thermal desorption tube.
The GC analysis was performed using a TDU (Thermal Desorption Unit) combined with a
MPS (Multi Purpose Sampler), a CIS 4 cooled injection system PTV (Programmed Tem-
peratureVaporization) type inlet and an Olfactory Detector Port 2, all from Gerstel. An Agi-
lent 6890A gas chromatograph with a 5973 MSD (Mass Selective Detector) was used (Palo
Alto, CA, USA).The GC analysis system was operated under MAESTRO software control
(version 1.4.16.9, Gerstel) integrated with ChemStation software (version E.02.02.1431,
7 Camphene in its pure form always contains some alpha-fenchene.
8 Including alpha-fenchene.
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Agilent) using one integrated method and one integrated sequence table. Compounds were
separated on a 30 m x 0.25 mm i.d. fused silica capillary column from Agilent (CP8944 Vf-
5ms) with a ﬁlm thickness of 0.25 µm.The GC column was maintained at 50 °C for 2 min
and subsequently ramped at a rate of 10 °C/min to 280 °C. Carrier gas was helium at 2.0
mL/min with a split ratio of 20 for data set A and 10 for data set B. After the column, the ef-
ﬂuent was split 1:1 into the MS and the snifﬁng port. EI mass spectra were generated scan-
ning from mass 33 to 300.The length of the transfer line to the snifﬁng port was 148 cm, with
a constant temperature of 220 °C.This length was optimized as much as possible to ensure
that components are detected at the same time by both MS and snifﬁng port. Humidiﬁed air
was added at the snifﬁng port.
6.2.5 Olfactometric procedure
Each panelist assessed each sample by smelling directly from the snifﬁng port, continuously
from time 3 to 20 min of the chromatography run, recording their impressions on a touchs-
creen. A predeﬁned vocabulary of odor descriptors was used for recording the perceived
odors. Individual descriptors were laid out on the touchscreen, for each assessor to choose
one or more descriptors that ﬁt the perceived odor best. Additionally, the option of a
“START” button was given for the occasions in which assessors perceived an odor but were
not immediately sure of its exact odor description. Olfactory data were collected with the use
of AromaTrax software from Microanalytics (version 9.10, Round Rock,TX, USA).
The spiked sample (data set A) was assessed by a panel of 15 trained assessors in duplicate.
The complex beverage (data set B) was assessed by a panel of 10 trained assessors - of which
ﬁve were also in the panel for the spiked sample - in triplicate. Each sample was evaluated
using a vocabulary of 53 descriptors organized in a ﬂavor wheel of ten main odor categories
(‘Fruity’, ‘Vegetative’, ‘Floral’, ‘Chemical’, ‘Sulphury’, ‘Earthy/Musty’, ‘Microbiologica’, ‘Vi-
Figure 6.1 -Workflow of the proposed approach. The approach consists of five steps: 1a, 1b, 2, 3 and 4.
Steps 1 (1a and 1b), 2 and 3 deal with the three challenges as outlined in the introduction section. In step 4,
compound identification takes place which finally leads to the association of odors to compounds (output).
It is up to the user to identify compounds based on the users’ personal preferences and experience. For each
step, the user input is indicated with a gray arrow (if any).
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Theory6.3
6.3.1 Step 1: elution time differences
6.2.6 Data
6.2.7 Data analysis
Data set A contains data from 30 runs (15 assessors in duplicate). For each run, 7113 mass
spectra were recorded in a time frame from 0 to 25 minutes. Within this time frame, 407
odor events were recorded in total for all runs. Data set B contains data from 29 runs: 9 as-
sessors in triplicate and 1 assessor in duplicate. 7118 mass spectra were recorded for each run,
again from 0 to 25 minutes, and all runs together led to a total of 744 odor events.
All methods employed in this approach were programmed in MATLAB (version 7.12, The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).The approach consists of a single workﬂow (Figure 6.1)
that associates the qualitative olfactory perception - the odor - to small time regions called
‘odor areas’ (OAs). After identiﬁcation of the compound within the time region of each OA,
association of odors to compounds can take place. A detailed description of each of the steps
in the approach is given below.
nous/Acidic’, ‘Roasted’, ‘Spicy’), split in subcategories and precise ﬂavor examples per main
category/subcategory. All main odor categories and certain subcategories of the ﬂavor wheel
were embedded on the touch screen data collection system of AromaTrax for the assessors
to choose from.
The ﬁrst step of the approach incorporates Correlation OptimizedWarping (COW, [15]) for
the correction of elution time differences.The algorithm is applied to the set of TICs (Total
Ion Counts) obtained from all runs (also see step 1a in Figure 6.1), where theTIC most cor-
related to all others is used as a reference, as recommended in [20]. All TICs were scaled to
their maximum intensity by dividing eachTIC by its maximum intensity value, prior to war-
ping.The warping parameters ‘segment length’ (L) and ‘slack’ (s) have been optimized to va-
lues of 30 and 5 respectively.
The olfactometric data also suffers from the same chromatographic time shifts, indicating that
assessors perceive identical odorants at slightly different times in different runs.These time
shifts can be described by exactly the same way in which the corresponding TIC had to be
warped in the previous step (1a). For example, if one TIC is shifted two seconds compared
to the other TICs, the assessor corresponding to this TIC also has a two second time diffe-
rence to the others.
Therefore, after TIC warping, the olfactometric data is warped with the already obtained
‘warping patterns’ (see step 1b in Figure 6.1). For this, the COW software provides a func-
tion to simply apply such a warping to new data, in this case the olfactometric data.This as-
sures that the elution time differences between the different GC-MS/O runs have been
corrected equivalently in theTIC and in the olfactometric data.The ‘simplicity value’ [21] is
used to quantify the performance of the warping and to optimize the values for L and s.The
simplicity value S (0 ≤ S ≤ 1) is given by:
(6.1)
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6.3.2 Step 2: detection time differences
between mass spectrometer
and olfactometer
6.3.3 Step 3: heterogeneity among odor
descriptions for identical compounds
6.3.4 Step 4: compound identification
Here, X represents the matrix of TICs, x(i, j ) the intensity value of the TIC at time point i in
run j and SVD(A) the singular value for component r. A set of alignedTICs will lead to more
of all variation explained by the ﬁrst principal component(s) compared to TICs with misa-
lignment, so that the closer the simplicity value is to 1, the smaller the misalignment between
the TICs.
In the second step of the approach, OAs (odor areas) are used to deal with the detection time
differences between mass spectrometer and olfactometer (see step 2 in Figure 6.1). An OA
is a small time interval in which at least a minimum number of assessors - which number is
given by the OA parameter C - detected an odorant (i.e. had an odor event). The objective
of this step is to obtain small, unbiased intervals in time where ﬂavor-active compounds are
present. If C is set such that it covers a vast majority of assessors (e.g.C = 9 for 15 assessors),
time intervals will be obtained where it is highly likely that an odorant was eluting. Indeed,
when the majority of assessors has an odor event within a small time frame, this should re-
sult from a real signal (i.e. an odorant). For this application, it was not necessary to set C to
a value such that statistically signiﬁcant results would be obtained, but of course this is pos-
sible.
OAs are obtained by a moving window approach, where a window of a certain duration, with
‘search window width’W, is moving over the time axis from start to end. For each location
of the window, it is checked whether at least C different assessors have an odor event occur-
ring within the window. Next, the window advances one time point and again an evaluation
takes place. Subsequent windows with positive evaluations are joined together into a single
OA, which ends when the evaluation for the next window location is negative.
C is selected by the user, based on the desirable level of agreement between different asses-
sors in the odor description.The value ofW depends on both the variability in response time
between different assessors for the same odorant and any possible offset between mass spec-
trometer and olfactometer still left after warping.
Heterogeneity among odor descriptions for identical compounds is inherent to using humans
as detectors, since they vary in olfactory sensitivity and experience. This cannot be ‘solved’
(even extensive panel training will not completely circumvent this), but more insight can be
provided into this heterogeneity.Therefore, theTOC (Total Odor Count) concept (step 3 in
Figure 6.1) has been developed. A TOC is constructed for each OA, for which it shows the
distribution of all odor descriptors used by the panel within the time frame of the OA.This
visualization tool provides a quick overview of the odor descriptors used by the panel, aiding
in (fast) interpretation of the data. Moreover, it can be very useful additional information for
the panel leader as it is immediately visible where there is panel agreement/disagreement and
thus were more training is required.
Finally, compound identiﬁcation should take place to be able to associate odor descriptions
(given by the TOC) to compounds (step 4 in Figure 6.1). Compound identiﬁcation is not an
integral part of the presented approach, since this step is highly dependent on context and data.
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6.4.1 Data set A: correction of elution time
differences
In this work, compounds have been identiﬁed based on a comparison with the NIST mass
spectral database, LRIs (linear retention indices) found in literature [22] and those of pure
standard compounds, and aroma descriptions as indicated by the TOC. Additionally, it was
validated whether the identiﬁed compounds were known to be present in the two beverage
samples, based on knowledge of the composition of the products.
Results6.4
The application of the developed approach and its validation are described in detail for data
set A (malt-based beverage with simple ﬂavor plus spiking additions of four compounds).
Only the ﬁnal results and their interpretation are presented and discussed for data set B (malt-
based beverage with a more complex ﬂavor), since the application and validation of the ap-
proach for this data set is identical to that of data set A. Finally, a general discussion of the
presented approach is provided in section 6.5.
The upper panel of Figure 6.2 shows a small time interval from all 30 TICs in data set A,
where misalignment between the signals is clearly visible, although not very severe (1-2 se-
conds).The result of warping with COW is displayed in the bottom panel of this ﬁgure, which
shows less misalignment compared to the upper panel.The simplicity value of theTICs prior
to warping was 0.916, conﬁrming that the misalignment for this data set was quite small
(hence, S is already quite close to 1). After warping, the simplicity value increased to 0.944,
indicating a small reduction in the amount of misalignment. These simplicity values are in
agreement with the results presented in Figure 6.2.The olfactometric data was subsequently
warped with the obtained warping patterns for each TIC.
Figure 6.2 - Selected region of all TICs from data set A before warping (upper panel) and after warping (bottom
panel). The scale on the y-axis is different because the warpedTICs are divided by their maximal intensity prior
to warping.
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6.4.2 Data set A: dealing with detection
time differences between mass
spectrometer and olfactometer
Figure 6.3 shows the obtained odor areas (OAs) for data set A (i.e. taking all replicates into
account), with C = 9 out of 15 assessors and W = 10 seconds. C = 9 was chosen to obtain
OAs in which a considerable majority of assessors (i.e. 60%) had an odor event. Note that in
this way, no distinction is made whether an assessor perceived a compound in both replica-
tes or in only one. As long as the assessor perceived the compound at least once, he is taken
into account in the construction of the OA. W was set to 10 seconds to incorporate diffe-
rences in response time by the assessors, as well as an offset between mass spectrometric and
olfactometric detection. The reason for this offset is unclear, because the experimental set-
tings were chosen as to minimize this offset.
Figure 6.3 - ReferenceTIC of data set A after warping (upper panel) and the detected odor areas (OAs, bottom
panel). All 10 identified OAs are labelled with a number for further reference. Only the time interval in which
sniffing took place is shown (3-20 minutes).
Figure 6.3 shows that in total 10 different OAs were obtained.The coloring of these OAs is
based on the agreement between assessors about the main odor category. If at least C asses-
sors agree on the odor main category (here,C = 9), the OA is assigned this category. Else, the
OA is indicated with ‘No category’.
Figure 6.3 furthermore shows that OAs can be obtained at times without a clear response
from the mass spectrometer: the TIC does not show a corresponding peak for all OAs (e.g.
OA 3 at around 6 minutes). However, manual inspection of the mass spectral data reveals that
in each OA a compound is eluting, although sometimes at very low concentration (and hence
low ion counts and therefore a low or invisible peak in theTIC).This is a common challenge
in analyzing GC-O data.
It was found that increasing the value of C and lowering the value ofW leads to fewer and nar-
rower OAs. It is then indeed less likely that a search window will be positively checked, con-
ﬁrming this observation.
For this data set, all 15 assessors performed the sensory analysis in duplicate.When obtaining
OAs in the data of either replicate with the same parameter settings, 6 or 7 OAs are found,
all comparable to the OAs in Figure 6.3.This indicates that assessors were reproducible for
the majority of OAs. Assessor training may improve the reproducibility further.
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6.4.3 Data set A: visualizing heterogeneity
among odor descriptions for identical odorants
6.4.4 Data set A: identifying compounds
and associating odors to compounds
Figure 6.4 shows the TOC for OA 1 from Figure 6.3. All odor events within this OA are re-
lated to main category ‘Fruity’, except for one odor event related to a ‘Floral’ odor. In the ma-
jority of all odor events, the main category ‘Fruity’ was selected as odor description by the
panel and only a few odor events relate to a more speciﬁc description of an odor, like
‘Apple/Pear’ or ‘Red Fruit’. This conﬁrms the assignment of ‘Fruity’ to this OA in Figure
6.3.
Figure 6.4 - Odor area 1 of data set A. Panel A: referenceTIC with OA 1 (see Figure 6.3) indicated between the
red vertical lines. Panel B: TOC profile for OA 1; identical colors correspond to identical odor main categories.
For the speciﬁc OA discussed in the previous section, the compound was identiﬁed as ethyl
butanoate based on mass spectral data and linear retention indices.The TOC proﬁle indica-
ting a fruity odor for the compound in OA 1 furthermore conﬁrms the identiﬁcation of ethyl
butanoate.
Table 6.1 summarizes the results for all 10 OAs displayed in Figure 6.3. In total, 9 associa-
tions between odors and compounds were found. One compound was not fully identiﬁed,
since this is a background signal resulting from the twister. This was conﬁrmed by running
blank GC-MS/O measurements (i.e. performing the experiment without any sample absor-
bed to the twister), where the panel detected an unpleasant odor within the time interval of
OA 2.
All four spiked compounds were detected by the panel and subsequently identiﬁed (see OAs
5, 8, 9 and 10 inTable 6.1).The other compounds listed inTable 6.1 are conﬁrmed to be pre-
sent in the malt-based beverage with a simple ﬂavor. The identiﬁcation of compounds, in-
cluding the four spiked compounds, and association of odors to them thus seems correct. It
took approximately 15 minutes to load the data, perform warping, detect OAs and construct
TOCs for all 10 detected OAs (i.e. up until compound identiﬁcation), leading to a fast asso-
ciation of odors to compounds compared to current practice.This is also a considerable dec-
rease compared to conventional manual identiﬁcation.
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6.4.5 Data set B
The simplicity value of the TICs from data set B prior to warping was 0.692 and after war-
ping it increased to 0.945, indicating improved alignment between theTICs (see Figure 6.5).
Visual inspection of data set B showed that the time difference between mass spectrometric
detection and olfactometric detection after warping was negligible.
Figure 6.6 shows the identiﬁed odor areas for this data set (19 in total). W was set to 6 se-
conds and C was set to 6 different assessors, again to obtain odor areas where a considerable
majority of assessors (60%; 6 out of 10) had an odor event. The offset between mass spec-
trometric and olfactometric detection was almost negligible for this data set and thereforeW
was lowered compared to the analysis of data set A.
Table 6.1 - Odor areas (OAs) and obtained associations of odors to compounds for data set A. For each OA, the
width of the OA in minutes is given, as well as the identified compound or compounds within the OA and the
LRI of each identified compound. The column ‘aroma panel’ shows the odor main category used by the majority
of the panel (if none, this is indicated by ‘multiple categories’). An odor description between brackets indicates
the more detailed odor description used by the majority of the panel (if any).
aRI: retention index; MS: mass spectrum; Std: standard; A: aroma descriptors by panel
balso present in blank measurements (where a twister without any sample was analyzed),
indicating that twister material is eluting; material has not been identified
A few odor areas contain two compounds instead of one.This can occur because these com-
pounds are closely eluting and therefore end up in the same OA. Decreasing W might lead
to the compounds ending up in separate OAs, but this depends on whether the panel was able
to detect both compounds and the closeness in elution time of the compounds.
Some compounds are identiﬁed in both data sets A and B (compareTables 6.1 and 6.2), e.g.
isopentyl acetate, ethyl hexanoate and 1,4-cineole, which can be explained by the common
odorants in both beverage samples. Moreover, all identiﬁed compounds were conﬁrmed to be
present in the malt-based beverage with complex ﬂavor.
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Figure 6.5 - Selected region of all TICs from data set B before warping (upper panel)
and after warping (bottom panel).
Figure 6.6 - TIC of data set B (upper panel), together with the detected odor areas (lower panel).
The OAs are not labelled in this figure for reasons of clarity.
Discussion6.5
The proposed approach allows to associate odors to compounds based on GC-MS/O data fas-
ter compared to current practice and has been successfully implemented in analysis of two dif-
ferent GC-MS/O data sets.The key step in our approach is the detection of odor areas, which
unbiasedly searches for small time regions where the majority of assessors have an odor event.
Subsequently, the compound or compounds present in these areas need to be identiﬁed and
association to an odor takes place with support of the TOC.
The COW algorithm is successfully used in our approach to correct elution time differences.
Although the misalignment was not very severe in data set A, warping may still be beneﬁcial
because it can reduce the search window widthW in the second step of the approach. Indeed,
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the inter-assessor time differences are minimized by also warping the olfactometric data (step
1b), which can lead to a reduction in W. This will in turn lead to including less ‘false’ odor
events within the OA (i.e. odor events that are not related to the compound within the OA).
W is also used to incorporate a possible offset between mass spectrometric and olfactometric
detection (see for example data set A) and here we have shown that our approach is able to
deal with such an offset.
Table 6.2 - Odor areas (OAs) and found associations of odors to compounds for data set B. The columns and
their descriptions are identical to Table 6.1.
aRI: retention index; MS: mass spectrum; Std: standard; A: aroma descriptors by panel
balso present in blank measurements (where a twister without any sample was analyzed), indicating that twis-
ter material is eluting; material has not been identified
The concept of OAs is introduced to deal with detection time differences between mass spec-
trometer and olfactometer.The parameter C has to be set by the user based on knowledge on
the assessor panel or personal preferences: a small value for C will lead to OAs where only a
few assessors had an odor event.C is related to a parameter known as the “noise level”, which
has been set to many different values in previous studies [23]. C was set in such a way to ob-
tain odorants that a vast majority of the panel could detect, which assumes that compounds
detected more frequently are of higher importance to the overall ﬂavor [24].
When odorants are closely eluting, they may end up in the same OA, as can be seen in a few
OAs for data set B.Very large OAs will be obtained when many odorants are closely eluting,
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leading to a continuous distribution of odor events.This can be overcome by loweringW and
possibly increasing C, but this also depends on the consistency and quality of the assessor
panel.
The concept of OAs has been used before in analysis of olfactometric data (e.g. [23, 25]). Ho-
wever, in these examples, the deﬁnition of OAs is different: it involves ﬁtting a density func-
tion to the odor event data, where OA boundaries are based on sharp decreases in this density
function.The approach presented here adopts a more simple, yet effective, way of deﬁning an
OA.
The TOC concept is used in the approach to deal with the heterogeneity among odor de-
scriptions for identical odorants. The TOC does not ‘solve’ this heterogeneity; instead it vi-
sualizes the output of all assessors that can subsequently be used to give a sensory description
of the odorant in the OA. In current practice, it is not completely clear how odors - which can
be described differently by each member of the panel - are associated to compounds, e.g. [1,
3], and therefore the TOC may provide a more objective and unbiased view to this.
Moreover, theTOC may be further used to gain more insight in the heterogeneity in odor de-
scriptions among individual assessors providing more information on e.g. panel agreement
and reproducibility across the replicates, as well as individual assessor performance.TheTOC
(e.g. from Figure 6.4) can be split into contributions from individual assessors (see Figure
6.7), showing the individual odor events for all 15 assessors across both replicates. Some as-
sessors only indicate the main odor category (only ‘Fruity’ for assessors 5 and 12 for instance),
while others provide a more speciﬁc odor description (assessor 9).
Figure 6.7 - Odor events per assessor for odor area 1 from data set A, derived from theTOC in Figure 6.4.
No horizontal bars for an assessor indicate that this assessor did not have an odor event within the odor area.
This plot can also be constructed for both replicates separately (results not shown) to be able
to assess the consistency of each assessor. From Figure 6.7, it can already be seen that some
assessor detect the compound in both replicates (e.g. assessors 9 and 11), while others de-
tect the compound only in one out of two replicates (e.g. assessors 3 and 4). In this way, ap-
plication of the TOC can be of added value compared to current practice, where it seems
common to assess panel performance based on statistical tests applied to quantitative mea-
sures like odor intensity [26, 27].
Our approach requires minimal user input.This input is limited to optimizing four parame-
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ters, namely two warping parameters (L and s) and two odor area detection parameters (C
and W). Calculation time for warping of the TICs with COW is a few minutes, depending
on the amount of TICs to align, the length of each TIC in data points and the warping pa-
rameters L and s.
Conclusion6.6
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We present an improved version of parametric time warping, which enables the
method to be used in LC-MS measurements in proteomics.The new features in-
clude a new similarity measure for comparing warped chromatograms, an insu-
rance against peaks at the extremes of the chromatograms disappearing because
of the warping, and the possibility to select and use multiple traces in searching
the optimal alignment. Moreover, we present an alignment strategy combining
global and individual alignments for aligning LC-MS data that exhibit different
shifts within the same sample, at the same retention time. Using an LC-MS data
set consisting of E. coli homogenates that were measured in several batches over
a period of six months, we show the beneﬁts of the improved algorithm and the
merits of the new strategy.The algorithm is publicly available as the R package
ptw.
Improved parametric time
warping for proteomics9
7
9 Tom G. Bloemberg, Jan Gerretzen, Hans J.P.Wouters, Jolein Gloerich, Maurice van Dael,
Hans J.C.T.Wessels, Lambert P. van den Heuvel, Paul H.C. Eilers, Lutgarde M.C. Buydens and RonWehrens
Published in Chemometrics and Intelligent Laboratory Systems, 104 (2010), pp. 65 – 74
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Introduction7.1
Misalignment of chromatograms is a major problem in analytical chemistry. Measuring a sin-
gle sample several times on the same LC column already results in a number of slightly dif-
ferent chromatograms: peaks shift a bit from measurement to measurement. This effect is
mostly attributed to column ageing, but can also be caused by temperature differences or mi-
nute pressure changes. The variation gets more pronounced in samples of different compo-
sition and in measurements acquired in different batches, using different columns, for
instance.
Human interpreters can easily identify corresponding peaks in simple chromatograms, but for
the current high-throughput techniques and complex samples, automated analyses and com-
parisons are a prerequisite. A typical example in this respect is formed by the chromatograms
obtained from liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (LC-MS) in the ﬁeld of
proteomics.Typical proteomic samples, after digestion, contain several thousands of peptides
in concentrations that vary across a scale of several orders of magnitude.
Therefore, to enable direct comparison of the data of different proteomic samples (i.e. wit-
hout relying on feature extraction and/or data-base searches) the data have to be aligned in a
more or less automated fashion. Several so-called time warping algorithms are available for
this, notably dynamic time warping (DTW) [1-3], correlation optimized warping (COW) [3-
5] and parametric time warping (PTW) [6]. These three algorithms are by far not the only
ones available, more can be found in (a.o.) [7-12]. DTW is the oldest alignment algorithm.
It originates from the ﬁeld of speech recognition.Whereas local stretching of features in the
data (to make the sounds of “oh” and “ooh” more alike for instance) is a positive feature
there, it is a distinct disadvantage with respect to chromatography, because peaks often get
badly deformed after warping.Therefore, DTW normally is not the preferred method in this
case. COW, which can be regarded as a special case of DTW [3] is much more frequently used
in this ﬁeld and has a good performance [13]. A drawback of COW is the need of ﬁnding an
optimal combination of two parameters (“slack” and “segment length”) for a certain data set
before the actual alignment can be done. PTW is an interesting alternative. Based on expli-
citly modelling the warping function by a polynomial, it is the fastest method of the three, does
not lead to peak artifacts and provides interpretable results. In this paper we describe several
improvements that make the method more widely applicable in the ﬁeld of proteomics.
The basic PTW algorithm is suitable for aligning individual chromatograms. However, the
complexity of proteomic samples renders directly aligning the Total Ion Currents (TICs) of
LC-MS data unfeasible because the large number of peaks result in numerous ambiguities,
see Figure 7.1. For well-behaved data where misalignment is purely an overall effect, this pro-
blem can be solved by adapting alignment algorithms to use the multivariate nature of mass
spectra [9, 12, 14-16]. However, such “global alignments” are only a partial solution when in-
dividual compounds shift non-monotonically, so as to cause different shifts in different mass
chromatograms.This is possible in complex proteomic samples in LC-MS [17]. It is likely to
occur more frequently in data that are measured in several batches, for instance when new
samples become available or simply when chromatographic columns need to be changed be-
tween measurements.
Here, we present the application of PTW to a complex proteomic LC-MS data set that was
measured in several batches over a time course of six months.We present a number of diffe-
rent alignment strategies and show that global alignment with PTW, as was also shown re-
cently in [18] and analogously for COW in [14], leads to better results than aligning theTIC
directly.We also show that individual compounds eluting around the same retention time are
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Theory7.2
7.2.1 Parametric time warping
shifted differently in this data set and that individual alignment of mass chromatograms is a
necessity in such a case. As a ﬁnal strategy, we discuss the combination of global and indivi-
dual warping and show that it leads to even better results than individual warping only. We
provide a mathematical way of combining the two consecutive warpings.
Figure 7.1 – The two total ion currents (TICs) of samples seven (grey) and nine (black) of the E. coli data set. The
huge number of peaks causes an apparent baseline. Alignment is impossible because theTICs are incongruent.
A second improvement is made in the optimization criterion, which describes how well the
chromatograms under consideration match. The original implementation of PTW employs
the root mean square difference between chromatograms (RMS).This measure has a num-
ber of drawbacks, including a strong dependence on the intensity of signals. Moreover, when
misalignment is large, chromatograms need to be smoothed in order to ensure at least some
overlap between identical peaks.This is necessary, so that the algorithm “knows” how to adapt
the polynomial warping function in the direction of the optimal alignment. However, smoot-
hing can also hamper the procedure by distorting the chromatograms too much.The optimal
smoothing will thus be dependent on the width of the peaks, their number, and the severity
of the misalignment. By using the weighted cross-correlation (WCC) [19], a criterion that is
designed to take shifts into account, better and more stable alignment results are obtained.
To facilitate the incorporation of new criteria in PTW, the algorithm was adapted from its ori-
ginal optimization by iterative regression to a more general, ﬂexible and robust optimization
approach.
Finally, PTW is sensitive for peaks located at the extremes of the retention time axis; some-
times the warping incorrectly pushes peaks “off the edge”, which again leads to sub-optimal
alignment.We show here that padding the signal with zeros at the beginning and the end al-
leviates this problem.
In this paper, we show that these enhancements to the original PTW method make the me-
thod suitable for high-throughput alignment of large proteomic data sets. An implementation
of this is made available in the R package ptw [20, 21].
PTW ﬁts an explicit polynomial model of degree K for the warping function w(ti), used to
align a sample signal S(ti) to a reference signal R(ti):
(7.1)
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Thus, w(t) describes which value S(w(tj ))to match with R(tj ). Because w(tj ) is unlikely to
be exactly at another time point ti., these values have to be calculated via linear interpola-
tion10:
where i, j ε(1,…,m) and ti ≤ w(tj )≤ ti+1. S is the sample chromatogram after warping and m is
the total number of time points in the chromatograms.
The relative importance of the terms in the polynomial warping function can be assessed by
multiplying their coefﬁcients ak with mk or mk-1. The former multiplication will provide new
coefﬁcients ak’ on a scale of datapoints, the latter on a fractional scale.
In order to ﬁnd the coefﬁcients of the best warping function, a loss function must be opti-
mized. To this end, the root mean square difference (RMS) between the reference and the
warped sample was used in the original implementation of PTW:
where N is the total number of points being compared. An important reason for using the
RMS measure in the original version of PTW is that it leads to an elegant and short iterative
regression algorithm for ﬁnding good coefﬁcients ak [6].
The total number of points being compared (N) generally is smaller than the original num-
ber of points in the signals: shifting, stretching or compressing the sample can result in points
of the sample and/or reference no longer having a matching point in the other chromato-
gram. Only those points that are within the domain of both chromatograms (the “compari-
son domain”) contribute to the RMS value. A consequence is that warping is asymmetric:
stretching the sample signal in one case means the reverse will happen when sample and re-
ference are swapped.This leads to a different number of points lying within the comparison
domain. RMS values will thus be slightly different for inverse warpings.
10 Note that this formula appears wrong in the original PTW paper [6].
Padding signals with zeroes serves two purposes. For one, it makes peaks at the edges of the
signals less prone to shifting out of the comparison domain.When this happens, they do not
contribute to the loss function anymore.The other reason becomes important when two war-
pings are done in consecutive fashion (see below). Without zero padding, the ﬁrst warping
may lead to a part of the signal being clipped off. A second warping is then unable to take the
lost part into account.The number of zeroes to add depends on the original signal length, but
cannot be determined precisely beforehand.
In many cases in chromatography, peak shifts are much larger than the peak width. An obvi-
ous disadvantage of the above-mentioned RMS measure is that it does not distinguish be-
tween large and small shifts - as soon as there is no peak overlap for a peak in the reference
and the sample, the contribution to the overall error is maximal. As a result, the optimization
landscape contains large ﬂat areas which are hard to navigate, and the danger of getting stuck
in a sub-optimal solution is very real.To alleviate this, in the original PTW implementation,
7.2.2 Zero padding
7.2.3WCC
(7.2)
(7.3)
^
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7.2.4 Global alignment
smoothing is applied to broaden the peaks. Nevertheless, as we will see, this does not always
lead to optimal results.
An alternative is to explicitly consider the neighborhood of peaks. One measure that does
this is the weighted cross-correlation [19], which basically consists of a convolution of the
cross-correlogram with a triangular weight function [22]:
In this equation, f and g are vectors containing mass chromatograms, and W is a banded
weight matrix containing values of one on the diagonal, and values that are linearly decrea-
sing with their distance to the diagonal. Further away than a speciﬁc distance (the triangle
width), weights are zero.The denominator contains the autocorrelograms of f and g, weighted
in the same fashion, to obtain a WCC value that is independent of the scale of the data. In
this way, patterns with a small shift will be judged more similar than patterns with a large shift.
The ﬁnal result is a number on a scale of 0 to 1, where a value of 1 indicates a perfect match.
This measure has successfully been used in ﬁtting laser-induced ﬂuorescence spectra [23]
and X-ray powder patterns [24], and for the clustering of crystal structures [25, 26]. In the
current application, we use the difference measure WCC* = 1 - WCC rather than the WCC
itself, such that both measures (RMS and WCC*) obtain an optimal result when they are
equal to zero. For the sake of simplicity, we will refer to the difference measure simply as
WCC, unless indicated otherwise.
As noted in the Introduction, aligning theTIC directly is not feasible. Even for well-behaved
data that can, in principle at least, be corrected with a single overall warping, the large num-
ber of peaks and the resulting apparent baseline in the TIC will lead to ambiguous results.
These ambiguities can be resolved by global alignment procedures, as described in the lite-
rature [9, 12, 14-16].
Brieﬂy, global alignment explicitly uses the mass spectral information contained in LC-MS
data. Whereas peaks with similar retention times but different values of m/z cannot be dis-
tinguished in the TIC, they are distinct in the full LC-MS data.This is put to use by a mul-
titrace criterion, which only decreases in value when peaks with the same m/z overlap. In our
current PTW implementation, the multitrace RMS is calculated as:
for time points j in traces i.This can be regarded as an overall RMS, as opposed to simply ta-
king the sum of the individual RMSs. As a multivariateWCC, we use the average over all tra-
ces.
Global alignment offers considerable improvement over warping the TIC. Nevertheless, it
still results in a single overall warping function and is therefore fundamentally unable to pro-
vide a correct warping when shifts are not monotonic. Figure 7.2 provides a pathological
example of non-monotonic shifts from the data set discussed in this paper: comparing two
samples (green and red) the doubly charged pattern A has swapped places with the singly
charged pattern B which has peaks at slightly higher m/z values. Another example can be
found in [17].The cause of such phenomena in general is open to speculation; a number of
(7.4)
(7.5)
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possible causes is mentioned in [17] and it is noteworthy to remember that the solubility of
molecules at, or close to, their isoelectric point (pI) is particularly sensitive to slight changes
in pH. Data that are measured in one batch on a single column will likely suffer less from non-
monotonic shifts than data that are measured in several batches on different columns, like the
data discussed in this paper.
Figure 7.2 - Overlay of the small region within m/z 401Th-402.5 Th, and time 2150 s-2450 s from samples 1 and
2 (red and green, respectively) of the LC-MS data set. The two isotope patterns A (monoisotopic m/z = 401.25,
charge state + 2) and B (monoisotopic m/z = 401.29, charge state + 1) have swapped places between measure-
ments: a pathological example of two different compounds displaying different shifts near the same elution
time.
Effectively, these different shifts cause the TICs in Figure 7.1 to become incongruent: they
cannot be made to match by any amount of shifting, stretching or compressing, be it locally
or globally. Put differently: it is impossible to ﬁnd a single monotonic warping function that
aligns all peaks.
We consider the misalignment as consisting of two different components: a global misa-
lignment and different misalignments of the individual traces. If a global misalignment is pre-
sent, this should automatically be incorporated in the individual warping functions after
aligning the individual mass chromatograms. We show, however, that a two-step procedure
employing global warping, followed by individual warpings, leads to better results.The part
of the misalignment that is due to overall effects will have been removed before the second
step, leading to better individual warpings.
When warping a zero-padded chromatogram or an already warped chromatogram in a two-
step procedure, the ﬁnal warping function should be described with respect to the original
time frame. The warping function in the zero-padded case wzp(t) is related to the warping
function after back-transformation by:
7.2.5 Multiple individual alignments
7.2.6 Back-transforming coefficients
(7.6)
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where n is the number of zeroes that was added to the beginning of the signal.The coefﬁcients
of this w(t) can now be found using the binomial theorem and are described by:
The net result wnet(t)= Σm=0 dmtm of applying two warping functions in consecutive fashion is
an overall warping function of a degree equal to the product of the degree of the two origi-
nal warping functions w1(t)= Σk=0 aktk and w2(t)=Σl=0 bltl , so M=K x L. The new coefﬁcients
dm can be calculated according to:
where cm(k) are the coefﬁcients of tm in the expansion w2(t)k.These can be calculated using the
multinomial theorem. Note that similar results will be obtained by using the warping coefﬁ-
cients of the ﬁrst warping as initialization for a second warping.
δk is the Kronecker delta, implying here that n should only be subtracted when back-trans-
forming a0 .
Materials and methods7.3
As a benchmark set, parts of eleven LC-MS measurements of Escherichia coli protein ho-
mogenates are used. E. coli K12 strain was grown on glucose medium and cells were har-
vested by centrifugation (5 min at 2000 g). Cells were taken up in 500 µL 8 M urea 10 mM
Tris-HCl buffer pH 8.0 and were sonicated for 5 min. Cell debris was removed by centrifu-
gation for 5 minutes at 14,000 g. Protein concentration was determined using the 2D Quant
kit (GE Healthcare) and proteins were digested (in-solution) using trypsin as described el-
sewhere [27]. For each analysis 5 µg of tryptic E. coli peptides were extracted using Stop
And Go Elution (STAGE) tips according to [28]. Measurements were performed using an
Agilent 1100 nanoﬂow liquid chromatograph coupled online via a nanoelectrospray ioniza-
tion source to a 7 T linear ion trap Fourier Transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spec-
trometer (LTQ FT, Thermo Scientiﬁc). The acquired m/z range was 350 Th-2000 Th.
Samples were analyzed using different in-house packed columns over a period of 6 months
at different days to include real life chromatographic and mass spectrometric variations. A
more detailed description of the procedure will be given elsewhere .
To make the LC-MS data amenable to analysis, the raw data were converted from the pro-
prietary Thermo format (.RAW) to mzXML, using ReAdW version 1.1 [29].The mzXML
ﬁles were subsequently imported in the statistical computation environment R [20] using
the read.mzXML function from the caMassClass package [30]. Spikes in the data (having,
in general, a low intensity) were removed using in-house written functions.The data were con-
verted from a list of m/z-time-intensity triplets that is typical for mass spectrometric data, to
matrix format.This was done by binning along the m/z axis, using 401 bins of width 0.5 Th
(7.7)
(7.8)
zp
M
K L
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spanning the feature-rich range 400 Th-600 Th. The relevant part of the time axis between
2000 s and 5500 s typically consisted of 1500-1600 time points and was converted to 2000
time points for all samples by linear interpolation.The individual 401 x 2000 matrices were
then combined in a 401 x 2000 x 11 array. Because the RMS measure is sensitive for the
scale of the signals, all chromatographic traces were scaled by dividing them by their mean
prior to alignment. The full 401 x 2000 x 11 array is available in .RData format as Supple-
mentary Data.
We have developed an R package called ptw [21], based on the original Matlab implemen-
tation [6]. A number of new functionalities have been added and some changes and impro-
vements have been made. For reasons of generality and ﬂexibility, the original PTW
optimization procedure employing iterative regression has been replaced by a call to the optim
routine in the stats package. Fast C implementations of the Whittaker smoother [6, 31] and
the WCC measure are included in the package. For selecting traces, as proposed in [14, 18],
an enhanced implementation of the component detection algorithm (CODA) by Windig et
al. [32] is included. In short, the enhancement consists of replacing means with medians. Fi-
nally, routines for zero padding and back-transforming the warping coefﬁcients have been
written. Both a subset from the LC-MS data set studied in the current paper, and a subset
of the GC data described in [6] have been included in the package as exemplary data sets.
Table 7.1 lists a few indicative time benchmarks for PTW alignments of the LC–MS data.The
full 401 x 2000 x 11 array is available in .RData format as Supporting Information.
Table 7.1 - Indicative time benchmarks for four alignments on two computers, using the ptw package. Individual
warping: 100 individual warpings of 2 LC-MS traces of 2000 data points. Global warping: a single global warping
of 2 samples consisting of 100 LC-MS traces with length 2000 data points. ‘degree’: degree of the polynomial
warping function used for alignment. ‘trwdth’: width in time points of theWCC triangular weighting function.
Computer 1: Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 processor w. 8 GB RAM running 64b Kubuntu Linux 8.04. Computer 2:
Intel Core 2 Duo processor T9600 w. 3 GB RAM running 32bWindows XP.
Results and discussion7.4
7.4.1 Zero padding
To show the effect of peaks very close to the beginning or the end of the signals we calculate
the value of the distance criteria, RMS and WCC, on a ﬁne grid of (a0,a1) (“shift” and
“stretch”) combinations. The RMS landscape of warping trace 389 for samples one (as the
“reference” signal) and two (as the “sample” signal) of the E. coli data is shown in the top left
plot in Figure 7.3.This particular trace nicely illustrates the result of peaks being “pushed out”
of the comparison domain. Darker (red) colors indicate smaller values for the criterion, i.e.
better agreement.The optimal warping, indicated by an open circle, is found at (-239, 1.15).
This point is located at the intersection of the two red lines which correspond to correct
alignment of either of the two major peaks.
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Figure 7.4 shows the chromatograms themselves for the situations indicated in Figure 7.3.
Clearly, shift and stretch combinations in the top right and bottom left corners of the lands-
cape are far away from the optimal warping; nevertheless, these combinations lead to regions
with relatively low RMS values, incorrectly indicating a good similarity for this warping.This
is the result of peaks that are no longer taken into account because they have come to lie out-
side the comparison domain. An optimization routine that enters one of these triangular re-
gions will never be able to reach the global optimum.
In contrast, adding zeros before and after the reference and sample signals forces the peaks
at the extremes to be taken into account, even for larger distortions of the time axis. In this
case, we add 250 zeros both before and after the signals.The result is shown in the top right
plot: the triangular regions with low RMS values have shifted away from the optimum war-
ping and more bad warpings now correctly lead to high RMS values. Thus, optimization is
more likely to be driven in the direction of the true global optimum.
The bottom plots in Figure 7.3 show the corresponding plots for theWCC criterion. Clearly,
it is much less affected by runaway peaks than the RMS.The reason is that in contrast to the
RMS, WCC is a sum of positive contributions: if a peak falls outside the window, it will no
longer positively contribute to the cross-correlation, and the result will be a bad similarity.
Even though the net effect of zero padding is much smaller than with RMS, there still is an
improvement.Therefore, in the remainder of the paper, zero padding with 250 zeros on both
sides of the chromatograms under consideration is used by default for optimization.
Figure 7.3 - Top row: RMS landscapes of comparing traces 389 (width 0.5 Th) from samples one (reference) and
two from the E. coli data. Left: without zero padding. Right: with zero padding. Bottom row: similar, but now
usingWCC as the criterion. Darker (red) colors indicate lower (‘better’) values, lighter (yellow) colors indicate
higher (‘worse’) values. The identity warp (0,1) is indicated with x, the global optimum with o; these symbols
and the numbers in the top left figure correspond with those in the plots of Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4 - Traces 389 from samples one (the reference, in black) and two (orange) for linear warpings according
to different combinations (a0,a1) of shift and stretch parameters. The symbols and numbers correspond with
those in the landscapes of Figure 7.3.
LC-MS data is generally characterized by long low-intensity regions of chemical or instru-
mental noise before and after peak elution.These can - in principle - serve the same function
as zero padding. However, the end of the gradient elution region in LC-MS is a place where
many previously uneluted compounds accumulate, resulting in a region of closely-packed
and badly separated chromatographic peaks. This region may hamper alignment and it can
be beneﬁcial to remove it. One might even be interested in aligning only a small, but parti-
cularly interesting part of the data. In both these cases, peaks are likely to end up at the edges
of the signal and zero padding is required. In general, it is important to realize the effects that
zero padded/low intensity regions have on alignment for the reasons that we have outlined
above.
Sample seven is chosen as the reference, because it has the highest similarity to all other sam-
ples. All 401 traces of the ten other samples are individually aligned to the corresponding
traces in sample seven, using 401 trace-speciﬁc quadratic warping functions. Starting coefﬁ-
cients of (0, 1, 0) are used, corresponding to the identity warp (i.e. no warping).This proce-
dure is performed using RMS and eight different grades of smoothing, and also using WCC
with eight comparable triangle widths (see Figure 7.5). Only results are taken into account
where at least 1500 out of 2000 time points of the warped sample are within the time range
of the reference; alignments for which this number is lower are considered “runaways”.
To assess which method performs best as an optimization criterion, the warping results are
evaluated cross-wise: after an optimization using RMS, bothWCC (for a ﬁxed triangle width
of 20 points) and RMS (for unsmoothed data) are used to evaluate the quality of the ﬁnal re-
sult. Similarly, for the result of a WCC-based optimization both RMS and WCC values are
calculated, again using unsmoothed data and a WCC triangle width of 20 points for evalua-
tion. In this way, any bias of the outcome towards one of the methods used for evaluation is
circumvented.
7.4.2WCC versus RMS
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7.4.3 Global warping
Figure 7.5 - Left plot: RMS values of alignments obtained using RMS (orange) andWCC (red) as optimization cri-
teria. Values for the smoothing parameter with RMS and the comparable triangle width inWCC can be found at
the bottom and top axes, respectively. Right plot: the same figure, but now usingWCC as the evaluation crite-
rion for the same optimization results.
Figure 7.5 shows the results of the 2 x 8 x 4010 quadratic alignments of the samples from the
E. coli set. The left plot shows the RMS values of the ﬁnal alignments; the right plot shows
WCC values. RMS optimizations are indicated with the light-colored (orange) bars;WCC op-
timizations with the darker (red) bars. Both criteria are dependent on the size of the neighbor-
hood taken into account: for RMS, this is given by the degree of smoothing (and the
corresponding peak broadening) - for WCC, the relevant parameter is the triangle width. Si-
milar optimal values are found: the WCC performs best with a triangle width of around 200
points; the RMS using a smoothing of 104 to 106. For small neighborhoods, the RMS fares
better: however, in this regime both optimizations fail to deliver optimal results.
In the appropriate region, optimization based onWCC values is consistently and signiﬁcantly
(p < 1.10-15) better, whether the ﬁnal evaluation is done by WCC or RMS. Moreover, the
spread for WCC-based optimizations is smaller. The important point is that WCC-based
optimizations not only give the best WCC values, but also the best RMS values.
Figure 7.6 shows WCC landscapes obtained for warping sample nine, with sample seven as
a reference. Again, for the purpose of visualization, only constant shift and linear stretch
(a0, a1) are varied.The top left ﬁgure depicts the landscape for warping the TIC (effectively
a single bin of width 200 Th). The large dark (red) area of low WCC values is the result of
the extremely high peak density in theTIC.This leads to a very large overlap, almost regard-
less of the exact warping function, and an unstable and ambiguous alignment result. When
binning the data in increasingly smaller bins and using a multitrace criterion, however, the
ambiguities resolve and for 400 bins of width 0.5 Th the result at the top right is obtained.
Here, the optimal warping (164, 0.79) is immediately clear.
The bottom row of ﬁgures shows the landscapes obtained when only a small subset of all 401
traces - still with a width of 0.5 Th - is used. In this case, ten traces, selected by the slightly
modiﬁed version of the component detection algorithm of Windig et al. [32] were used.The
bottom left ﬁgure shows that, for a triangle width of 1, i.e. not taking into account any
neighborhood information, a number of local minima are visible as straight lines. These re-
sult from combinations of shift and stretch that each properly align a part of the peaks pre-
sent in these traces. For well-behaved data, all lines should cross in a single point in
(a0,a1,a2,…) space, at the combination of parameters that results in the alignment of all peaks.
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Figure 7.6 –WCC landscapes for warping samples seven and nine from the E. coli set. Darker (red) colors indi-
cate low (‘good’) WCC values, lighter (yellow) colors indicate high (‘bad’) WCC values. Top left: warpingTICs,
using a triangle width of 1. Top right: for a global alignment using all 401 bins of width 0.5 Th. Bottom left: for a
global alignment using the first 10 CODA-selected traces. Bottom right: idem, but with a triangle width of 40.
For data suffering from non-monotonic shifts, the lines will not even cross in an inﬁnite-di-
mensional parameter space and global warping can only be used to ﬁnd the best average war-
ping.
A larger triangle width has a smoothing effect on the landscape, which should help the opti-
mization procedure in ﬁnding this best average warping.The bottom right plot shows a pic-
ture that is quite similar to the situation in the top right, with a clear optimum and a smooth
landscape. Thus, it would seem there are two possible ways of ﬁnding a meaningful global
warp, either by using all (or at least a large part) of the available chromatographic traces, or
by using a small ‘high quality subset’ of traces in combination with a larger triangle width.This
implies that, given enough high-quality mass chromatograms, any similarity function will lead
to satisfactory results for global alignments. Indeed, we observe that the differences between
RMS andWCC all but disappear when performing global warping with all 401 traces and that
a only a small amount of smoothing (≥ 2 . 103) or a small triangle width (≥ 40) sufﬁce to ob-
tain optimal results (cf. Figure 7.7.1 in section 7.7). When applying global alignment to a
number of CODA-selected traces, the evaluation with WCC suggests a slight advantage for
WCC, but this advantage does not show when evaluating the results with RMS. The
alignment results obtained when using all 401 traces compare favorably with those obtained
for small subsets (10, 20, 50) of CODA-selected traces (Figures 7.7.1, 7.7.2 and 7.7.3, sec-
tion 7.7). A large set of CODA-selected traces (300) gives virtually identical results as the
complete set (Figure 7.7.4, section 7.7). Thus, CODA does not seem to enhance the
alignment result compared to using the whole set and low-quality traces seem to have no de-
trimental effect on the alignment.The only reason to select a smaller subset of (high quality)
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traces is a somewhat faster alignment, but, considering the speed of our PTW algorithm (see
Table 7.1), this is only of minor importance. A very recent paper by Christin et al. [18] sug-
gests using a localized version of CODA (LCODA) in combination with (a.o.) PTW, but it
is unclear if this leads to a signiﬁcant improvement over simply using all traces.
Figure 7.7 shows the results forTIC alignment, global alignment, individual alignments, and
global alignment followed by individual alignments of the ten samples with sample seven as
a reference. All results shown are for fourth degree warping functions overall, meaning that
the ﬁrst three alignments used fourth degree warping functions and the last one is the back-
transformed result of a quadratic global warping followed by quadratic individual alignments
(“2 x 2 warping”). All warping functions are obtained on zero-padded samples, transformed
back to the original time frame and applied to non-zero-padded chromatograms, leading to
the results depicted in Figure 7.7.
7.4.4 Multiple individual alignments
Figure 7.7 - Boxplots of the results of four alignment strategies, expressed as the averageWCC over all traces
of width 0.5, using a triangle width of 20.
The plot shows the average WCC values calculated from the 400 individual traces of width
0.5 Th. For evaluating the TIC-based alignment and global alignment results the individual
traces are all warped using 400 instances of the same warping function, whereas for the other
two alignment strategies, the individual warping functions can be applied directly after the ne-
cessary transformations.
It is directly obvious thatTIC alignment is the worst alignment strategy and that global war-
ping improves on it.The individual alignments, however, are a large improvement again over
global warping, but the combination of global and individual warping leads to the best results.
At this point, it is important to assess whether the strong decrease inWCC values is not due
to overﬁtting, i.e. falsely aligning peaks in the sample with different peaks in the reference. By
visual inspection of the aligned traces, we have found no evidence of overﬁtting. Moreover,
the fact that the very restrained 2 x 2 warping results in a lower average WCC than the rela-
tively ‘free’ individual fourth degree warping is strong proof that the lowering of the WCC
cannot be due to overﬁtting.
We also compare two different combinations of global and individual warpings: once using
a fourth degree global warping and quadratic individual warpings (“4 x 2” warping) and once
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using a quadratic global warping and fourth degree individual warpings (“2 x 4” warping).
In both cases, the overall warping function is of degree eight.The results - after the necessary
transformations and re-applications - are shown in Figure 7.8, together with the result for
using individual warpings of degree eight. Again, the global WCC values for both combined
approaches are lower than when using individual alignments only, but those of 2 x 4 warping
are lower still than those of 4 x 2 warping.This result also shows once more that there is an
actual effect of the global warping: it effectively guides the nine-dimensional search to a “more
relevant” part of parameter space. The 2 x 4 warping is therefore what is used to produce
Figure 7.9, a plot of the two TICs shown before in Figure 7.1.This ﬁgure clearly shows that
2 x 4 PTW with zero padding does not only lead to good results in a numerical sense or when
assessing the alignment quality of a limited number of individual peaks, but is actually capa-
ble of providing congruent and well-aligned TICs. Again, no indications for overﬁtting were
found.
Figure 7.8 – Boxplots of the globalWCC values obtained for warping the ten samples using, from left to right:
400 eighth-degree warping functions, 4 x 2 warping, and 2 x 4 warping.
Figure 7.9 - The same twoTICs as in Figure 7.1, after alignment with 2 x 4 warping.
As Figure 7.10 shows, decreasing the bin size may also lead to improved results for the indi-
vidual warpings.The results keep getting better for increasingly smaller bins.The decrease in
WCC values can be expected to level off at a resolution where most individual peaks occupy
their own bins, or, stated differently, at the point where most bins contain a single peak or are
empty. The step of going from bins of a certain width to smaller bins in individual warping
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Figure 7.10 -WCC values of warping the ten samples in individual fashion. The number of bins n is indicated at
the bottom and the corresponding bin widths are equal to 200/n Th.
Figure 7.11 -WCC values of warping the ten samples in global fashion with a fourth degree warping function,
using the number of bins indicated at the bottom. The bin widths are again equal to 200/n Th.
resolves the ambiguities caused by non-monotonically shifted peaks. Just like in the TIC,
such peaks can simply not be aligned when they occupy the same bin. At the same time, from
one point of view the risk of overﬁtting becomes greater when making the bins smaller. Smal-
ler bins contain fewer peaks, so there is more freedom to shift them around and align them
with peaks that they actually should not be aligned with. But, reciprocally, the smaller the bin,
the more certain it is that the peaks it contains are identical in both samples. Nevertheless,
the danger of overﬁtting should be kept in mind when performing individual and combined
warping and visual inspection of the results is - as always - mandatory.
For global warping, the minimal WCC with respect to bin size is already reached for a rela-
tively small number of bins, as can be seen in Figure 7.11. At a certain point, there is enough
mass-spectral information available to unambiguously determine the ‘best average warping’.
After that, splitting up bins has no more inﬂuence on the global warping result.
With respect to overﬁtting, the cautionary principle is of course even more important for
data that are not exact replicates.The data used in this paper consist of replicates, albeit being
very complex and originating from different individual samples, being measured over a time
course of months on different columns and using different tunings of the equipment. In the
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context of looking for biomarkers in proteomics or metabolomics, one uses data that contain
a lot of biological variation and one explicitly searches for peaks that are either consistently
different in magnitude or even present in one group and absent in the other. Effectively, all
peaks that are not present in both the sample and reference chromatograms for alignment
provide “noise” that makes it harder to ﬁnd the correct warping function. Individual warpings
suffering from this noise might lead to wild results. It is advisable then not to make the bins
too small. Moreover, the warping function should be of a relatively low degree so that the
number of peaks that are common in a bin across the two samples is large enough.
As a ﬁnal remark, note that baselines contribute strongly to both the WCC and the RMS,
especially when R and S have different baseline levels [6]. In general, it is therefore impor-
tant to remove them prior to alignment. A procedure for this, using asymmetric least squa-
res, is described in [6]. However, the LC-MS data used in the current paper possess no visible
baseline. Baseline removal was, therefore, not used in producing the results.
Conclusion7.5
Acknowledgement7.6
We have presented a number of improvements to the parametric time warping algorithm and
discussed some strategies that improve warping results. Padding the signals with zeros before
starting the optimization process leads to improved results, because it prevents peaks from
being pushed out the comparison domain and prevents clipping in a two-step warping.The
weighted cross-correlation is shown to be a signiﬁcantly better measure of similarity than the
original root mean squared difference between chromatograms. Moreover, it does not re-
quire a separate smoothing step. The enhanced PTW algorithm, available in the R package
ptw is capable of performing both global warping and individual warping. It makes use of a
more robust and ﬂexible optimization method than the original iterative regression optimi-
zation. Furthermore we have shown that, although global warping in itself improves the
alignment of LC-MS data, it cannot always resolve the differences between individual traces.
This is apparent from the fact that it does not lead to congruent TICs. Using our two-step
procedure resolves this problem.
Although we have only discussed these improvements in the context of PTW, most of them
are in principle not dependent on this particular alignment method. Other warping methods
may beneﬁt from similar improvements.
We have discussed the application of PTW to LC-MS data only, but this is by far not its only
possible application area. The original PTW paper [6] discusses a successful application to
GC data and we have good experiences with application to replicate NMR measurements as
well.
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Supporting information7.7
Figure 7.7.1 - Left plot: RMS values of alignments obtained using RMS (orange, green) andWCC (red, blue) as
optimization criteria. The orange and red boxes depict the results obtained using the best 10 CODA-selected tra-
ces, the green and blue ones stand for the results obtained using all 401 traces of width 0.5 Th. Values for the
smoothing parameter with RMS and the comparable triangle width inWCC can be found at the bottom and top
axes, respectively. Right plot: the same figure, but now usingWCC as the evaluation criterion for the same opti-
mization results.
7.7.1 CODA-selected traces
Figure 7.7.2 - The same as Figure 7.7.1, but the orange and red results are for the best 20 CODA-selected traces
Figure 7.7.3 - The same as Figure 7.7.1, but the orange and red results are for the best 50 CODA-selected traces.
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Figure 7.7.4 - The same as Figure 7.7.1, but the orange and red results are for the best 301 CODA-selected traces
(i.e. the 100 ‘worst’ traces have been removed).
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Summary, future perspectives
and discussion
8
Data preprocessing is a crucial step in data analysis. It often determines success or failure of
the subsequent data analysis. In data preprocessing, the raw data as obtained by the analyti-
cal chemical measurement instrument is transformed into cleaned data, in which different
data artifacts have been removed [1]. Data artifacts lead to variation in the data that is unre-
lated to the problem under study. Examples of data artifacts for spectroscopic data include a
baseline, scatter effects and noise - the latter is common to data from many other analytical
chemical platforms.
Preprocessing has gained a lot of interest in recent years, because data set size is rapidly
growing and hence data artifacts are more likely to occur. Although many preprocessing
methods have been developed over the course of time, no one had yet developed objective gui-
delines or selection approaches to select the optimal way of preprocessing for the data at
hand.The selection approaches that were currently in use (trial and error, visual inspection
and quality parameters - see chapter 3) were shown to be seriously lacking in selecting an ap-
propriate preprocessing strategy.
Therefore, there is a clear need for an objective way of selecting preprocessing. In the ﬁrst part
of this thesis (chapters 3-5), a simple, effective and objective preprocessing selection appro-
ach was presented, which aids in the selection of appropriate preprocessing - both from a
model performance and an interpretation perspective - with a focus on spectroscopic data (IR
and NIR).
The second part of this thesis (chapters 6-7) focused on improving existing preprocessing
methods or developing novel preprocessing methods for chromatography data. The ﬁeld of
chromatography is rapidly evolving, with many new instruments being developed. To cope
with the data artifacts these new instruments may bring, existing preprocessing methods have
to be improved or novel ones have to be developed.
In chapter 3, the different data artifacts for spectroscopic data were reviewed, as well as
current preprocessing selection procedures. It was shown that four different preprocessing
steps are commonly applied when preprocessing spectroscopic data: baseline correction,
scatter correction, noise removal via smoothing and scaling. For each of these steps, a num-
ber of different preprocessing methods was identiﬁed, leading to almost 5,000 different rea-
sonable preprocessing strategies (i.e. combinations of preprocessing methods).
Application of all these 5,000 preprocessing strategies to a spectroscopic beer classiﬁcation
data set showed that the inﬂuence of the preprocessing strategy on prediction accuracy is
huge. By using different preprocessing strategies, models were constructed that range from a
50% prediction accuracy - an almost random classiﬁcation - up to an almost perfect classiﬁ-
cation. Being able to select an appropriate preprocessing strategy is thus crucial in chemo-
metric modeling: ‘randomly’ selecting a preprocessing strategy very likely leads to a
suboptimal model.
According to the literature review in chapter 3, preprocessing is currently often selected based
Summary8.1
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on a trial-and-error approach. In such an approach, the performance of a few different pre-
processing methods and/or strategies is evaluated and subsequently the strategy associated
with the best results (e.g. the lowest prediction error) is selected. It is obvious that such a
procedure is lacking, since many more reasonable preprocessing strategies are available and
thus there is no guarantee that an appropriate preprocessing strategy is part of the small
selection of strategies evaluated in the trial-and-error approach.
The literature review also indicated two other, albeit less common preprocessing selection ap-
proaches. One of them is selection of preprocessing by visual inspection. This can be done
either by visualizing the preprocessed data itself or via visual inspection of the preprocessed
data after dimension reduction with PCA. It was shown that this approach has a drawback
as well: there is no guarantee that the visual presence of artifacts, such as a baseline or a ‘batch
effect’, also implies that it should be corrected. Moreover, if a correction is performed, it may
be such that also relevant information is removed from the data by removing the artifact.
In chapter 3, this was shown for the ‘batch effect’ data artifact.
Finally, the evaluation of preprocessing strategies with quality parameters such as the corre-
lation measure also appeared not to be useful, since there did not seem to be any relation be-
tween model predictive performance and such parameters. More research could, however, be
performed on the relation between preprocessing and so-called super parameters, which are
a combination of different individual quality parameters.This was not explored further.
Since all currently available preprocessing selection approaches were shown to be seriously
lacking (chapter 3) and no other guidelines or selection criteria existed, we took a ﬁrst step
in this direction by developing a novel preprocessing selection strategy. In chapter 4, the
basis of such a selection strategy was presented.The basis of this selection strategy was a De-
sign of Experiments (DoE), in which each of the four preprocessing steps for spectroscopic
data - baseline correction, scatter correction, smoothing and scaling - was evaluated as a se-
parate factor. For each factor, its main effect was calculated based on the Root Mean Square
Error of Prediction (RMSEP) of PLS models built on the differently preprocessed data sets
according to the DoE. Preprocessing steps having a negative main effect lead to a reduction
in RMSEP - hence, a better model - and were therefore selected for further analysis. Second-
order interaction effects were also taken into account in this process. In the second step of the
strategy, the optimal preprocessing method for each step was found by a simple sequential op-
timization routine. For eight data sets with in total sixteen different challenges - both classi-
ﬁcation and calibrationit was shown that our strategy indeed leads to an appropriate
preprocessing strategy for the data under study. On average, a 70% improvement in terms of
model performance compared to the raw, non-preprocessed was achieved using our strategy,
in just a fraction of time compared to evaluation of all 5,000 possible strategies.
The preprocessing selection strategy presented in chapter 4 solely focused on selection of a
preprocessing strategy that improves predictive performance of the model. However, inter-
pretability of the model may play a large role in data analysis as well. A common way to as-
sess PLS model interpretability is by variable selection.We therefore integrated this concept
in the DoE-based strategy for preprocessing selection.
Instead of traditional PLS, a PLS variant (PPRV-FCAM) was used in which variables are
iteratively removed until no more gain in RMSEP could be obtained [2, 3].The results of the
integration of variable selection in the preprocessing selection strategy were discussed in
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chapter 5. In this chapter, it was shown that the integration of variable selection into the
preprocessing selection approach leads to models with a high predictive performance and
improved interpretability. Examples were based on spectroscopic data sets (NIR) for which
the true relevant variables were known.Without appropriate preprocessing, the true relevant
variables were not selected and predictive model performance was suboptimal.With appro-
priate preprocessing, however, the true relevant variables were highlighted and also model
predictive performance improved. This indicated that preprocessing and variable selection
should be optimized simultaneously.
In summary, a novel and effective approach to select an appropriate preprocessing strategy
has been developed. It has been shown to select a preprocessing strategy that enhances pre-
dictive model performance by, on average, 70%. Calculation time on a standard personal
computer is currently a few minutes, mostly depending on data set size and on the amount
of iterations during cross-validation. Model interpretability has been integrated into the ap-
proach as well by the use of the PLS variable selection algorithm PPRV-FCAM.The simul-
taneous optimization of preprocessing and variable selection led to models with the most
optimal predictive performance, using only variables that were known to be relevant.
The second part of this thesis focused on the development of new preprocessing strategies and
the improvement of existing ones, since data may not always be suited for currently
available preprocessing methods. A ﬁrst example of this can be found in the analysis of Gas
Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry/Olfactometry (GC-MS/O) data, which requires
special preprocessing, tailored towards the characteristics of the data.This work was descri-
bed in chapter 6. Three data preprocessing challenges were identiﬁed for this type of data:
retention time misalignment, differences in detection time between MS and O and differen-
ces in odor description by the assessor panel for identical compounds.
Firstly, Correlation OptimizedWarping (COW) was applied to theTotal Ion Count chroma-
tograms from all GC-MS/O runs to remove the retention time misalignment between the
measurements. The same time correction was also applied to the olfactometric data.
Secondly, so-called odor areas were obtained to overcome the detection time differences
between the MS and O detectors. Odor areas were deﬁned as small time intervals in which
the majority of assessors had an odor event (i.e. detected a compound). Finally, a summary
of all odor descriptions used by the assessor panel was presented using theTotal Odor Count,
which can subsequently be interpreted by an experienced analyst. It was shown that odorous
compounds, known to be present in the sample, could be detected by this approach. More-
over, it provided an unbiased way of detecting odorous compounds, since no human inter-
pretation is involved in the detection step.
The second example of tailoring preprocessing towards the data characteristics was found in
the retention time alignment of LC-MS data, as described in chapter 7. Here, an improved
version of Parametric Time Warping (PTW, [4]) was presented, that enables the method to
be used in Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS) proteomics measurements.
The original algorithm was only able to deal with one dimensional data, while LC-MS data
is two dimensional.Therefore, we improved the original PTW algorithm such that it can align
individual mass chromatograms that, after alignment of all mass chromatograms, lead to com-
pletely aligned data.
Moreover, we improved the measure that is being optimized in the PTW algorithm by re-
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placing the Root Mean Square error (RMS) with the Weighted Cross Correlation (WCC,
[5]).The advantage of the latter is that it can ‘see’ whether two peaks are coming closer due
to the alignment without the need for peak overlap, while the former may only indicate this
when peaks start to overlap.We also introduced an insurance against peaks at the beginning
or end of the mass chromatograms to disappear due to the alignment: ‘zero padding’.
Finally, we presented an alignment strategy in which a global and individual alignment are
subsequently applied to lead to the most optimal alignment result.
The selection of preprocessing is now becoming more a science - for which an objective
method is available to make an appropriate selection of a preprocessing strategy - than an art,
for which one had to rely too much on past experience, personal preferences and taste.
The work on preprocessing does not end here. Basically, this work can and should be seen as
the onset of new research in the area of preprocessing and its associated selection.This work
has described the ﬁrst successful attempt in providing a simple, fast and objective way to se-
lect an appropriate preprocessing strategy.
The next step in preprocessing research should now be to develop guidelines that indicate
which preprocessing should be applied when. In its most simple form, a guideline could in-
dicate that a speciﬁc preprocessing method always outperforms other preprocessing methods
within the same preprocessing step. For example, a second derivative for baseline correction
may always outperform other baseline correction methods and is thus the preferred method
for baseline correction. Some preliminary work has already been performed in this area.
Figure 8.1 illustrates the results of our preliminary study. It shows the model performance
(RMSEP, horizontal axis) and complexity of the model (number of LVs, vertical axis) of all
5,000 possible preprocessing strategies for the caustic NIR data (chapter 4), separated for
each baseline correction method within the strategy. From the ﬁgure it is clear that there is
no single baseline correction method out of all seven options that outperforms the others.
With all different options, we are able to construct models with a high model performance
(i.e. a value on the horizontal axis close to 0) and a low model complexity (i.e. a low value
on the vertical axis). This behavior has been observed for multiple data sets. For some data
sets, we observed a clear preference for certain baseline correction methods. However, those
methods were outperformed by other methods in different data sets, again indicating that no
obvious, general trends in preprocessing could be found. Stated differently, each data sets
seems to require its own way of preprocessing.
More advanced guidelines thus need to be formulated that describe the relation between data
characteristics on the one hand and which preprocessing to apply on the other hand. Such
guidelines require objective criteria (called quality parameters in chapter 3) that quantify dif-
ferent data characteristics of the data, either raw or preprocessed.
For the few quality parameters evaluated in chapter 3, we have not been able to ﬁnd a rela-
tion between model performance and the data characteristics expressed by the quality para-
Future perspectives
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meters. As already mentioned in this chapter, the construction of a ‘super-parameter’ is an in-
teresting idea in this respect. It involves the combination of a few different quality parame-
ters, that all quantify a different characteristic of the data.
Development of data quality parameters that can be used in such a super-parameter will be
a challenging task. These quality parameters should provide information on data artifacts
present in the raw data. Quantitative measures thus have to be developed that reveal the pre-
sence of e.g. noise, retention time misalignment, baseline problems or scatter effects. As far
as we know, this area has not yet gained much attention in chemometrics.
An interesting approach to determine presence or absence of certain data artifacts has been
described in [7]. In this work, the authors have examined the structure in the so-called mea-
surement error covariance matrix. Structure in this matrix, which is best obtained from re-
plicate measurements, may be an indication of possible data artifacts being present in the
data. If such structure can be quantiﬁed (and the paper in [7] provides some ﬁrst hints for
this), it may be used for constructing preprocessing guidelines.
Figure 8.1 - Overview of the performance of different baseline correction methods for the caustic data set (see
chapter 4). Each dot shows the performance of a particular baseline correction method (shown in its plot cap-
tion), in combination with different, reasonable ways of performing scatter correction, smoothing and scaling.
All evaluated options are listed in Table 3.2 in chapter 3. AsLS is an abbreviation of Asymmetric Least Squares,
developed originally by Paul Eilers [6].
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Another alternative could be the use of preprocessing methods themselves to estimate qua-
lity parameters. For example, after having estimated a baseline, the baseline itself could be
used to derive a quality parameter that indicates the ‘severity’ of a baseline artifact in the
data. If the estimated baseline is approximately a ﬂat line around 0, then the baseline artifact
is likely not very large in the data under study. In a similar way, scatter effects and noise may
also possibly be quantiﬁed. However, as stated before, much more work needs to be done in
this area.
If quality parameters related to preprocessing are developed, they should ﬁrst be related to
the outcome of the preprocessing selection approach as presented in the ﬁrst part of this the-
sis. Based on the preliminary study in Figure 8.1, it seems too difﬁcult to directly relate the
quality parameters to speciﬁc preprocessing methods. At ﬁrst, the quality parameters should
better be related to different preprocessing steps. In other words, a quality parameter should
be able to indicate whether e.g. baseline correction is a required preprocessing step for the
data under study or not. If such a quality parameter is developed, it should be validated using
many different data sets and the preprocessing selection approach described in the ﬁrst part
of this thesis. In a next step, it could be checked whether such a parameter can also indicate
a speciﬁc method, but again, this seems to be a very challenging task given the outcome of
our preliminary study.
Moreover, the presence of a certain data artifact does not always imply that it should be cor-
rected. In chapter 3, it was shown that - at least, from a visual inspection point of view - a cer-
tain data artifact seemed to be present, but correcting for it reduced model performance.
That could indicate that the artifact contains relevant information for the model, or that the
applied preprocessing method removes relevant information from the data by correcting the
data artifact. Model performance should therefore always be taken into account when selec-
ting preprocessing.This is also recognized in multiple studies [8-10].
Of course, in future research one may also improve upon the methods as presented in this the-
sis. The preprocessing selection approach (chapters 4 and 5) is based on one of the simplest
DoEs that possibly exists: the two-level full factorial design. An extension of the methodology
could therefore be the use of different, more advanced designs, such as Central Composite
designs, Box-Behnken designs or Doehlert designs [11-13], which enable improved estima-
tion of effect values.To this end, many of these designs involve the use of more than two le-
vels per factor and this is not straightforward for preprocessing selection. Effect
calculation—often based on regression in case of designs with more than 2 factors—requires
ordering of the factor levels, but there is no such order in which the preprocessing methods
per factor can be ordered.The factor ‘temperature’ can easily be split in many ordered levels
(e.g. 10 °C, 20 °C, 30 °C, 40 °C, …), but this is impossible for the preprocessing-based fac-
tors such as baseline correction and scaling. For example, what would the logical order be of
all scaling methods (mean centering, autoscaling, range scaling, Poisson scaling, Pareto sca-
ling, level scaling and log transformation)? Changing their order may drastically change the
effect value. Since this aspect is by far not straightforward, designs involving more than two
levels per factor are not easily applicable in preprocessing selection.
Another interesting aspect is whether the DoE-step is required at all. Indeed, when imme-
diately optimizing the preprocessing strategy using sequential optimization only (and thus
always determining all steps as relevant), one would always evaluate 7 + 10 + 10 + 7 = 34 dif-
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Figure 8.2 - Preprocessing landscape for predicting S (styrene) from the latex data (see chapter 5). Using the
DoE, baseline correction, smoothing and scaling were determined the relevant steps. Sequential optimization
of these steps leads to the green dot.When optimizing all steps (i.e. including scatter), sequential optimization
ends with the blue rectangle. By also optimizing a scatter correction method, the sequential optimization algo-
rithm cannot get to lower RMSEP values anymore and is stuck in a local minimum.
ferent preprocessing strategies, which is still only a tiny fraction of the 5,000 possible pre-
processing strategies. However, there is a high risk that the sequential optimization algorithm
‘gets stuck’ in a local minimum, as will be shown in the next paragraph.
In Figure 8.2, the preprocessing landscape is shown for the latex data discussed previously
in chapter 5. For prediction of styrene, it was determined that baseline correction, smoothing
and scaling were the relevant preprocessing steps. Optimizing these sequentially led to no
baseline correction, followed by some smoothing and level scaling, having an RMSEP of ap-
proximately 1420 (chapter 5). On the other hand, sequential optimization without selecting
the relevant preprocessing steps using the DoE (and thus deeming all steps relevant) leads to
no baseline correction, scatter correction using SNV, smoothing and meancentering (RMSEP
approximately 4150).Thus, by not performing and optimizing any scatter correction - which
was indicated by the DoE - we are able to obtain a much lower RMSEP.This proves that the
DoE really is a relevant part of the complete preprocessing selection approach. Sequential op-
timization may get stuck in local optima when always all preprocessing steps are optimized
(i.e. without DoE).
Although the preprocessing selection approach has been developed to be generic, it currently
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only applies to spectroscopic data, since the different artifacts and preprocessing methods
have been identiﬁed for this type of data.When applying the selection approach to other data
types such as chromatography data or NMR data, one should ﬁrst carefully investigate the
known data artifacts, the preprocessing methods commonly used to correct for them and the
order of application.
The data analysis method used in the DoE can be changed without much effort.While the
approach currently uses PLS (or PLS-DA), one could easily implement other data analysis
methods such as LDA or kNN for classiﬁcation or PCR for calibration [14-16]. As long as a
performance measure can be derived from the results, such as RMSEP or prediction accu-
racy, one can apply the DoE. It is even possible to optimize multiple responses at a time, as
indicated at the end of chapter 5, but this requires more research.
An interesting novel data analysis method for the DoE could be the recently developedWRT-
PLS algorithm (Weighted RandomizationTest PLS, publication recently submitted). It selects
the number of LVs based on a very fast response permutation step instead of using cross-va-
lidation. This may considerably speed up the application of the DoE and the subsequent se-
quential optimization.The most time-consuming step will then become the preprocessing of
the data itself, such that an appropriate preprocessing strategy could theoretically be selec-
ted in less than a minute.
In this thesis, the focus has been on preprocessing to remove technical and instrumental ar-
tifacts. As already outlined in chapters 2 and 3, however, preprocessing can be seen in a much
broader sense, namely the removal of all variance in the data that is unrelated to the problem
under study and that hampers construction of a chemometric model.With the data tsunami
(“big data”) approaching us, this latter deﬁnition of preprocessing will play an increasingly
important role. For very large data sets, 99% of all data variation may not be of interest.This
variation is not only due to the aforementioned artifacts, but also to a lot of experimental
factors that are not related to the problem under study (recall the example about gender in
section 2.1.2).
A clear example of a data tsunami with its associated data analysis challenges this is the search
for biomarkers: compounds whose presence, absence or abnormal concentration may indi-
cate the difference between e.g. healthy or diseased. Current analytical chemical platforms,
such as LC-MS, are able to measure thousands of molecules at the same time. Finding a sin-
gle biomarker is then becoming a real needle-in-the-haystack problem, especially when con-
sidering all of the possibly present data artifacts. By appropriate preprocessing, a lot of
uninteresting variation (e.g. compounds) may already be ﬁltered from the data, thereby ma-
king the needle easier to be found.
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Samenvatting
Het voorbewerken van data is een cruciale stap in data-analyse. De voorbewerkingsstap be-
paalt vaak of een analyse wel of niet succesvol is. Bij het voorbewerken van data wordt de
ruwe data, zoals opgenomen door het analytisch chemisch meetinstrument, omgezet in
‘schone’ data, waarbij verschillende zogenaamde data artefacten zijn verwijderd. Data arte-
facten leiden tot variatie in de data die niet gerelateerd is aan het te bestuderen probleem.
Voorbeelden van data artefacten voor spectroscopie-data zijn bijvoorbeeld een basislijn, licht-
verstrooiing (scatter) en ruis - deze laatste komt men tegen bij data van veel verschillende
meetinstrumenten.
In de afgelopen jaren is de interesse in data-voorbewerking toegenomen, mede dankzij de
snel oplopende grootte van de opgenomen data sets, waarin de kans op data artefacten is toe-
genomen. Alhoewel er de afgelopen jaren zeer veel methoden en algoritmes voor data-voor-
bewerking zijn ontwikkeld, heeft niemand zich gericht op het ontwikkelen van objectieve
richtlijnen of een selectie-aanpak om de optimale manier van data-voorbewerking te selecte-
ren voor een speciﬁeke data set. De huidige manieren waarmee een data-voorbewerkings-
methode werd gekozen (trial and error, visuele inspectie en het gebruik van
kwaliteitsparameters - zie hoofdstuk 3) bleken allen niet in staat om altijd een geschikte data-
voorbewerkingsmethode te selecteren.
Het is daarom noodzakelijk om een nieuwe, objectieve manier voor het selecteren van data-
voorbewerking te ontwikkelen. In het eerste gedeelte van deze thesis (hoofdstukken 3 tot en
met 5) werd een dergelijke simpele, effectieve en objectieve aanpak voor selectie van data-
voorbewerking gepresenteerd. Deze aanpak helpt bij het selecteren van een geschikte data-
voorbewerkingsmethode, zowel vanuit het perspectief van de kwaliteit van de
modelvoorspellingen alsmede de interpretatie van het model, met een focus op spectrosco-
pie-data (infrarood en nabij-infrarood).
Het tweede deel van deze thesis (hoofdstukken 6 en 7) behandelde het verbeteren van be-
staande data-voorbewerkingsmethoden of het ontwikkelen van nieuwe methoden voor het
voorbewerken van chromatograﬁe-data. Het vakgebied van chromatograﬁe is sterk in ont-
wikkeling, wat resulteert in veel nieuwe meetinstrumenten en meettechnieken. Bestaande
data-voorbewerkingsmethoden moeten worden verbeterd of nieuwe methoden moeten wor-
den ontwikkeld om op een juiste manier om te kunnen gaan met de data artefacten die deze
nieuwe instrumenten met zich meebrengen.
In hoofdstuk 3 is een overzicht gegeven van de verschillende data artefacten voor spectros-
copie-data, evenals de huidige selectie-aanpakken voor data-voorbewerking. Er is aangetoond
dat vier verschillende voorbewerkingsstappen vaak worden toegepast in het voorbewerken
van spectroscopie-data: basislijn correctie, correctie van lichtverstrooiing (scatter correctie),
ruisverwijdering door het vloeiender maken van de data en schaling.Voor elk van deze stap-
pen is een aantal veelgebruikte methoden/algoritmes geïdentiﬁceerd, wat leidde tot bijna
5.000 verschillende voorbewerkingsstrategieën (een strategie is een combinatie van verschil-
lende voorbewerkingsmethoden).
Door het toepassen van al deze 5.000 strategieën op spectroscopie-data over het classiﬁceren
van bier is aangetoond dat de invloed van de keuze van een bepaalde voorbewerkingsstrate-
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gie op de uiteindelijke voorspelkwaliteit van het model zeer groot is. Door gebruik te maken
van verschillende voorbewerkingsstrategieën werden modellen gemaakt met een voorspel-
kwaliteit van ongeveer 50 procent - overeenkomend met een willekeurige toewijzing van de
klassen - tot een bijna perfecte voorspelling van de klassen. Het is dus zeer belangrijk om een
geschikte manier van data-voorbewerking te selecteren in het chemometrisch modelleren:
het willekeurig kiezen van een voorbewerkingsstrategie leidt vaak tot een suboptimaal model.
Volgens het literatuuronderzoek beschreven in hoofdstuk 3 wordt een voorbewerkingsstra-
tegie het vaakst geselecteerd op basis van een trial and error aanpak. In een dergelijke aan-
pak wordt een klein aantal voorbewerkingsmethoden en/of -strategieën geëvalueerd en de
strategie met de beste resultaten (bijv. de laagste voorspelfout) wordt geselecteerd. Het is
overduidelijk dat een dergelijke aanpak tekortschiet, aangezien er veel meer mogelijk geschikte
voorbewerkingsstrategieën beschikbaar zijn en er op voorhand geen garantie te geven is dat
een geschikte strategie onderdeel uitmaakt van de beperkte selectie van strategieën.
Uit het literatuuronderzoek zijn ook twee minder vaak voorkomende selectie-aanpakken naar
voren gekomen. Eén van deze twee is voorbewerkingsselectie door middel van visuele in-
spectie. Dit kan op twee manieren: door het visualiseren van de voorbewerkte data of door
visuele inspectie van de voorbewerkte data na dimensiereductie via bijvoorbeeld PCA (Prin-
cipal Component Analysis). Er is aangetoond dat ook deze aanpak een nadeel heeft: er is
geen garantie dat het zichtbaar zijn van een bepaald artefact ook betekent dat het artefact ver-
wijderd moet worden. Bovendien kan het zo zijn dat ook relevante informatie uit de data
wordt verwijderd als er voor een bepaald artefact wordt gecorrigeerd. Dit is in hoofdstuk 3
aangetoond voor het effect dat kan optreden tussen verschillende productiepartijen (batch
effect).
Tot slot bleek ook de derde selectie-aanpak - het gebruik maken van ‘kwaliteitsparameters’
zoals de correlatiecoëfﬁciënt - niet zinvol, aangezien er geen relatie gevonden kon worden
tussen de voorspelkracht van een model enerzijds en deze parameters anderzijds. Meer on-
derzoek in deze richting kan wel nuttig zijn, bijvoorbeeld door het ontwikkelen van een zo-
genaamde super-parameter, welke een combinatie is van verschillende individuele parameters.
Dit is echter niet verder onderzocht.
Er is dus aangetoond dat er aan alle beschikbare selectie-aanpakken voor het kiezen van een
data-voorbewerkingsstrategie nadelen kleven en dat er geen objectieve selectiecriteria be-
staan. Daarom hebben we een nieuwe stap in deze richting gezet door het ontwikkelen van
een nieuwe voorbewerkingsselectie-aanpak. Deze aanpak is beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. De
basis van de aanpak bestaat uit een experimentele proefopzet, waarbij elk van de vier ver-
schillende voorbewerkingsstappen voor spectroscopie-data - basislijn correctie, scatter cor-
rectie, ruisverwijdering en schaling - geëvalueerd wordt als losse factor.Voor elke factor kan
het hoofdeffect worden berekend via de voorspelkracht van een PLS (Partial Least Squares)
model dat wordt gemaakt voor elk van de verschillend voorbewerkte data sets volgens de
proefopzet. De voorspelkracht wordt hierbij uitgedrukt als RMSEP, Root Mean Square Error
of Performance.Voorbewerkingsstappen die een negatieve waarde voor hun hoofdeffect heb-
ben, leiden tot een afname van de RMSEP en dus een beter model. Deze worden daarom
meestal meegenomen voor verdere optimalisatie.Tweede-orde interactie-effecten worden ook
berekend en meegenomen in dit beslisproces. In een tweede stap van de selectie-aanpak wordt
de optimale voorbewerkingsmethode geselecteerd voor elke relevante voorbewerkingsstap via
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een simpele, sequentiële optimalisatie.Voor 16 verschillende data-analyse problemen (zowel
kalibratie als classiﬁcatie) is aangetoond dat de nieuwe selectie-aanpak inderdaad leidt tot
een geschikte voorbewerkingsstrategie. Gemiddeld genomen vindt een verbetering van 70%
in voorspelkracht van het model plaats in vergelijking met de ruwe, niet voorbewerkte data.
Dit wordt bereikt in slechts een fractie van de tijd benodigd om alle 5.000 mogelijke strate-
gieën te evalueren.
De selectie-aanpak beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 was compleet gericht op het verbeteren van de
voorspelkracht van het model. De interpreteerbaarheid van het model speelt echter vaak ook
een belangrijke rol in data-analyse. Een veelgebruikte manier om de interpreteerbaarheid van
PLS-modellen te bekijken gebeurt via variabele selectie. Daarom is ook het concept van va-
riabele selectie geïntegreerd in de zojuist beschreven selectie-aanpak.
In plaats van het traditionele PLS-algoritme wordt er nu een variant gebruikt (PPRV-FCAM)
waarbij variabelen op een iteratieve manier worden verwijderd totdat er geen verbetering in
RMSECV meer optreedt. De resultaten van de integratie van PPRV-FCAM in de nieuwe se-
lectie-aanpak voor data-voorbewerking zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk 5. In dit hoofdstuk is
aangetoond dat deze integratie leidt tot modellen met zowel een hoge mate van interpreteer-
baarheid als een hoge voorspelkracht.
Voorbeelden zijn gegeven op basis van nabij infrarood data waarbij bekend was welke varia-
belen in theorie de relevante informatie bevatten. Zonder geschikte voorbewerkingen werden
deze variabelen niet geselecteerd en was de voorspelkracht van het model niet optimaal. Door
gebruik te maken van een wél geschikte data-voorbewerkingsstrategie konden de juiste vari-
abelen worden geselecteerd met een goede voorspelkracht van het model. Dit is een indica-
tie dat de selectie van variabelen en de selectie van een data-voorbewerkingsstrategie idealiter
tegelijkertijd moet plaatsvinden.
Samenvattend is er een nieuwe en effectieve selectie-aanpak voor het selecteren van data-
voorbewerking ontwikkeld. Er is aangetoond dat deze aanpak een data-voorbewerkingsstra-
tegie kan selecteren die, gemiddeld genomen, de voorspelkracht van een model gemaakt op
de ruwe data met 70% kan verbeteren. De tijd die een moderne computer nodig heeft voor
het uitvoeren van deze selectie-aanpak is slechts een aantal minuten. Deze tijd is vooral af-
hankelijk van de grootte van de data en het aantal iteraties dat benodigd is voor de kruisvali-
datie. Interpreteerbaarheid van het model is geïntegreerd in de aanpak via PPRV-FCAM, een
variabele selectie algoritme voor PLS. Het gelijktijdig optimaliseren van data-voorbewerking
en variabele selectie leidde tot modellen met een hoge voorspelkracht, die alléén gebruik
maken van variabelen waarvan bekend is dat ze relevant zijn.
De focus van het tweede deel van deze thesis was op de ontwikkeling van nieuwe data-voor-
bewerkingsstrategieën en het verbeteren van bestaande strategieën. Dit was nodig omdat data
niet altijd geschikt zijn om te worden voorbewerkt door huidige voorbewerkingsmethoden.
Een eerste voorbeeld hiervan is de analyse van GC-MS/O data (Gas Chromatograﬁe-Massa
Spectrometrie/Olfactometrie).Voor deze data is speciale voorbewerking nodig, die rekening
houdt met de karakteristieken van dit type data. Dit werk is beschreven in hoofdstuk 6. Drie
uitdagingen bij het voorbewerken van dit type data zijn in dit hoofdstuk geïdentiﬁceerd: het
verschuiven van retentietijden, verschillende detectietijden tussen de massa spectrometer en
de olfactometer en verschillen in geurbeschrijvingen van de assessors uit het panel.
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Voor de eerste uitdaging is COW, Correlation OptimizedWarping, toegepast op deTIC chro-
matogrammen (Total Ion Count) van alle GC-MS/O metingen, om de verschuivingen in re-
tentietijden te corrigeren. Dezelfde correctie is ook toegepast op de olfactometrie-data.Voor
de tweede uitdaging zijn zogenaamde geurgebieden (odor areas) in de data geconstrueerd
om op een juiste wijze met het verschil in detectietijd tussen de MS en O detectoren om te
gaan. Deze geurgebieden zijn kleine tijdsintervallen waarbij een meerderheid van de asses-
soren in het panel iets ruikt.Tot slot wordt een samenvatting van alle geuren die geroken zijn
door het panel gegeven via de Total Odor Count (‘Totale Geurtelling’), welke geïnterpre-
teerd kan worden door een ervaren analist. Er is aangetoond dat componenten met een geur,
waarvan bekend is dat ze in het monster aanwezig zijn, door deze aanpak gedetecteerd kun-
nen worden. Bovendien vereist deze aanpak geen interpretatie door een individu, wat de
objectiviteit van de aanpak ten goede komt.
Het tweede voorbeeld waarin data-voorbewerking geschikt gemaakt moest worden voor het
type data gaat over het corrigeren van retentietijdverschillen in LC-MS data (Liquid Chro-
matography-Mass Spectrometry). Dit is beschreven in hoofdstuk 7. In dit hoofdstuk is een
verbeterde versie van het PTW-algoritme (ParametricTimeWarping) gepresenteerd, welke er-
voor zorgt dat het algoritme gebruikt kan worden voor LC-MS proteomics data. Het origi-
nele algoritme kon slechts overweg met ééndimensionale data, terwijl LC-MS data
tweedimensionaal zijn. Daarom is het PTW-algoritme op een dusdanige wijze verbeterd dat
het retentietijdverschillen in individuele massachromatogrammen kan corrigeren (alignment).
Na het alignen van alle massachromatogrammen is het overgrote deel van de retentietijdver-
schillen gecorrigeerd.
Het algoritme is ook verbeterd door gebruik te maken van een ander optimalisatiecriterium.
Hiertoe is de oorspronkelijke RMS-waarde (Root Mean Square) vervangen door de WCC-
waarde (Weighted Cross Correlation). Het voordeel van de WCC-waarde is dat deze kan
‘zien’ wanneer twee pieken elkaar naderen tijdens het alignmentproces, zonder dat de pieken
overlappen. De RMS-waarde kan dit alleen vanaf het moment dat pieken beginnen te over-
lappen. Verder is er een beveiliging ingebouwd die ervoor zorgt dat pieken aan het begin of
eind van het chromatogram kunnen verdwijnen door het alignmentproces. Deze beveiliging
is ‘nullenvullen’ genoemd (zero padding). Tot slot is het verbeterde PTW-algoritme in een
strategie gegoten welke gebruik maakt van een globale retentietijdcorrectie gevolgd door in-
dividuele retentietijdcorrecties voor de best mogelijke retentietijdcorrectie in de complete
data.
Een aantal jaar geleden was de selectie van data-voorbewerking vooral een kunst: men ver-
trouwde teveel op ervaringen uit het verleden met bepaalde algoritmes, persoonlijke voorkeur
en smaak.
Het selecteren van data-voorbewerking is met dit werk een stap dichterbij een wetenschap ge-
komen: er is een objectieve manier van data-voorbewerkingsselectie ontwikkeld die niet bouwt
op ervaringen uit het verleden of persoonlijke voorkeur. Data-voorbewerking gaat langzaam
van kunst naar wetenschap.
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